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CHAPTER 1.--INTRODUCTION.
1. General Considerations.-In any given theatre of war there are
places which it is absolutely necessary for one side to occupy for the
safety of its army or fleet both at the opening of and throughout the
campaign. Such places are for the same reasons of importance to
the other side. Examples of these are :-Important river crossings
close to the frontier, passes in hilly country, naval ports, etc.
For the defence of places of such special military importance,
permanent fortifications are far more efficient than field defences.
In order to retain possession of such places without the aid of permanent fortifications it would be necessary to employ a large number
of troops, and the prolonged resistance entailed could hardly be obtained without weakening the field army to an inadmissible extent.
Permanent fortifications enable an inferior force to hold out for a
considerable time against one greatly superior. The defender of a
permanently fortified position always fights over ground which is
very well known to him, and is not obliged to be always adapting
his defence to suit changing conditions, as he is during the course of
field operations. For this reason it is possible to employ less highly
trained troops (e.g., The Landsturm) as part of the garrison.
2. General form of Permanent Fortification.-If the places to be
defended are to fulfil their main object, they must be prepared for
war as thoroughly as possible in time of peace. The work must
be carried on year by year with the aid of the highest technical skill
available. The period between the beginning of the war and actual
hostilities (which is the period of mobilization) must be employed
to complete whatever has not been made ready in time of peace,
whether from financial or other reasons.
Special points which arise are as follows :First and foremost the fighting positions must be chosen according
to correct tactical principles. The separate " points d'appui " of
the fighting positions (called works or forts) will have been already
built in peace time. They should not only be arranged so as to get
the maximum fire effect from their own armament, but they should
also be provided with such protection as will make them secure
against the heaviest kind of fire which may be expected. Further,
they must be protected from assault by strong and well-enfiladed
obstacles.
Then again, those portions of the defensive line lying between the
"points d'appui," which are of less tactical importance, must also be
strengthened by the addition of infantry cover, gun batteries, screens,
obstacles, etc. This work will be carried out partly in time of peace
and partly during the mobilization period.
B
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That part of the work carried out during the mobilization
period will be similar in chara_cter to _that of field defences. The
field of fire in front of the defensive position must be cleared, obstacles
(such as mines) laid down, roads and br!dges destroyed, etc_- Behind
the position the necessary commumcat1ons and telegraphic connections must be made and shelters for the troops and magazmes must
be constructed. Most of this latter work should be carried out in
time of peace.
Lastly, every provision must be made to enable the garrison to make
a prolonged resistance if necessary. This includes the provision of
ammunition, supplies, sanitary arrangements, technical stores, etc.
3. General Remarks on the Attack.- If the defender has created
and equipped his fortified position in a thorough manner, and if he
makes full use of the tactical advantages that this gives, the enemy
will be compelled to carry out a long and tedious attack which is
called a "Siege." Not only must he employ a force considerably
in excess of the defender's, bnt he must also bring up special means
of attack, such as heavy guns. Further, during the lengthy investment he will be forced to provide himself with a large amount of
artificial cover. The loss of time and strength involved in these operations is detrimental to his operations elsewhere.
If, however, the fortress is ill-equipped and but feebly defended,
the enemy will achieve success far quicker. When the artillery
bombardment can be carried through with only a few guns and in a
short time, or when it is possible to reduce the amount of infantry
cover to be provided (which adds so greatly to the length of an attack),
we have the conditions for an " AUac/c in force."
A sudden attack under cover of darkness is termed a " Ooup-demain" or " Surp rise attack.n
4. From the foregoing remarks it is evident that the length of time
for which permanent fortifications can be "held" varies considerably.
Above all the " nature of the conduct of the defence "is the deciding
factor, for even fortifications of an inferior character may be held
for many months if defended with caution and bravery. On the
other hand it is obvious that, under similar conditions, suitably
designed and constrncted fortifications might be held with a
smaller garrison and for a longer time than others less well-equipped.
It is self-evident that a garrison cannot hold ont after the munitions
for war (especially food) have come to an end. If food fails, the
attacker can attain his object by starving out the garrison instead
of making an attack.
Historical Examples.-In 1761 the Prussian fortress of Schweidnitz
was captured by the Austrians in 011e night. O11e year later this
fortress, which had been strengthened in the meantime, was only
recaptured after a two months' siege.
Similarly. in 1807, the Russian _fortress of Danzig was taken by
the French m two months, while m 1813 an eleven months' siege
was required to retake it. The Prussian fortress of Kolberg (1807)
and the French fortress of Belfort (1870-71) only fell into the hands
of the enemy, one after a three and a-half months' siege and the other
upon the conclusion of peace.
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The eleven months' defence of Sebastopol by the Russians (1854-55)
is celebrated, while the siege of Port Arthm, lasting seven months,
is equally well known. The defence of the coast fortress of Charleston
for twenty months in the American Civil War (1863-65) is less wellknown.
As examples of sudden attacks we have the two attempts to captme
by smprise the Tmkish fortress of Kars. The first in 1855 was unsuccessful, but the second in 1877 resulted in the fall of the fortress.
The war of 1870-71 is especially rich in lessons, amongst which
are the captmes by "starvation "-Paris after 132 days' siege and
Metz after 69 days. In the case of Belfort (already mentioned) the
attacking force was far too small. The out-of-date fortress of Strasbomg was captmed after a 45 days' siege. On the other hand
numerous small fortresses, also quite out of date, were reduced by
several days' heavy artillery bombardment alone, while some offered
no resistance at all.
5. The Nature of Permanent Fortification.
(a) Land fortifications.
Modern land fortifications are of two kinds-" fortresses " consisting of a girdle of detached works (Gmtelfestungen), and" barrier"
forts (Sperren). Fortresses are used chiefly as bridge defences, and
in their main featmes resemble the double bridge heads of field fortification. Besides this, fortresses are always sited to block important
railways or roads, especially when the place to be defended lies on
the banks of a large river. Lastly, fortresses can be advantageously
used as reserve centres for all kinds of war stores.
The distinctive feature of the " fortress " as compared to the
" barrier " fort is that its works of defence are in the form of a girdle
(Rundbefestigungen).
These works are sited and designed so as to be capable of keeping
off attacks from any direction ; they are not necessarily distributed
equally along the girdle.
This all-round attack is likely to occm in flat or hilly country or
at the junctions of important valleys in mountainous country.
" Barrier " forts serve the same pmpose as a post blocking a line
of communication in field fortification, and are similar to them in
details.
In contradistinction to a fortress they are designed to meet attacks
in force delivered over a limited area and from a fixed direction only.
This direction coincides more or less with that of the line of communications which has to be blocked. They consist, therefore, of only
one group of works or even of only one fort.
" Barrier " forts are mainly employed in mountainous country,
for in such places all movement of large bodies of troops and transport
columns is confined to the main roads owing to the difficulty of
traversing the country lying between them.
As similar conditions are to be found in tracts where swamps
and lakes are numerous (West Russia or East Prussia), barrier forts
are then also applicable.
In exceptional cases barrier forts are used in open country such as
(1050)
B 2
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the French frontier with Belgium and Germany. The forts thus
situated must be very near together so as to confine attacks to the
front or rear. This either entails a large number of forts, or the
allotment to the defence of a considerable force in addition to the
forts themselves. Both of these alternatives have disadvantages.
(b) Coast Defences.
The chief use of coast fortresses is in the defence of those ports
which serve as strategical bases for the fleet and for its refit. If
these ports are open to attack from the land side they are provided
with land defences, and in such cases resemble land fortresses.
It may also be necessary to defend mercantile ports and
anchorages in order to close them to the enemy or to secure their
use as ports of refuge at any time for one's own fleet.
Coast defences are often required to close river mouths or sea
canals, to prevent landings on particular parts of the coast or to
protect bases for torpedo craft, coaling stations and the like.

CHAPTER II.-THE EMPLOYMENT OF PERMANENT
FORTIFICATION.*
(ILLUSTRATED BY EXAMPLES FROM MID-EUROPE.)

Strategical and political considerations determine what places
require to be protected by permanent fortifications.
In the following paragraphs an attempt is made to give with the
simplest possible explanation the most important instances in recent
times in which permanent fortifications have been employed, and
from the facts set forth, to draw such conclusions as seem justifiable.
(a) Fortifications on the Western Frontiers of Germany.
Of the fortified places shown in Sketch 1t only the fortresses on the
banks of the Rhine, Germersheim, Mainz, Coblentz and Cologne
belonged to Germany before the Franco-German war, since the frontier
then ran north of the line Diedenhofen-Bitsch-Weissenburg. In
order to estimate the influence on warlike operations which these
fortresses might have exerted by reason of their position, we must
first of all consider the circumstances of the period before 1860. It
was thought at that time that in the event of a war with France the
German armies would necessarily deploy behind the line of the Rhine.
It was evident in the first place that this great obstacle, the most
important passages of which were guarded by the above-mentioned
fortresses, would be a great protection to a deployment in case of an
unexpected attack ; and secondly, that the fortresses themselves
would, in their capacity of bridgeheads, protect a crossing in the face
of the enemy at the outset of the campaign ; and again, although
they would have fulfilled their chief function as soon as the invasion
had been accomplished, they would still have great value as protected
reserve centres and points of support ; and lastly, if the invaders
were repulsed they would materially assist their retreat over the
Rhine and would later on have enabled the offensive to be resumed.
After 1860 Germany was satisfied that her mobilisation arrangements, including her network of railways, had been sufficiently improved to enable her to contemplate a deployment in front of the
line of the Rhine. In these circumstances the fortresses were likely

* The chief object of this chapter is to give the student a few definite ideas.
For au exhaustive study the following works dealing principally with the
Franco-German wax are recommended :Frobenius.-" Examples of fortress warfare in the Fran<'o-German
war, 1870-71.''
Schroeter.-" The meaning of fortresses in the great wars, based on
Moltke's schemes of operations. 11
Gundelach.-" The fortress and the field army in the war of 1870-71.'' .
t This sketch was made for use with a pJan in the ~ook, "The fortress m
moderu warfare," by Von Schroeter, Lt.. Col. m the Pruss1an Army.

Sketch 1.-Scale, 1/4,500,000.
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to be called upon to fulfil the last-mentioned purposes only. They
were, in fact, mere! y of use as a reserve, while the deployment area
was left unprotected.
Modern conditions, however, are quite different. Ai; France is
now in a better state of preparation, Germany can no longer reckon
on being able to effect a deployment or to assume the offensive as
easily as was the case in 1870.
For this reason Metz, which was acquired from the French, and,
on a smaller scale, Diedenhof, have been converted into modern
fortresses.
These two bridgeheads connect up the shortest and most important
lines of operation leailing towards the front of the deployment area.
In contrast to 1870 this is now partly protected by fortifications,
which make the passage of the Mose[ easier.
The line of the Rhine has also been strengthened by the reconstruction of the fortresses at Strasbourg, which was formerly French,
and at Neubrisach (a smaller adapted fortress). This newly acquired
stretch of the Rhine is specially important because it lies near the
frontier, and because it is open to attack in spite of the Vosges
mountains which overlook it and which can only be crossed in a few
places. The fortifications of the old Rhine frontier have also been
brought up to date, but they have lost most of their importance and
are only of value in case the German offensive fails. If the Rhine
fortresses had not already existed, it is open to question whether
they would all have been reconstructed ; as this has been carried out
they have, no doubt, made the flanks of the deployment area more
secure.
Lastly, mention must be made of two existing German forts which
guard the railways, namely, the fort* (Feste) Bitsch, which was
formerly French, and the new fort* Kaiser Wilhelm II, an advanced
work of the fortress of Strasbourg. There are also defences at Oberrhein which act as a barrier fort in the Rhine Valley north of Basle.
The above examples show that the relative importance of the
fortresses in a fortified line is liable to vary within a comparatively
This is caused by changes in political affairs
short period of time.
and alterations in the strategical plans. These points must therefore
be very carefully weighed when any scheme of fortification is under
consideration, so that costly forts may not be built which do not fulfil
the object for which they were intended.
Germany also has fortifications on her eastern frontier, since she
has to be prepared for war on both frontiers.
In the interior there are no fortified areas which could possibly
be compared to the fortifications of the Rhine line, except a few
isolated and antiquated places such as Magdeburg, Spandau, Kustrin,
Ulm, Ingolstadt.
(b) Fortifications on the North and East Frontiers of France_
Though France possessed several fortresses at the time of the
outbreak of the Franco-German war, the majority of them were out
ol date. She hoped to have been able at once to carry the offensive

*

By "Feste" is meant an extra large barrier fort.
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into German territory and to remain in occupation. Consequently
she had almost entirely neglected both to carry out the necessary
work of reconstruction and to make preparations for mobilisation,
the supply of her garrisons, etc. _Y~t in _spit~ of this neglect,
and in spite of the surpnsmg and bnlhant vwtones of the German
army,* France was able to compel the victorious German invader
to lie before her fortifications for months exposed to the attacks of
fresh armiest which had assembled under cover of the fortresses.
The existence of these fortresses, although enabling France to hold
out for a far longer time than was anticipated, did not exert any
apparent influence upon the final result of the war. We learn at least
one important lesson from the operations round these fortresses.
France has shown that she possesses immense latent powers of resistance.t How different might her fate have been had she been better
prepared!
After the Franco-German war France at once began with great
energy to reconstruct her Fortificatinns. Some of the result of her
efforts are shown in Sketch 1.
The northern and eastern frontiers of France are divided into two
regions fundamentally distinct in nature and military importance.
From the Pas de Calais up to and including Belfort-the frontier
with Belgium and Germany-plains and low hills predominate. From
Belfort to the Mediterranean-the frontier with Switzerland and
Italy-the country is mainly mountitinoue.
l. The French Frontier with Belgium and Germany.

(See Sketch 1.)

In this area the defence of the French frontier is carried out by
single fortresses, between which are arranged chains of blocking forts
(Sperrfortketten).§ Behind these, formin 5 a second line, there are
fortress groups (Festungs-gruppen), two to every three fortresses ;
and finally, as a third line, lies the huge fortress of Paris.
The object of the first line is clear. It is not an impenetrable
barrier, and yet a_ffords protection against a strategical deployment
and makes 1t possible to fight a defensive and delaying action. This
~ay be necessary when a purely defensive attitude is taken up or
m order to hold some portions of the frontier with relatively weak
forces, so that the offensive may be assumed elsewhere with all the
stronger force. This line naturally acts also as a support should the
offensive fail.

* August 1st, 1870 : Start of the German offensive. August 20th :
Surrounding of Bazaine's Army in Metz. September 1st : Capitulation of
Macma~on_'s Army at Sedan. _Yet it was not until January 28th, 1871, that
the arm1st1ce was agreed to w h1ch preceded the peace, and during the interval
Germa~y had been compelled to attack two large and 22 smaller fortressee.
t First and second Armies of the Loire, the Northern Army and Bourbaki's
Army.
t As a. result France, in spite of her defeat, could not for one moment be set
on one side as a "qua.ntite negligeable,l' . Her c~edi~ scarcely suffered, and she
::e.able to pay off the enormous war mdemmty m an &stonishingly short
§ Cf. p. 3, bottom paragraph.
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The second line (the fortress groups) only comes into play when
the fast line has been broken through, after which it may be employed
in various ways according to circumstances.
Supposing a defeated army was retiring upon one of the fortress
groups it would have one of its flanks secured. Such protection is a
great advantage.
In the case of a retreat in the gap between any two of the groups
this advantage would be lost, but the two groups would threaten the
enemy's communications as he advanced between them, especially
as they have the power of harassing his supports.* The enemy would
thus be compelled to " contain " one of the groups or else to attack
it: in either case his main bodv would be weakened.
To turn to Paris : even i~ 1870-71 she only fell when her provisions ran out. Though her defences were incomplete and her equipment and stores deficient she was, contrary to all expectation, able
to hold out for 132 days. The German army of investment was in
a somewhat precarious position. Insufficiently provided with means
of attack and inferior in numbers to the defence, it was not in a position
to carry out an overwhelming attack. Detachments had continually
to be sent to oppose the threatened attacks of the newly formed corps
in the north-west and east of France.
If the army which was investing Metz had not been set free by
the fall of that fortress, the siege of Paris would not have succeeded.
The modern fortress of Paris is incomparably better prepared
for war than it was in 1870-71, and a besieger would now have a far
more difficult task than at the former siege.
Though France has obviously taken precautions to complete her
land defences in the most thorough way possible, it must not be forgotton that to construct, equip and maintain so many fortresses and
barrier forts involves an enormous expenditure and moreover very large
numbers of men are required for their defence. If it be borne in mind
that the main objective of a powerful State should be the enemy's
territory, it is an open question whether such a complete and extensive
system of fortification as that existing in France is really necessary.
A State which has determined to assume the immediate offensive
in the event of war, but which is forced to consider economy, will
undoubtedly get the best value by a thorough preparation of its
field army. But since no State can make certain of a successful
offensive from the very start it is not justified in dispensing entirely
with fortifications. Fortifications are necessary, if only to afford
protection to a strategical deployment and to ensure that initial
defeat does not spell disaster.
There are two conditions under which a State is justified in develop•
ing a system of fortifications as elaborate as that of France. Firstly,
it must have sufficient means to provide for her field army as well
as her land defences; and secondly, it must have the moral and
.
financial strength to carry on the defensive to the bitter ~nd.
If, after admitting that France fulfils these cond1t10ns, we still
consider her fortifications too elaborate, we must not forget that

* Either by the garrison itself or as in 1870-71 by fresh troops assembled
under cover of the fortress.
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her boundary with Belgium and Germany lacks any naturally strong
obstacle such as is formed by the River Rhine. To meet this weakness
she has adopted a deep zone of barrier forts, and at the same time
she has probably abandoned certain places whose defence would have
entailed a complete new system of fortifications.
2. The French Frontiers with Switzerland and Italy (Alps and the

Jura llfountains).
The fortifications hitherto under consideration have been situated
in districts which, by reason of their geographical features, must
constitute the main theatre of operations for a field army.
Military history teaches us that the so-called " Frontier zone "
(Durchszugsland), though ill-adapted to major operations, frequently
becomes the locale of subsidiarymovements. The object of such minor
operations may be the seizure of the areas concerned or they may be
merely auxiliary to the occupation of the main theatre of war.
In this connection we have only to recall the part which was played
by the Tyrol in the wars of Napoleon.
The Alps and their outlying spurs-the Jura Mountains-form the
frontier zone between France, Switzerland and Italy. The defences
here consist of barrier forts which connect up the most important
lines of communication. There are in addition the fortresses of
Besan~on* for the Jura, Grenoble and Lyons for the Cottian Alps,
the small place Sisteron for the Maritime Alps ; these all lie along
the line of railway behind this frontier, and are of value when the
advanced forts have fallen.
This system of fortification permits of the defence of this frontier
with a relatively small force to the benefit of the main army operating
in the north. For political reasons this is especially necessary in the
case of France.
Besides liberating troops for use elsewhere these defences may
so delay a part of the enemy's forces as to prevent their co-operation
in the main theatre of war.
For these reasons permanent fortifications are of great value
in such "frontier zones." Their expense is not prohibitive, since
barrier forts are far less costly than fortresses. Even the less wealthy
States might with advantage make use of this type of land fortification.
The French frontier with Spain consists broaclly of the Pyrenees.
Barrier forts defend the eastern and western ends, while the fortresses of Perpignan and ~ayo_nne act as supporting points. (The
centre port10n of the frontier m the Pyrenees cannot be considered
to be a" frontier zone.")
The examples which now follow can only be referred to briefly
owing to lack of space.
(c) Fortifications in West Russia.
The frontier here is entirely free of obstacles and the country
is very open.

* Besanc~n belongs to the Southe1:n.group of fortresses aln1a,1_, wentioued, but
at the same time acts as a central poa1t10n for the defence ot the Jura !\fountains.
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A system of fortresses with chains of barrier forts in the intervals would not be a very valuable asset in this country, and moreover, on account of the expense, could not be even considered.
Russia has therefore been compelled to site her fortresses along
the rivers which run near to her frontiers.
Ivangorod, Warschau and Novogeorgiewsk lie on the Vistula ·
adjoining the Narew and Bohr there is a row of smaller fortresses'.
the last and most important being Osowiec.
The fortress of Brest-Litowski lying on the Bug is also important,
being situated at a railway junction and at the head of a vast stretch
of marsh land. The area enclosed by these fortresses is not one in
which an army could conveniently assemble with a view to taking the
offensive or simply acting on the defensive.
The fortified line of the Niemen closes in, this defended zone on
the north ; while in the south-east the way into the frontier zone across
the Pripet's morass near Kowno is blocked by several forts .
The great disadvantage of this system is that a strategical deployment anywhere in front of the line of the Vistula in Russian Poland
would be entirely unprotected by fortifications.
(d) Fortifications in North Italy.
1. The fortified Quadrilateral.
The fortified quadrilateral Verona-Peschiera-Mantua-Legnago will
only be referred to in so far as it affected the campaigns of 1848 and
1866. These fortresses were able to exercise a decisive influence
on the final result of two campaigns, they took part in the opening
of the campaigns, and they further acted as a protection throughout
the operations. This example is classic, and details will be found
in all military histories. These fortresses now hold an entirely different
position and are of comparatively minor importance.

2. Fortifications on the Alps Frontier.
The main theatre of war for Italy has always been the valley of
the Po. It is only possible to carry out extensive operations here
from east to west or from west to east. In order to make these
operations secure upon their north flank the only thing to do is to
block the passes across the Alps by " barrier " forts.
(e) The Defence of small States by Fortifications.
The lesser powers must endeavour to prevent any breach of their
neutrality, or if they are not neutral they must try to keep at bay
the superior force till such a time as help may be received from one
of the great powers by diplomatic or armed intervention. They
can only accomplish these ends when their small armies are supported
by fortified positions.
In the fortified line of the Meuse (Luttich-Huy-Namur), Belgium
holds a position from which her army can very effectually harass
any attempt on the part of a German or French force to march through
her territory between the Meuse and the Mose!.
Jn conjunction with the centre point-Antwerp-these fortresses
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make it possible for her army to hold out until the stronger power
intervenes.
The fortified line of the Sereth (Fokchani-Nemoloassa-Galatz) with
the centre point Bukarest,serves an exactly similar purpose for Rumania
in the case of a war with Russia.
Switzerland, by an extended line of " barrier " forts, has protected the important pass over the St. Gotthard, which· prevents any
attempt to march through her territory from north to south.

(/) The Coast Defences of Germany.
Germany possesses two first-class naval harbours, Wilhelmshafen
on the North Sea and Kiel on the Baltic, which are the main mobilisation centres for her fleet. All the more important river estuaries
(Weser, Elbe, Oder, Vistula), as well as the Kurische and Frische
Haff, are also defended for purposes which have already been mentioned
in Chapter I, paragraph 5 b.
It may be generally stated that coast defences are necessary under
all conditions, whether the fleet is small or large, whether its r/Jle
is to be defensive or offensive, and particularly for the following
reasons:(a) The mobilisation of a fleet can be molested on the very first
day that war is declared (cf. the attack of the torpedo-boat

destroyers at Port Arthur).
(b) It is rarely known what course the operations at sea will

take, and even the strongest fleet may be compelled at
times to seek protection in her harbours.
(c) Even the most powerful ships have only a limited radius
of action, i.e., they are only provided with water, coal and
ammunition for a certain length of time. They may therefore be compelled during lengthy engagements to renew
their supplies or carry out repairs at protected bases.
Many tasks may therefore fall to the lot of permanent fortifications,
and taking into consideration the varying conditions under which
they are used, it is clearly almost impossible to lay down any definite
rules for their employment.

CHAPTER 111.-LAND FORTIFICATIONS.

THE FORTRESS* (GURTELFESTUNG).

(A)

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

(See the Map.)

Main Features.
6. The main features of a fortress are its fighting positions. The
principal line of defence surrounds . the place to be fortified in the
form of a ring or girdle at a distance of several miles. This is called
the line of detached forts (Giirtelstellung).
The majority of fortresses have also a second defensive line, which
is much nearer to the place to be fortified ; this is called the " Enceinte " (Kernbefestigung). Its object is to check an enemy who
has forced his way through the first line at some point between the
forts, and also to assist the reserve which has been hastily assembled
to drive him back again.
Some fortresses have still another line of defence, an inner belt
between the main belt of forts and the Enceinte. This inner belt
is frequently found in old fortresses, where a new belt of larger circumference has been constructed. The construction of a new inner belt
of works, which is recommended by many authors, would generally
be prohibitive on account of the cost-it might sometimes take the
place of the Enceinte.
The belt of forts as well as the " Enceinte " comprise extensive
positions, which must be divided into sections,t each under a single
commander. Rivers form the section boundaries, or failing these
any other well-defined lines except roads or railways. Each section
is further divided into " groups," the boundaries of which are also
determined by the special nature of the ground.
See on the map, Sections I and II of the Belt, with groups I (a),
(b), (c) ; II (a), (b), (c) ; and Section V of the Enceinte. The Sections III and IV of the Belt and Section VI of the Enceinte are supposed to lie on the other bank of the Elbe.

* The example of an imaginary fortress at Kon iggratz, which bas been
chosen, is especially fu]l of lessons on account of the nature of the ground in the
vicinity.
In the work "Fortress ,varfare,'1 by Jas. bfacalik and Alb. La~ger,
Vienna, 1904, which is especially recommended for the study of details,. a
Fortress Koniggratz has also been selected. In this book, how_ever, for special
reasons, the use of a particularly narrow girdle only has been discussed.
t Previously the term u Defence district" was used, but this has now been
replaced by the term " Section '1 in order to conform to the terms in use in the
Regulations on Tactics.
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Means of Attack.
8. Disregarding for the moment the question of artillery defences
the great advantage which the " belt of forts" as well as the" enceinte"
have over the majority of positions defended on field lines is that they
compel the enemy to employ a frontal attack. This attack, however,
will never be directed against the whole circumference of the fortress,
for this would require too many troops and is unnecessary. The
objective is rather to capture a few miles of the girdle, and to achieve
this the attacker will completely invest the place with troops while
directing the decisive attack against one only, or, if in great superiority,
against two points of the belt of forts. He will endeavour to conceal
his intentions by demonstrations along the whole front.
The attacker has attained his main object when one section of the
belt of forts has been captured and finally occupied; for, if the
adjoining forts still hold out he can subdue them by attacking them
in rear, while the enceinte is unlikely to offer more than a feeble
resistance. This latter is due to the fact that a stubborn defence
of the belt of forts will compel the defender to use up most of his
reserve strength.
The defender must therefore keep his reserves in hand as long
as possible, as they are of extreme importance should a surprise
attack succeed at some weakly defended "internal position." The
presence of the enceinte checks the attack, averts a panic and gains
sufficient time for the defender to bring up his reserves. At this stage
the whole strength of the fortress comes into action. The attacker
will be in a precarious position and his retreat is likely to be fraught
with great danger.
9. Two other characteristics of siege warfare are the lengthy
artillery preparation and the provision of artificial cover to aid the
infantry attack.
The light and heavy guns of the field army* are not sufficient
in number or weight for siege warfare. Special siege artilleryt must
be assembled by ship or rail. Positions must be prepared for the
guns and light railways, teams of horses, or mechanical means of
some nature must be provided to bring them up into position. The
construction of the batteries and emplacements must be carried
out with care, bearing in mind the direction of the intended main
attack. All this work takes a long time and is open to interruption
from the defender.
It is necessary to provide extensive and continuous artificial cover
(saps or approach trenches) for the infantry attack, and to remove
or destroy all obstacles at the points where the assault is to be made.
Entrenching tools, explosives and all other appliances required for an
assault must be collected together in the" siege park."
The attack of a thoroughly equipped and well-defended fortress
is a very lengthy operation .

. * In the _German Army the heavy howitzers of a Division belong to the
Field Army, m ot?er states they are ~Iassed :is siege artillery.
+ 200 to 400 pieces are reqmred with their detachments including howitzers
of at least 10½'' calibre, 411 to 6 11 howitzers, a.nd 4 1' to 7·5" g~ns. See the books
ou "Armament " and "Fortress Warfare " for further details.
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Means of Defence.
10. Every fortress has a fixed garrison* and an armamentt corre-

sponding to its size and importance. In case of need the garrison
can be increased by the addition of troops from the field army.
11. The garrison is ruvided np into sections and one common
general reserve. The latter is generally one-quarter to one-half of the
whole garrison.
The sectional garrisons must be held ready for an attack at any
time. They must be prepared to ward off any attack independently,
or 1f the opponent develops a great superiority at any point, they
must delay his action long enough to enable the general reserve to be
brought up in support.
A sectional garrison must therefore be strong enough to occupy
in force any one of the more important tactical points in its section.
It is impossible to occupy these points permanently, for too large
a force would be required.
The "Works" alone have permanent garrisons, the intervals
being entirely protected by the outposts. The remainder of the
sectional garrison, consisting of the local and sectional reserve will
only (see A.R. and G.R. on the map) be brought up when attack
is i=inent or considered probable.
The General reserve is intended to reinforce the sections when
they are being attacked in superior numbers, and is also used for
carr:ving out offensive operations (sorties) in front of the fortress.
The outpost positions and the general reserve are not shown on
the map, because their positions are liable to change according to
the tactical situation.
The sectional garrisons and general reserve are mainly composed
of infantry, together with a few cavalry and technical troops. One
or two field batteries and machine-gun detachments are also included.
12. The main part of the armament of a fortress is ruvided up
and employed according to the following principles :Each section has a so-called protective armament (Sicherheitsarmierung) and a general reserve of guns, which is subdivided into
a mobile (horsed) and a heavy (unhorsed) gun reserve.
The protective armament includes those pieces which are needed
in the opening stages of the attack. They must be in position all
along the front and ready to open fire as soon as the enemy appears
before the fortress.
This" first line" armament consists of short range guns, whose first
object is to repel surprise attacks. More of these guns are mounted
in the works than any other kind; the reason for t his will be given
later.
It is also necessary to bring fire to bear on the enemy while he
is still a very great distance off. This long range b?mbardme:1t
will not only cause loss to the enemy in men and materials, but w11J.
compel him to advance with caution and will interfere with his preparations for attack. Long range pieces are best suited for this

*

A rough estimate is one man per metre of the outer circumference.

t About 600 to 1,000 light and heavy guns.
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purpose (calibres of 4-inch and upwards, range 9,000 to 11,000 yards
or more) ; they must cover the lines of advance and communication
and be used to bombard cantonments, camps, parks, etc.
The hostile field and heavy artillery, which comes into action
at the first stages of the siege, must also be engaged. Howitzers
(calibre 6-inch to 7·5-inch, range at least 6,600 yards) appear to be
most suitable for this purpose, for they can bring fire to bear on all
kinds of cover and can search hidden folds in the ground.
In the map the batteries sited outside the works are indicated
(.<ee para. 24).
The mobile (horsed) gun reserve (40 to 80 pieces) is primarily
intended for the rapid reinforcement of those long range batteries
which are for the moment exposed to the heaviest hostile fire.
When quick changes in position are necessary field howitzers are
preferable to heavy ones.
Light mortars (calibre 3½-inch to 4-inch) can also be allotted to
the mobile reserve, and may be used when the attacker has reached
a position within the range of the small guns. At this short range
only mortars can obtain the steep angle of descent necessary. One
of these light mortars can be moved by two or three men.
When the attacker is finally prepared to bring up his siege artillery
the defender must call up his heavy ariillery reserve {llllhorsed). All
unhorsed howitzers and any other heavy guns which are still available will be allotted to this reserve.
It takes a far longer time to bring up the unhorsed guns than it
does to bring up the mobile gun reserve. In most cases, however,
this time will be available, for the direction of the main attack will
be readily recognised on account of the extensive preparations required
for the siting of the siege artillery.
(B)

CHOICE OF FIGHTING POSITIONS.

(See the map.)
Tactical Requirements.
13. The best tactical positions are, as a rule, good defensive positions. When selecting the line for the belt of forts and the enceinte
every endeavour must be made to meet as far as possible all the tactical
requirements of the case.
There must be an extensive field of view which can be well covered
with a grazing fire, favourable artillery positions, concealed points
of assembly for reserves, etc., and where possible it is of great importance that the foreground should be commanded at artillery ranges.
In the choice of the defensive positions the following points have
also to be considered :Choice of the Girdle Line.
14. In the majority of instances fortresses resemble the double
bridge head. As a rule, therefore, the girdle line of detached forts
must be chosen with a vie,': to the _protection of an area containing
both ends of the bridge whrnh hes m the path of the main lines of
communication. Both ends must be held in order that an army may
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be a~le _to eff<;ct a crossing and advance* in the face of an opponent
who 1s m pos1t1011 Ill front of the fortress, or in order to ensure the
safety of a retreat.
The bridge must first of all be fully protected from bombardment.
In addition to this the town which is usually situated close to the
bridge as well as any important military establishments in the
vicinity must, as far as possible, be included in the scheme of defence
(e.y., the camps, commissariat and sanitary establishments, the
artillery park, etc.).
When the line of detached forts is at a considerable distance from
the object to be defended there will be no danger from bombardment, and at the same time an army marching through the fortress
will be able to deploy after it has passed the precincts of the town
without being exposed to hostile fire.
A theoretical calculation of the necessary distance can be made
by subtracting from the extreme range of the attacking artillery the
distance from the belt of the forts at which it can take up a
position.
Assuming the extreme range of the enemy's guns to be 61- miles
and the latter distance to be at least li miles, the distance between
the belt of forts and the object to be defended should be 4½ miles.
A bombardment at such a long range, however, is not likely to cause
serious damage, and since tactical considerations are of primary
importance it will rarely be possible to adhere strictly to the distance
obtained by this method of calculation.
Supposing for example that there were two positions possible,
one of which was tactically more suitable than the other for a belt
of forts bllt lay a mile or two within the theoretical minimum distance,
this one would, as a rule, be chosen without further consideration.
A short belt of forts has also the advantage that a smaller garrison
is required and the distance to be traversed l,y the reserves is less.
Cases in which a greater distance than the theoretical occur are :-(1) When there is no suitable position any nearer.

(2) When it is reqwred to protect specially costly objects such
as warships in naval ports.
(3) When it is reqwred to defend the important towns of a State.

In these cases a more distant girdle is desirable in order to increase
the difficulties of a bombardment.
Finally, when selecting the position for the belt of forts it must be
bonw in mind that the opponent will not bring up his long range
artillery against all the fronts of the fortress, and so a distance much
shorter than the theoretical is permissible at those parts of the line
where no attack is to be expected (e.g., the south-east front of Koniggriitz No. III Defence Section, is an example of such front, but it is
not shown on the map.)

* This for example will occur when a.n a.rmy which has deployed behind a.
river wishes to assume the offensive against a.u opponeut a.lrea_dy drawn u_p
facing the riv~r; or else when it is desir~d to att:i-ck a.n ~ne_my m rear who 1s
on the point of croijsing the river at a pomt outside _the lumta of the fortree~,
and at the same time to maintain the defence of the l'IVer.
(1050)
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The Example on the Map.
In the imaginary fortress Koniggratz th~re are two defensive lines
in the north-west. The position on the heights of Horenoves-Swiebwald is the more suitable because it affords an extensive view over all
the foreground. The position, on the heights north of_ the Niede)ist
and near Chlum, is overlooked in front by the first-mentioned pos1t1011
and is also rather too near.
There are again two possible defensive positions in the southwest, the most advanced one on the heights south-east of N echanic
is not suitable from a tactical point of view, and therefore the retired
position along the heights Problus-Prim-Techlowitz has been chosen.
In this example the belt of forts is 2½ to 3 miles from the place
to be protected, and 2¾ to 4½ miles from a selected centre point. The
belt is about 34 miles* in circumference.
Choice o! the Inner De!ensive Position.
(The Enceinte.)
15. When selecting this defensive position we must abandon
all ideas of protecting the precincts of the town or the bridges against
a bombardment from any of the works which have been captured
by the enemy. The enceinte presents a new difliculty. On the
-one hand it must not hamper the building developments of the town.
On the other hand it must not be too far out, for this would involve
great expense and a large garrison, and does not comply with the
tactical requirements of a second line position. These latter must
receive the first consideration.
The choice of the line shown on the plan does not therefore need
any further confirmation, even if other arguments could be brought
forward in its favour.
It may be mentioned that the former fortress Ki:iniggratz lay
altogether within the present enceinte except at the least important
section of the defence No. III, where it coincided with this position.
(C) THE MAIN FORTIFICATION FEATURES OF THE GIRDLE POSITION.

16. The defensive features of the belt of forts must be such that
they can deal with any attack to which it may be exposed by reason
of its importance or its power of resistance. The special features
of fortress warfare have been shortly dealt with in paragraphs 8 to 12,
and will only be repeated here in so far as they are necessary to make
this point clear .:j:

* All the large European fortresses seldom have a belt of forte less than
28 miles long, and it is rarely situated at & distance less than 3J to 4 miles from
the town. Bucharest baa a belt of 47 miles in circumference Paris J20 miles
(l~½ t? 15½ miles diam~ter), Belfort, Thun, Verdun 25 to 25'½ miles, La.ngree
322 miles, Lyons 42½ miles. At _Ant~erp the forts are 5¼ to 9½ miles distant.
The new Forts of Metz are 6{ miles distant from the centre point of the town.
t In some of the old German fortresses the town walls which acted as the
enceinte have had ~o be demolished on account of the growth of the town. In
most cases the layrng out of a new enceinte has been left undone for the aake
~~tri~~i:;., and this neglect has been attacked by eome of the leading military
t

Thie is dealt with at greater length in the book on "Fortress Warfare.'1
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There are usually three distinguishing phases in fortress warfare
which merge one into the other. These are the preliminary operations,
the artillery duel and the infantry attack.*
The first and second phases are conducted at long range, but in
the third phase we are faced with the problems of a close range
fight.
17. For the close range fight it is necessary to secure the best
possible field of fire over the immediate foreground.
The choice of the highest ground for this position has obviously
special advantages as long as the field of fire is not seriously curtailed.
This may be possible in undulating country.
Both direct and indirect firing guns will be used in the long range
fight . The best possible field of view and a good command over
the distant foreground are required for the former, and concealed
positions for the latter. Positions for the long range fight will therefore be selected partly on and partly behind the peaks or ridges
of the high ground.
As a rule, the siting of the works for the close range and
for the long range fights is done separately and depends on local
conditions. This will be discussed later with the aid of the map
and Sketch 2 on page 20.
The siting of the works for the long range fight must be carried out
with a view to obtaining the tactical support of the close range positions. A further advantage in the separation of these positions
is that they cannot be bombarded simultaneously.
18. Each position-close range and long range-must be divided
up into sections (Gruppenbildung), since no defensive position can
be considered to have equal tactical value over all its circumference.
Intersected ground is of less tactical importance than a line of heights,
and even in the latter case the fighting front needs to be subdivided.
For example, take No. 1 Defence Section on the map. It is evident
that the line of heights Chlurn-Swiebwald-Tummelplatz with the
easterly spur is ihe most important position, while the lower-lying
ground on both sides is of less value. Accordingly this line of height
must be strengthened by fortifications. These fortifications must
be again divided into groups la, lb, le, each of which will play a
different part in the defence of the fortress. In Sketch 2 the group
lb and a part of group la are shown on a large scale.
The conditions in Section II are similar, the divisions being even
more pronounced.
The Position for the Close Range Fight.
19. It has already been stated that the supporting points of the

close range position are the works and forts.
With their aid the defender must hold the most important tactical
points. They will be constructed so as to have an extensive field

* The more correct term is the "close range a.ttac~" (Nahangrifl), for t~is
will be carried out not only by the infantry, but ahw with the close co-operat10n
of the artillery and the pioneers. For the sa.ke of clearness the above term has
been chosen.
(1050)
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Sketch 2.-Scale, 1/25,000.
Refert'Wt'H.-la and lb = The groups; 3 to 6 = Works in the belt; J = Interval positions; U = Shelters for manning details i H 3 and H 6 =
Armour pro~ected howitzer batteries ; Il 1 :.., 4, 0, 7, ~ = Open howitzer batteries ; K ,., = Armour protected batteries for heavy g~na; K 3, 4 =

l"rn. 3.-Example of a" Work" (1 11,000).
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Section on III-III.
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Section on II-II.
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of fire to the front and on the flanks, and must have protection against
the most powerful shell. Strong obstacles must be ~rected. It _must
also be possible to cover the ground m front of the mterval pos1t1ons
with fire from the works.
The works by themselves only hinder and cannot entirely prcv~nt
the enemy breaking through the intervals between them. _The mtervals must in addition have fire positions for infantry, machme-/luns
and short range quick-firing guns, but they need only be comparatively
weakly defended.
These positions are not likely to be bombarded by heavy guns, for
Section IV-IV.

J

I-

Section V - V.

References.-B = Manning details shelters; B. St.= Observation Post;
E = Entrance ; F = Ditch flanking galleries ; Ga = Passage;
G = Ditch ; J = Infantry parapet; K = Revolving cupola for a

= Glacis ; H = Terreplein ;
L = Ladder up to the observation post ; M.G = Platform for

Q.F. gun ; Ko= Gorge caponier ; Gl

machine guns; M.M = Magazines; M.Z = Men's accommodation ;
P = Underground communication passage ; T = Traditor position
(quick firing guns); U = Shelters or casemates.

the attacker can only bring up his most powerful guns in comparatively small numbers; will employ them almost exclusively against
the works. Then, too, " cover " in the intervals can be made very
inconspicuous, and will offer a much less favourable target than that
in the forts. Lastly, should an attack on an " interval position"
succeed, everything is not irretrievably lost, for if the forts themselves
have not been captured their flank and reverse lire make the enemy's
position in the interval untenable.
For these reasons, therefore, field defences are used in the intervals, and they are for the most part only constructed on mobilisation, so that they do not become known during time of peace.

When the fortresses are not situated immediately on the frontier,
some weeks will be available to complete the defences of these positions.
They can therefore be constructed more carefully and substantially
than those of the usual field type, and m some cases it will be possible
to use stone and iron for building materials as well as earth and
wood.

Works.*
See Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6.
28. A simple example is shown in FIG. 3 with its Sections.
'l'he position for the infantry (half a company) and the machineF10. 4.-Revoh-ing armoured cupola for a 3·2-inch Q.F. Gun.
Scale, I 50. (Desc1-ibed in paragraph 49.)
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guns is an ordinary earth parapet (Section I-I), which, as a rule, is
not occupied until the enemy's artillery has ceased firing at the work
and he is ready to carry out the assault. Up till then a portion of the
infantry and the machine-guns are held in readiness in masonry bombproof shelters "B" (Section II-II), the remainder are in reserve
in the casemates "U" (Section I-I).
The light quick-firing guns are mounted in revolving armoured
cupolas "K" (Section III-III) [details similar to Fro. 4], which
are bomb-proof and have an all-round traverse. They can therefore
be fired during the artillery bombardment.
Other guns are mounted behind steel shields in the so-called
traditor casemates "T" (Section IV-IV); these are set apart

*

Details will be given later in Section "D," pa.ge 31.

especially for purposes of flanking fire . In detail they resemble
that shown in Fro. u. They are placed in retired positions on the
flanks of the casemates " U " and are completely hidden from the
Frn. tl.-Traditor casernates for a 3·2-inch gun with a minimum size
gunport. Scale, l _lf>O.
(Old corn;tructiou, described in paragraph 54.)
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Reference~.-d = Hand _wheel with worm and toothed wheel
gearrng, b, c work mg on a rack "a" to obtain eleYation .
e = Hand wheel with bevel wheel gearing ".f,, for traversing:

view and the direct fire of the enemy. These guns only require an
arc of fire of from 40 to 80 degrees.
The bomb-proof casemates "U" already mentioned contain
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living-rooms for the officers and men, magazines for ammunition
and supplies. kitchens, wells and cisterns, latrine and all other necessary
accommodation.
The obstacle consists of a deep wide ditch "G" (Section I - I),
which can be enfiladed throughout its length by case shot fire from the
guns in the flanking galleries "F" (Section V-V). All parts of
the work are connected together by umlergrotmd passages called
" poterne."
A work of this nature is always fully prepared for war.
Fro. 6 shows an isometric view of a fort, which also contains
armoured cupolas " H " for long range guns.
F10. 6.-Isometric view of a l!"ort.

Referencea.-J = Infantry parapet; S = Q. F. gnns in cupolas; H = 6 in.
Howil zers in revohing cupolas ; B 1, Bt, B3 = Obsen·ation posts ;
T = Traditor position ; K = Gorge caponier; U = Shelters for first
reliefs ; Z = Gate deft-nee (Zwinger).

Intervals between the Works.
21. Where the country is flat or only slightly undulating, works
may be sited at more or less equal intervals. They must be able
to support one another, and this factor determines the distance apart
at which they are sited. This distance will about equal the most
effective range of shrapnel fire (about 2,200 yards).
Fortresses are not often found in this kind of "terrain." The
country is usually flat and interspersed with hills or mountains
and the works cannot be equally distributed, but are arranged
in groups as already described in paragraph 18. The distance apart
of the works within the groups depends on the nature of the
ground.
Care must be taken to leave no large areas of dead ground. Experience shows that a suitable distance lies between 1,000 and 2,200
yards (see on the map the works 2 to 16).
The number of works must be kept as low as possible in all cases,
for they are the most costly parts ol the fortress.
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With a further view to keeping clown the expense improvised
points cl'appui are sometimes constructed at the less important points
within the groups instead of permanent works. These bear some
resemblance to the points d'appui of field fortification (see Gronp le,
IIb, IIc on the map).
Permanent works are only found outside the groups in isolated
cases (see the infantry works 1 to 16). In most cases improvised
.
.
points d'appui will suffice.
22. The positions in the intervals consist of simple earthworks
for infantry, machine-guns and light guns, with the necessary traverses, communication trenches, shelters, etc. , and the usnal
obstacles.
Sketch 2 page 20, shows the features of the arrangements
in the interv~l at one part of No. 1 Defence Section. The explanation
is given in the references.
Light guns and machine-guns are sited at all points at which
it is most desirable to reinforce the infantry fire. They are also
mounted at points where the enemy can approach under cover, or
at any place where enfilade fire can be brought to bear on him,
especially when making a flanking attack upon the works. In
Sketch 2 these points are indicated by the conventional sign for
a gun.

The Position for the Long Range Fight.
23. In this position arrangements must be made for the long
range protective batteries (Sicherheitsarmierung) and for the mobile
reserve armament, and in certain cases too for the heavy artillery
reserve which will be required along the front selected for attack.
24. The wng range batteries are mostly constructed during peace
time as permanent works, the remainder are erected during the
mobilisation period on improvised lines.
The gun must have an arc of fire of from 60 to 90 degrees. The
batteries are sited at points in or near the belt from which a good
view of the front can be obbined. They must be able to support
011e a11other by cross fire and to bring enfilade fire to bear on the
important lines of approach (see batteries Kl to Kl4 on the
map).
The Howitzers must have an arc of fire of from 45 to 60 degrees,
and usually are sited in batteries opposite the most important hostile
positions and therefore generally within the " groups." The larger
the mobile gun reserve the fewer will be the nurnbes of these howitzers.
From three to six batteries to a group, on the whole, are sufficient
(see batteries Hl to H6 on the map).
25. It is, of course, desirable that the guns in these batteries
should be protected by armour, as well as those in the " Works."
Financial considerations render this impossible except in the case of
one or two of the more important batteries. The remaindel', called
" open batteries," are constructed as simple eart.h works and should
be concealed.
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In the Group lb (Sketch 2) the highest peak of the Swiedwald is
specially suitable as a site for an armoured gun battery K5.*
In the Group la, Point 317, is the most suitable spot. Since,
however, work No. 4 lies immediately in front of this peak the armour
protected guns are themselves in this exceptional case placed in the
work itself. The drawback to this, however, is that · the battery
will be liable to suffer damage during the bombardment of the work.
In each of the two groups it has been possible to arrange for one
direct firing armour-protected battery (H3 and H6). The other
batteries of both groups are of the open type and are concealed.
The gun batteries are sited immediately behind the ridge. The
howitzer batteries are as far down the slope as possible, being just
able t? fire over the edge of the hill. Several less exposed "open"
battenes for guns (cf. Kl, K6 to KS) might employ direct fire, for they
are not likely to be a special mark for the enemy's fire.
Further details of the construction of batteries in the defence protective armament (Sicherheitsarmierung) will be found in Section (E),
page 58.
26. It is not, of course, possible to provide cover everywhere for
the mobile (horsed) gun reserve (some 40 to 80 pieces), for it may be
needed at different points in the belt, and will have to change its
position repeatedly.
These reserve guns must therefore be brought up under cover
into sheltered positions, situated at some place in the intervals between
the batteries of the protective armament. The only fortification
work necessary is to make approach roads.
27. The heavy (unhorsed) gun reserve comprises some 100 to 200 pieces,
and will be required to remain in action for long periods. It must be
sited in a fixed position on the " Front " selected for attack. As soon
as this front is known, cover must be put up as speedily as possible.
These open batteries will be as simple in construction as possible
and similar to those that are made for the siege guns of the attack.t
Since the heavy reserve guns are not horsed they must be brought
up from the park to their positions along field railway lines, which
will also serYe for the supply of ammunition.
Room for this reserve of heavy guns will be found by placing it
in a second line behind the protective armament.
In Sketch 2 the intermecliate positions BG, which might be suitable !or sheltered batteries of the heavy gun reserve, are shown dotted.
For the sake of simplicity the battery groups are shown instead
of single batteries. These groups are tactical units, each under one
commander, and as a rule consist of four batteries of from four to
six pieces each.

* An opponent coming from the N. or N.W. would probably detra.in his
siege artillery at Horits (see :Map) and bring it up into position against the N.,v.
front of the fortress, by means of a. light railway. It is of spec~al importance,
therefore, to command the foreground upon this front, and tins can best be
accomplished from the peak mentioned.
.
t Instead of batteries, single gun emplacements, s~ced at mtervals at about
20 paces might be desirable. The guns would be less hable to be stru~k by the
hostile fire if sited ir1 this way, but the restricted space available for this reserve
will seldom permit such an arrangement.
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Maaazines for shell and cartridges will be sited behind the long
range ;osition outside the fire zone and hidden in the folds of the
ground.
Cartridge stores should be bomb-proof (Sketch 2 MM), but shell
stores may be lighter in construction .
"Keep" Works (Riickhaltspunkle).*
28. Dlll'ing a lengthy siege the enemy is never successful simul-

taneously along the whole line. He first of all gains a footing at a
few isolated points in the intervals.
The defender must endeavolli' to render these partial successes
nugatory. For this purpose " Keep '' works-as in field fortifications-are sited at the most important tactical points behind the
main position (see the " point d'appui " marked " R " on Sketch 2).
These " points d'appui " will prevent an enemy who has captured
part of the main position from advancing any fllJ'ther or from seizing
the heights upon which they are situated.
They wiU protect the reserves who may be assembling on their
flank, and will act as a support to any attempt which may be made
to drive ont the intruder, and, lastly, will act as rallying points for
troops which have been driven back from the first line.
In our example (see especially No. I defence section) the ridge
which lies directly behind the main fighting position is a very suitable
site for a "Keep" work.
On the other hand, if the ground behind the belt of forts falls
away at once towards the rear, it would be difficult to site " Keep "
works which would serve any very useful purpose.
29. There are great advantages in being able to construct "Keep"
works on permanent lines. The expense, however, is prohibitivet
(see paragraph 6). Improvised " points d'appui " or fortified villages
will have to suffice for this purpose.
Other additional Defence Measures.
30. Measures to be taken in the Foreground of the Belt of Forts.-

It is of the first importance that the foreground should be cleared
over the whole circumference. The way in which this should be
carried out has been dealt with previously under Field Fortification.
There is usually plenty of time for this work, and extensive clearance
of woods, demolition of villages and levelling of the ground should
be carried out. In the example it would be necessary to clear a large
area of wooded country. This will supply the material for making
extensive "abattis."

* The siege of Port Arthur affords us a modern example of a " Keep" work.
The capture of the two Pan Lung redoubts led to no decisive results on account
of the retired position of the Chiuese wall.
t In Lt .. Col. Schroeter's well known work "The fortress in modern warfare"
field defences at distances of from 550 to 1,100 yards behind the belt are sho~n
as "Keep 11 W?rks. _In addition abo:1-t 1,100 yards further to the rear he places
a permanent rnner hne of works which takes the place of the enceinte.
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All bridges which might be of use to the enemy must be prepared
for demolition.
Lastly, wate~ways can_ ~e. dammed up wherever possible for the
purpose of floodmg the ad1ommg land and rendering it impassable.
All this work can naturally be carried out only during the mobilisation period.
31. lllaski1tg devices.-In order to screen the defensive positions
from the enemy's view, trees and shrubs will be planted during peace
time m front of the permanent works, batteries and communicating
roads, as well as the sites of future defensive works which are to be constructed on mobilisation.
The trees should be planted in clumps rather than in avenues
and at varying clistances from the points which it is intended to
screen. ·wherever possible. use should be made of evergreen bnshes
and trees.
32. Observation Arrange,nents.-Where possible each defence section will have one or two captive balloons for purposes of general
observation. Arrangements must be made behind the main line
of defences for housing them, for filling them and for sending them up.
The balloons must constantly change their positions in order
to avoid the hostile fire zone. For this purpose they can be moved
about when filled.
Telescopes will also be used for observation, and suitable posts
with an extensive view, will also be chosen. In cases of necessitv
field observatories will be erected.
·
Similar arrangements will be made separately for the artillery
observation posts, which are used to locate hostile works, and for the
identification of targets and observation of fire.
33. Illumination of the Foreground.-At least one 3-feet searchlight with a range of 3,300 yards is required with every group of works
for distant illumination. Besides this, star shell are provided for the
howitzers and mortars. For illumination at close ranges each group
of works requires a number of 14-inch searchlights with a range of
1,100 yards. As a substitute for the latter acetylene searchlights are
used but are of less value. Besides this," light" pistols (Leuchtpistole)
are distributed during the early stages to the troops in the works and
later also to the troops allotted for the defence of the intervals.
The searchlights are operated from previously prepared emplace-ments, which are generally in the close range position. The engine
plant and accumulators are sited under cover to one flank or immediately in rear.
34. Co,n,nunications and ,neans of Transport. - The existing
network of roads must be completed during time of peace by a circular
road behind the line of detached forts. This connecting road will,
if possible, be under cover (see the map). The necessary radial roads
must also be constructed. During the mobilisation period the few
remaining roads will be made in the form of cart tracks.
.
The question of field railways has already been referred to m
.
paragraph 27.
Lack of forage limits the number of horses which can be kept
within the fortress ; this renders the use of mechanical transport
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necessarv. Armoured motor-cars with machine guns and light guns
may be ~f use to accompany sorties.
A navigable river flowing through a fortress should be commanded
by armoured gunboats (momtors). They can prevent the en~my
building bridges and also co-operate m any engagement, especially
in sorties.
Protection against the attack of hostile ships is afforded by the
batteries, and also by mines and by rows of stakes (stockades) or
anchored baulks blocking the waterway.
Such obstructions also protect the bridges themselves from destruc•
tion bv floating objects.
35'. Telephonic and Telegraphic Communications will be mainly laid
out during time of peace. They will include the telephonic lines
from the fortress commander (in the town) to the section commanders.
These latter are also connected to the local reserves and to all the works.
All other commanders, officials, establishments-including the
supply depots, artillery park, ammunition magazines, etc-and the
observation stations will also be linked up with this system.
The artillery will have their own separate telephonic system for
fire control purposes.
On the outbreak of war all the other necessarv connections, such
as those to the outposts, will be at once put in hand.
Visual signal stations act as a reserve. Wireless telegraphy and
carrier pigeons will be employed to connect the fortress with the
outside world.
36. SheUer Accommodation.-The local reserves (see GR on the
map) will be accommodated in cantonments, either in villages concealed in folds of the ground or, failing these, in barracks. It is
highly probable that these quarters will suffer from the searching
fire of the enemy, and shelters must be constructed which will at least
afford protection from field howitzer fire and which can be occupied
in case of need.*
The section reserves will generally find suitable billets in the
villages ; barracks used in peace time will also be available.
The general reserve will reg uire to change its position according
as the probable direction of the attack becomes known. They will
be accommodated in cantonments or camps near the Enceinte.
37. Fortress Establishments.-These include the sanitary establishments, the supply depots (with arrangements for rapid pickling,
smoking and meat freezing), the artillery park and laboratory and
the engineer park for tools, explosives, etc. There should be some
well-organised means for dealing with an outbreak of fire within
the fortress.
38. Areas within which Building is Prohibited.-The erection of
buildings and any alterations to the conformation of ground should

* A good shelter can be obtained by digging out holes or caves in the mountain slopes, and if the thickness of earth is sufficient, protection can be had even
from heavy howitzer fire. These holes, called by the French "logementscavernes,'1 must not be excav;:i.ted in loose ground or in woody country (see the
article '· Uuderground caves as shell pruof shelter~" bv 1st Lieut. Ritter v.
Brunner, Streffleur 1895).
This was carried out in the case of amwunition
magazines a.t Olmutz 1866, and frequentlv by the Boers in 1899-1900 in their
besieged towns.
·

be pr_ohibited in the foreground of a fortress. If any buildings are
permitted they should be constructed of materials which can be
easily demolished. The areas upon which building is prohibited
by law are called "rayons." Usually the foreground is divided into
two "rayons." The nearer rayon at a distance of 660 yards from
the fortress within which no building at all is permitted, and the
more distant rayon, 1,320 yards from the fortress, within which the
numb,r of buildings other than military is strictly limited.
(D) DETAILS OF THE DETACHED WORK.

(a) Preliminary Remarks on the Effects of Shell Fire.
39. Each work of a fortress has its distinctive role. When
this is determined on· the factor which exerts the greatest influence
on its details is the amount and character of the hostile fire to be
expected. The building materials, the choice of armament, the
mounting of the guns, are also all dependent upon the effect of this
fire. In order, therefore, that the subsequent arrangement of the
details may not be compromised by paying too much attention to
the methods of construction and the materials used, only the most
important points concerning the effect of shell fire will be mentioned.
A modern work must afford protection against the heaviest kind
of fire from mortars (12-inch) and direct-firing guns (9·2-inch).
The materials available are earth, stone, concrete and iron.
40. Experience shows that the parapet oj an earthwork must be
from 25 to 32 feet thick at the top, with escarp slopes of less than
40 degrees. They will naturally lose some of their shape after a lengthy
bombardment, but if given the above dimensions they will still be
able to afford the necessary protection for the infantry and machine guns.
During the artillery bombardment this portion of the garrison cannot
take any part in the engagement, but must remain in bomb-proof
shelters. They will only take up their fire positions when the enemy
is compelled to stop his artillery fire owing to the advance of his own
troops.
41. Stone and Concrete Buildings.--The majority of casemates
are protected from gun fire in the following way (see FIG. 7) :The front or escarp wall " M " although several feet thick would
soon be destroyed by continuous direct fire if left bare. It is therefore
protected by a bank of earth "E," which absorbs most of the striking
energy of the shell (see Trajectory 1).
Shell with low trajectory which strike the crest of the earth parapet
or the masonry roof of the casemate glance off and do no damage
(see Trajectory 2).
A " mortar " shell compared to one from a gun of the same calibre
has a smaller striking energy but a far greater bursting charge.
The damage caused by a shell hitting the roof " D " of the casemate is due, firstly, to its striking velocity, and secondly, to the
bursting of the charge immediately after the impact (see Trajectory 3);
6½ to 10 feet of concrete* is sufficient to withstand the shock of even

* Concrete is a mixture of broken stone, sand and cement which sets after
it is nu,.de up with water and becomes as strong and hard as natural stone.
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two hits at the same spot. The roof is supported by arches or prefer
ably by steel girders (see also FIG. 5)..
.
As regards those shell which strike the front (see Traiectory 4)
and side walls it is onlv their burstmg effect whwh need he considered, for the' angle of descent is so stee_p that their stri_king energy,
is almost entirely absorbed by the earth 111 front. In this case, however, the bursting effect is greater than that produced by a shell which
strikes the bare concrete, for the explosion takes place under tamped
conditions.
The walls liable to be damaged by these explosions must be at
least 5 to 9 feet thick.
Shell which graze the edge of the roof and then explode in the
air (see Trajectory 5) are dangerous to the windows at "F," owing
to splinters and gas pressures. These windows must, therefore, be
protected with strong steel shutters.
Shell which explode in the air behind the building (see TrajecF10. 7.-Diagram illustrating shell effect. Sea.le, 1/ 400.
(Explained in paragraph 41.)

tory 6) may cause damage to the foundations ot the rear walls by
gas pressures transmitted through the soil. These foundations must
therefore be made deep and strong.
42. Armour Protection.-In order that a work ma.y be able to reply
to the enemy's heavy guns during a bombardment, its guns must be
well protected. Brickwork is quite insufficient, and armour plate
of the best steel must be used* (see paragraph 20 and FIG. 4).

* Axruour plate must be very hard to resist the penetration of the shell and
yet at the same time it must not be brittle, for it would then crack with the
concussion due to the blow or the buri!ting of the shell and might possibly break
up into pieces.
Hardness and toughness, the two qualities required, cannot easily be obtained
in one a.ud the same material. The hardest steel which has a high percentage
of carbon is too britt!e? while the tougher ateel~ which have a low percentage
o~ carbon are ~1ot sufficiently hard. Tough~eas 1a t~e more important quality
smce _a defect m the hardness can be remedied by usmg thicker plates. Tough
steel 1s therefore u~e.d and t~e plates are bai:lened on the. surface during manufacture by the addition of mckel and chrommm. In this process no injury ii:;
done to the toughness of the steel.
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Ari:nour protection can also be employed for machine guns, but
there 1s not much to be gained by doing this, as it would cost little
more to provide similar protection for q nick firing guns.
Armour-protected positions for the infantry cannot be considered,
on account of the expense.*
43_ Stone or concrete buildings and armoured cupolas, which
afford protection against bursting shell from heavy howitzers, are
said to be " bomb proof."
"Works" of minor importance or those in the enceinte need only
have protection against medium howitzer fire (6-inch calibre). Such
buildings are said to be shell proof and are only about half as strong
as those which are bomb-proof.
No protection weaker than this is permissible in the permanent
works of a fortress. Splinter-proof protection against field howitzers
is used in the interval positions and long range works, as these are
only semi-permanent or of field type. It is not generally possible to
construct any better protection, as the materials available will be
only earth, wood and stones.
(b) Description of the various Parts of the Work_

44. The many objects for which works are laid out, the different
formations of the ground upon which they are sited, and the amount
of money available for their construction, all tend to produce great
variations in design, so that no two works are exactly alike. There
are, however, certain details which, though they may be arranged
and grouped differently in each case, are always to be found in every
permanent work.
These component parts are :-

The fighting position for the guns and infantry.
The casemates and shelters for the gun detachments.
The accessory buildings.
The obstacles and the arrangements for covering them with
fire.
These components will now be discussed in detail. They will
be illustrated from the same example (Frn. 3), but other figures will
be referred to in each case.
l. The Infantry and Machine Gun Position.

45. The infantry garrison of a work usually consists of from onehalf to one company, but a larger garrison is occasionally allotted
to an exceptionally elaborate work. Owing to the small number
of men forming the garrison, machine guns are provided, as they help
to increase the rate and amount of the fu-e. They are mounted on
parapet carriages and are usually from four to eight in number.

* Neverthle8s the Russian Engineer Lieutenant von. Schwarz includes
propoaals for thie armour protection in his schemes but om its all reference to
cupola guue.
(1050)
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The eorth paropet already mentioned f~rms the most suitable
fire position. In plan it resembles the crest !me of a redoubt s?, t~~t
from it fire can be directed to the front, flanks and rear (FIG. 3 J ).
The breastwork, the banquette and a covered way leading to the
terreplein" H" are shown in profile (Section I). A broader banquette
must be provided for the machine guns "llfG."
_ _
At places where the parapet is interrupted by the bmldmgs (for
FIG. 8.

Details of Fw. 3.-A battery for Q.F. guns with men'1:1 £1belters

(Komplex). Scale, l /40Ll.
(Described in paragraphs 4G and 53.)

(+2.'00)
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Section II-II (~'IG. 8).
Section III-III (Fw. 8.)
R,ferences-B = Shelter for reliefs (also for the machine guns llLG.); K
Revolving cupola for a Q.F. gun ; B.St = Observation pol:lt with laddt:r L
(in the ground p1a.o it lies between the two cupolas); J = Infantry fire
parapet i M.M = Ammunition magazines ; H = The terreplein ; P =
Undergound communications (Poterne); St= Steps lt!ading up from P.

=

example, at the two angles) the infantry position must be carried over
the roof (FIG. 8, Section II).
As splinters are a source of danger at these points steel shields*
affording head cover may be provided as additional protection. They
are usually kept behind the banquette and should only be placed
on the parapet when reqwred.

* These were first proposed by the late F. M. L. von Brunnen in 1873.
then they have been introduced into nearly all armies,

Since

The whole infantry position might be made of concrete, and shields
might be provided as a protection against artillery fire, but the expense
1s verr heavy. Overhead cover against shrapnel bullets and
shell splinters for the infantry manning the parapet might be provided, but any such light protection would be completely destroved
during the bombardment, which often lasts for many weeks.
In large works a retired position can be constructed from which
fresh fire may be brought to bear on the enemy after he has captured
the forward fire position. Such fire would assist a counter attack
to drive out the intruder (see FIG. 9, J). If the second fire position
is constructed for frontal fire only it is called a " Retrenchment " ;
if it is enclosed it is known as a " Keep. "
2. Infantry Shelters.
46. In order that the infantry may make every possible use of

the short interval of time between the last stages of the bombardment and the assault, bomb-proof shelters must be constructed close
to the fire positions (see B, FIGs. 3 and 8, Section II).
The infantry will be held in readiness in these shelters fully equipped
Fw. 9.-Inner fire position.

K

Scale, 1/2000.

J

Refe,·ences.-K = Normal fire position ; J = Inner fire position ;
G = Ditch ; D = Wire entanglement ; U = Men's shelter.

and with their rifles in their hands, waiting for the hostile fire to cease
(the seats are shown in FIG. 8).
As this is physically impossible for more than a limited time (say
eight to twelve hours) only a portion of the garrison can be kept
constantly on the alert. The remainder-the "Reserve" (Objects
reserve)-will be resting in the casemates already mentioned or will
be otherwise occupied.
In case of attack the latter will at once hasten to the support of
the first reliefs. The machine guns will also he kept in shelters near
their own detachments (FIG. 8, M.G.).
In the example under consideration the garrison consists of one-half
a company of infantry and two machine guns for each half of the work.
Ramps or stairs lead up from the shelters to the terreplem,
or the latter may be reached from the banquette (see the arrows 111
FIGs. 3 and 8).
FIG. 10 shows the arrangement of the exits. (This figure has
nothing to do with FIG. 8.)
3. Fire Po.•itions for Light Guns in the Front Parapet.
47. The Choice of Guns.-ln any work the chief task of guns*
which are intended for frontal fire is to render assistance in repelling

- * (tuns which are specially set apart for frontal fire as opposed to guns
required for tla.nking fire or traditor guns.
D 2
(1050)
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the assault. These guns should also be able to come into action at
longer ranges whenever an opportunity occurs. Great rapidity of fire
is thus required, and a shell with a fair sized bursting charge. These
guns must also be able to remain in action during the artillery bombardment. The armour-protected Q.F. guns of field gun calibres
are best suited to meet all these requirements.
Guns of smaller calibre are frequently employed in foreign countries. They can fire with greater rapidity, but each individual shell
is far less effective and observation of fire is difficult.
The infantry making the assault are compelled to use artificial
cover while the h eavv fire of the fortress lasts. This consideration
suggests the use of Q.F. howitzers in place of Q.F. guns, since the
former can be used far more effectively against concealed targets.
Field howitzers are intended for both high angle and direct fire,
and would appear therefore to satisfy all the necessary conditions,
but unfortunately they have a lower rate of fire than the Q.F. guns.
This is a most serious disadvantage, and as the chief object of
Frn. 10.-Isometric view of exit arrangements.

References.-A and A = The exits ; r = R.arup ; H =
Terrep]ein ; Schn. K = Q.F. gun in revolving
cupola.

these pieces is to repel the assault, Q.F. guns are usually
preferred.
48. Armour Protection for Q.F. Guns.-There are so many different
type~ of armoured protection f_or guns that it will only be possible
to give_ a sm~le example to illustrate the fundamental principles
~derlymg their design. The_ construction of the most modern types
1s also kept secr~t m the maionty of countries, so that examples of
these cannot be given.
The armoure~ s~ructure must occupy _the _smallest possible space
because of the m1tial cost and because 1t will be less likely to be
hit. The mounting of the gun must also, for reasons of economy,
be made as small as possible.
49. A revolving armour-protected gun carriage for a 3·2-inch Q.F. gun

*

In the figure only the most important construction details are included.

is shown in FIG. 4.* The cupola acts as a carriage for the gun, and
revolves with 1t through the whole 360 degrees. A device is included
for taking up the recoil, and this helps to increase the rate of fire.
Castings (a) in which the trunnions of the gun are held and can revolve,
are fixed to the bomb-proof cupola A.
The cupola revolves upon a ball race in the base V, the latter being
carried by an iron baseplate T. A hand wheel "r" is firmly fixed
to the base plate ; through a bevel gear this operates a toothed wheel
which engages in a circular rack K fixed to the base. When the
wheel "r" is turned the cupola is made to rotate rapidly, and a pointer
" f " moving over the circular scale " s " indicates the angular position
of the cupola. About 80 rounds of ammunition are stored in a recess
in the base plate and in a circular nitch B in the concrete wall.
The steps " Z " leading up into the cupola are covered in with an
armoured concrete roof.
The cupola is surrounded by a ring of granite blocks " G."
The detachment consists of four men, including the a=unition
reserve numbers. The rate of fire is about ten aimed shots a minute.
The means for rapid traverse make it possible to obtain an almost
instantaneous combination of fire from all the guns against a moving
target. It is also possible to change rapidly from one target to another.
Hostile shell, especially those with a low trajectory, will, as a rule,
glance off the rounded cupola. They can rarely develop the full
force of their striking energy.
The same construction is suitable for the 4-inch Q.F. howitzer
but its shorter barrel will not project so far out of the gunport.
The construction just described affords complete protection, except
against a shell which chances to pass through the gunport. During
pauses in the fire precautions may be taken even against this unlikely
chance by revolving the gunport away from the enemy.
The arrangements for revolving the cupola may be seriously
damaged by shell splinters penetrating through the slit between the
cupola and its base. The projecting portion of the barrel is also
liable to be struck. This type of mounting is not, therefore, entirely
exempt from damage, and may not be in perfect working order at the
moment of assault when it is most needed.
50- The damage which was liable to this type of cupola led to the
design of the " Sunken cupola." The foreign example described
in this paragraph is constructed for a 2·5-inch gun (see Frn. 11 **.)
In this type the gun can be drawn back into the cupola. The
whole structure is then lowered until the roof (a) rests firmly on the
base (Vorpanzer). This is effected by raising the counterweight G.g,
which draws down the pillar" Z." In the lowered position the cupola
is a most unfavourable target for the hostile artillery and is only
likely to be hit by howitzer fire. In the fighting position, however,
(as illustrated in the figure), it is more exposed than the previous type,
and is liable to be damaged even by field artillery fire.
It follows, therefore, that this type of gun mounting ought only
to be used to repel the assault ; but, on the other hand, we can be
ff

The drawing shows only a shell-proof structure.

certain that it will be available for use at the critical moment. This
type of cupola can be traversed through a complete circle round the
pillar " Z" (s = seat for the layer).
FIG. 11.- Sunken cupola for a 2·5 inch gun.
(Described in paragraph 50.)

Sea.le, 1/50.

100mm

FIG. 12.-Revolving armoured observation post.
(Described in paragraph 51.)

Scale, 1/50.

51. Armoured Observation Posts.-In order to obtain accurate
firing it is of the first importance that the foreground should be under
constant observation. See B.St. in FIG. 3 and Section II, FIG. 8, for
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two such posts, which are provided with telescopes. One type of post
is shown in Frn. 12, constructed on the same principles as a cupola.
There is a scale in the observation post graduated from O to 180
degrees which corresponds to a similar scale in the cupola, the lines
of their divisions being parallel. When a target has been picked up
in the observation post the reading on the scale is communicated
to the cupola, which is then traversed round until the same reading
is obtained upon its own scale. When this is done the gun is correctly
laid.
Some observation posts are constructed which do not revolve.
These have several peep-holes, and observations are taken with telescopes and binoculars. They have an advantage over the revolving
type, as there is no delicate traversing mechanism.
52. Open (Unarmoured) Emplacements for Close Range Guns.In less important works field guns are occasionally fought from behind
ordinary earth parapets. These guns, like the infantry and machine
guns, must be kept in covered shelters near their positions during
the hostile bombardment. When the assault is about to develop
they are brought up into action, but time is lost in doing this, especially
if the ramps and emplacements have been destroyed. This arrangement is not, therefore, recommended.
53. The Arrangement of the Batteries in the Works.-In this work,
(see Frn. 3) two Q.F. gun cupolas are placed at each angle of the
work, together with the necessary observation posts and ammunition
magazines. Two other Q.F. guns might also be sited in the middle
of the infantry parapet. The details are shown in Frn. 8.
(4) The Positions for the Flank (Traditor) Guns.
54. Guns which are intended for frontal fire when mounted in the
angles of the work can also cover the ground in front of the interval positions. They could, however, only be used for this purpose
when the work itself is not being attacked. In the event of a simultaneous attack upon the work and the intervals, additional guns
must be set apart for the necessary flanking fire. These guns
will only require a small angle of traverse, about 60 degrees (see
Sketch 2), and can therefore be mounted in armoured casemates
instead of in the costly and delicate cupolas.
Frn. 5 illustrates a somewhat antiquated type of armoured
casemate ; the dotted line shows the outline of the casemate and
embrasure if constructed of stone and concrete only.
In Frns. 3 and 13 these casemates (T) are shown behind the gorge
of the work. Placed here they are out of sight of the enemy and are
only liable to slight damage from indirect fire. In _order to_ bring
direct fire to bear upon them the enemy would reqwre to brmg up
his guns close in front of the adjacent works to within a range of
1,600 yards,• and this could only be possible in the last stages of the
siege.
Even in this case direct fire is not possible, as the front wall of the

* The gnn port must be aimed at and a hit is only likely after the
expenditure of a vast quantity of ammunition.
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casemate inclines inwards here. Flanking guns mounted in this position are, therefore, almost invulnerable, and are certain to be available when the critical moment arrives.
These flanking guns are also known as " Trad itor " guns (the word
is derived from the Italian word meaning " traitor ").
55. Traditor guns are intended for close range fighting , and should
therefore be quick-firing and of 3.2-inch or 4-inch calibres. The same
arguments as are given in paragraph 47 might be urged in favour of
Q.F. howitzers, bnt since their first object is to develop enfilade fire
those pieces which have the larger danger zone are preferable.
FIG. 13.-Details of FIG. 3. Traditor position.
(Described in paragraph 54.)

Scale, 1/400.

,,,, as.
Section IV-IV of FIG. 13.

Scale, 1/400.

References.-T = Trad_itor casemate ; M.iI = Magazines; Ga= Passage ;
= Observation post; M.Z = Barrack rooms ; G.S. = Loophole

:;:_t.

When the field of fire is particularly ''deep" 4-inch and 4.7-inch
guns are oc~as10nally used. One would be justified in mounting guns
of these calibres on the right flank of Work 2 and on the left fl k
of Work 8.
an
Traditor casemates are, as a rule, placed on both flanks of a work
except when t~e intervals between the works are very small.
'
Each_ traditor casemate mounts from two to six guns accordin
of
the
work
and
the
distance
between
them
"'h
s
g
to thet size
d
.
• J. e e are
moun e on rec011 carnages and can fire through a very small gun-
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port. They are also in pairs or in threes, and in two tiers so that
the front wall of the casemate may be kept as short as possible, which
makes it easier to arrange for its protection.
Should the enemy succeed in breaking through the interval he will
be covered by enfilade fire from the traditor casemates (see Sketch 2).
To rrevent an}'. p_ossibility ?f firing into one's own troops fighting in
the mterval a distmct mark 1s made npon the gun platform to indicate
the extreme angle of traverse that can safely be used at night or in
a fog.*

5. Mounting of Long Ran1e Guns in E:cceptional Gases.
56. In some cases-for instance, when there are no suitable positions outside-it may be necessary or even advantageous to mount
heavy guns and howitzers in the work itself. Armour protection
would be required for them. (Compare paragraph 25.)
There are so many concealed sites available for howitzers in the
example given that it is not possible to select any particular work
in which they might be mounted.
57. Heavy guns can be mounted either in revolving cupolas or in
casemates with an armoured front protection. The former cost little
more for heavy howitzers than for short range guns. A typical example
is shown in Fm. 14.
In this design elevation and depression are obtained by sliding
the trunnion of the gun in a segmental groove (a), while the gun pivots
about the gunport.t In other respects the mounting resembles
that illustrated in Fm. 4.
FIG. 15 illustrates a bomb-proof casemate for a howitzer. This
possesses the advantage of having no delicate mechanism such as
is necessary for the revolving cupola, but the arc of fire is limited
to about 80 degrees.t The interior space necessary in armoured turrets
for heavy guns adds considerably to the expense of their construction.
On this account the guns are usually mounted in pairs.
Fm. 16 illustrates the chief features of a turret for a 4.7-inch gun.
The cupola "K" rests upon the understructure " U." The latter
is constructed with girders and carries the gun, gun carriage and
cradle "W." The whole turret revolves on the ball bearings Kg.
V is the base, Q is the ashlar floor, B is concrete work; Gg is the
counterweight which balances the gun.
Casemates for heavy guns are similar in construction to that illustrated in Fm. 15, but are far larger.
Long range guns are generally mounted in casemates (see the
howitzers H in Fm. 6).
Works which contain guns of all sizes are called " Composite
works" (Einheits-werke), to distinguish them from close range works.
For an example see paragraph 68.

* At least eight Tra.ditor guns-four on each flank, are required to cover_ tbe
ground for 1,800 yards in front of the intervals. In a fog or at mght
"searching" fire must be used in place of aimed fire.
t Neither the turret nor the gun illustrated in this figure are of modern
pattern.
.
t Heavy guns required for frontal fire cannot be mounted m the gorge of the
work like traditor guns. Their casemates must therefore have armoured roofs
as a.n additional protection. (Compare F10. 5 with F10. 15).
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Frn. 14.-Armoured cupola for a 6•inch howitzer.
(Described in paragraph 67.)

Frn. 15.-Armoure<i casement for a howitzer.

(Described in paragraph 67.)

Sea.le, 1/50.

Scale, 1/100.
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6. Accessory Buildings.
58. It has already been mentioned that the infantry first reliefs
(one-third to one-half of the whole garrison) are held in readiness
close by their fire position. This is the case also with the artillery
manning details.
Special casemates are proyjded containing plank beds and straw
mattresses in which the remainder (Objektreserve) rest.
Accommodation is required also for the fort commander and other
officers.
The following rooms, stores, etc., must be proyjded :-A medical
dressing-room, cook-houses, provision stores, telephone room with
Frn. 16.-Armoured turret for a 12 cm. gun.
(Described in paragraph 57.)

Scale, 1/100.

apparatus for visual signalling, guard-room at the entrance, wells
and cisterns, ablution rooms and several latrines ; also magazines
for storing the greater part of the gun and rifle ammunition (the
remainder is kept with the guns or in the shelters).
The casemates contain the necessary stairways and passages
leading to the upper stories and connecting up the various rooms.
In brief :-The garrison of a fort must be provided with everything
that is necessary to enable it to hold out for a longi time without any
outside support or hope of relief.*

* An enforced confinement in one work f(Jr any length of time leads to all
kinds of inconvenience. It is desirable therefore occasionally to relieve a gar•
rison, but u the ground in rear of the works is also under fire it is not always
poBBihle to carry this out in safety.

►
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All the various kinds of accommodation req~i~ed can, as a rule! be
found in the casemates in the gorge. The pos1t10ns for the _trad1tor
guns are on either flank; the battery for heavy guns may, if necessary, be sited in front (paragraph 57).
.
.
The gorge buildings are connected with the other parts. of ~he
work by bomb-proof passages P. (Poterne). In F:G- 3 the_ direction
from the shelters and casemates on to the terreplem (Hof) 1s marked
by an arrow.
59. The entrance is closed by two gates Tl and T2. Immediately
Fig. 17.-Entrance to a fort. Scale, 1/400.
(Described in paragraph 59.)
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'Z"S .• 1·t,

Refere:nces.-D = Wire entanglement; G = Fence with Gate T

and wicket gate t ; Z = Gate protection (Zwinger) ; K =

Gorge caponier; T 1, T2 = Entrance gates ; S, S 1 = Rifle
]oopholes ; 0 = Officers' room ; W = Guard room.

outside these there is an open space (Z) surrounded by a fence
G. This is intended to prevent the enemy from making a sudden
dash on the gates. Arrangements should be made to cover this area
with a cross fire.
In the examp!'e shown the gorge caponier " K," which has loopholes for rifles and machine guns, provides this cross fire and also
enfilades the rear of the buildings.
The obstacle gates should not all be open at the same time.
After a patrol or individual has been let in through the outside gate
it should be shut before the inner one is opened.

I
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60. There are various ways of making loopholes in the walls.
FIG. 18 shows a vertical loophole in the form of a slit for one rifle ;
FIG. 19 a loophole for two rifles; FIG. 20 for a machine gun.
F10.

18.-Loophole in the form of a vertical slit for
1 rifle (Schlitzscharte). Scale 1/100.

Ill

FIG. 20.-Loop for machine-

Fw. 19.-Loophole for 2 rifles.

Scale 1/100.

gun.

Scale 1/100.

Small loopholes are also made in the iron shutters for the casemate
windows. In this way the infantry fire position is also made continuous along the gorge of the work (see FIG. 3).
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FIG. 21.-Ditches.

Refe1'ences.-Gl

Scale, l /400.

= Glacis;

V

(Described in paragraph 62.)

D = Wire entanglement ;
ditch (Vorgraben.)

G = Ditch fence ;

= Glacis

FIG. 22.-Details of FIO. 3. Scale, l /400. Flanking gallery.
(Described in paragraph 62.)

V.

Section V - V of FIG. 22.

Scale, l /400.

References.-K = Casemate for two 2·4-in. guns for enfilading the ditch ;
B = 1st Relief accommodation with ammunition rP.cesses ; A= Latrines ;
St= Steps; P = Underground communications (Poterne); L Fl G =
Left flank ditch ; Fr Gr = Main front ditch.
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7. The Obstacle and the means taken to de.fend it.
61. The obstacle is intended to check the attacker at a place where
he will come under the most effective fire from the work he is assaulting.
It prevents the attacker rushing the work after the guns of the
fort have been put out of action, and should delay his advance until
the infantry, who may have been caught napping or have had to keep
under cover while the artillery bombardment lasted, shall have occupied the parapet.
The obstacle therefore and the caponiers, etc., defending it, must
be protected from long range artillery fire, and should be so constructed as to demand the exhaustion of every technical device of the
engineer before they can be destroyed.
62. Ditches (Fm. 21 and Section I, Fm. 3) must be from 20 to
28 feet deep and at least 50 feet wide across the top. They must be
flanked from encl to end by fire. The counterscarp wall nearest the
enemy is formed by a bomb-proof wall.* The escarp wall facing the
enemy, which is exposed to his artillery fire, is an earth slope.
As an additional obstacle a wire entanglement (D) or several
wire fences can be erected in a ditch on the glacis (Vorgraben) and
FIG. 23.-Covered wa.y.

Scale 1/200.

(Described in paragraph 62.)
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also at the bottom of the main ditch. Lastly, fences are fixed on the
counterscarp wall and at the foot of the escarp slope (G in FIG. 21),
which latter can also be planted with thorn bushes. The gently sloped
parapet beyond the obstacle is called the Glacis (GI).
As the ditch is in plan a polygon (usually in the form of a trapezium
or triangle) there must be several positions from which to enfilade it.
In the example shown in Fm. 3 the ditches in front and on the left
-flank are covered by the flanking gallery" F," while that on the right
flank is covered by a flanking gallery in the right half of the work.
Each gallery has two guns. The gorge ditch is covered by rifle fire
from the caponier KO. The flanking galleries are situated in the
counterscarp, and therefore, being unseen from the positions of the
attacker, can only be reached by howitzer fire. They are nevertheless
protected by armour plating and bomb-proof roofs like the traditor
casemates.
For other details FIG. 22 may be studied.
Small calibre Q.F. guns firing case shot are sufficient to enfilade
the main ditch. In case of the less important ditches, or when it
is desired to keep down the cost, machine guns or even rifles mounted
in rifle stands or carriages may be used.

* For the sake of economy the counterscarp on the flanks of the work is
often an earth slope.

Fw. 24.-Section of an old type of ditch.
(Paragraph 63.)

Scale, 1/400.
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Fw. 26.-Plan showing the arrangement
of esca.rp caponiers. Scale, 1/2000.
(Paragraph 63.)
.i,.
00

Fw. 25.-Profile of an old ditch.
(Paragraph 63.)

Scale, 1/400.

References.-K = Caponier; Sk = Angle
Caponier ; g = Rifle gallery ;
S = Direction of hostile rifle fire.
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The ditches are lit up by acetylene and sometimes electric lioht
proiectors of about 10 inches diameter (see Fro. 31 ).
"
In many works there is a so-called " Covered way " along the
top_ of the counterscarp wall, prepared for infantry defence (Fro. 23).
It IS so constructed as to be open to fire from the main parapet of
FIG. 27 .-Isometric view of caponier.
(Described in paragraph 63.)

Section C-D.

Fro. 27.

Scale 1/400.

Frn. 28. -Counterscarp caponier.
Sc·ale 1/2000.
(Described in
paragraph 63.)

c·

the work, in case it should at any time be occupied by the enemy.
This main parapet is only occupied when the covered way has to be
evacuated owing to the hostile fire. Observation posts are formed
along this covered way from which the glacis can be watched.
63. Ditches in Old Works.-In old works the escarp is frequently
formed by a wall as well as the counterscarp (Fros. 24 and 25).
(1050)
E
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It is more difficult to cross this type of ditch than t~e one just descri?ed.
Ladders or, if the ditches are not too wide, a hght portable bndge
specially constructed for the purpose will have to be_ used. Smee
the escarp wall faces the atta_cker it is_ possible for him to destroy
the top part or possibly all of it by howitzer fire. This type of ditch
is therefore seldom used in new works, and for the san:e reason the
practice of siting caponiers in the escarp so common m old wod{S
has also been abolished. The general arrangement of the caporners
is shown in FIG. 26, and the details in FIG. 27.
A caponier in the counterscarp is shown in FIG. 28.
Ditches of the type shown in FIG. 25 were covered not only by
enfilade fire from caponiers, but also by rifle fire from a counterscarp
gallery and a circular covered way_" r " at the base of_ the escarp.
This type of work consequently reqmred a very large garnson.
64. Ditches with no Enfllade Defence.-In less important works
Fro. 29.-Ditch covered by frontal fire. Scale 1/400.
(Described in paragraph 64.)

Fw. 30.-Moat. Scale 1/400. (Described in paragraph 65.)

the costly walls and flanking galleries are replaced by shallow ditches
and wire entanglements, which are covered by frontal fire from the
parapet. Such an obstacle is, of course, less effective.
65. Moats form good obstacles when not frozen over. As there
is no means of obviating such a contingency a wire entanglement
should be added to the moat.
66. The usual forms of Field obstacles such as crows-feet, fougasses,
land mines, make an effective addition to the obstacles described
above. They can be laid out after mobilisation begins, if time and
materials are available.
67. Mines.-On the glacis and even in the immediate foreground
fougasses and land mines may be employed with advantage.
There are at the present time many serious technical difficulties
to be overcome in laying out a system of mines on account of the
heavyhighanglefireof theenemy. Several authors propose the use of
"Bore mines" (Riihrenminen) radiating ont from the flanking galleries.
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F10. 31.-Example of a self-contained (Einheits) Fort. Scale 1/1000.
(Described in paragraph 68.)
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Section A-B.

FIG. 31.

Scale 1/1000.

Section C--D.

FIG. 31.

ScaJe 1/500.
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They consist of borings which are made in the ground and fill~d with high
explosives. They are i~tended to pr~vent ~he en~my dnvmg. countermines against the galleries and capomers with a view to blowmg them
up.
(c) Further Examples of Forts.*
68. Example of a Self-Contained (Einheits) Fort.-Fm. 31 shows
a fort in which the close range guns are mounted on the flanks of
the long range battery and are able to cover the ground in rear of
the work with their fire.
The garrison and armament consist of half a company of infantry,
eight machine guns on parapet mountings, twelve traditor guns in
casemat es and two guns for the galleries in the ditch.
There are two fighting positions-the front parapet for close range
and the position behind it for long range fighting.
The front parapet (N ahkampfwall) is prepared for infantry
defence, x, y (Section A-B). It has four positions (g) for eight
machine guns, and two "wing" positions" 0 " (ear-shaped) for light
quick-firing cupola guns.
The positions for the machine guns occupy a front six times as
broad as would normally be required for their emplacements, which
enables them to find cover when the parapet is destroyed at several
points. A wide berm runs along the inner edge of the machine gun
positions, sheltered behind the crest line and 6 feet below it. The
machine guns are first of all brought up out of the shelters by their
detachments, over the ramps, r and ri , on to this berm, and from here
they are hoisted straight up on to the higher level. The shoulders of the
men serving these machine guns will be above the crest line. It
will therefore be necessary to provide them with bullet-proof shields.
In the rear position (Fernkam;pfwall) 6-inch howitzers are mounted
in cupolas in the top storey of the casemates (Sections A-Band C-D).
In order to offer as small a target as possible to the enemy this
position is only 3 feet above the front parapet. It cannot therefore
assist in the close range fight , which is a great disadvantage.
The howitzers could be mounted in cupolas in the close range
parapet, but this again would interfere with the infantry defence.
Observing stations are provided as follows :-One, usually in the
centre of the gorge casemates, for observation of the distant foreground ; one for each howitzer battery of three pieces on the flanks
of the building ; and two in the front parapet for the light guns.
The traditor casernatest are situated on the flanks of the
barrack casemates (Section E-F) in two-storied buildings. The
extreme arc of fire from these casemates covers the ground for 300 or
400 yards in front of the adjoining work.
The face of this casemate (n' o) is hidden from view by the
gorge wall n n' anywhere outside the line o.m. produced.

* The forts described in the following paragraphs have never been constructed.
They were designed by the lat~ Feldmarshall Leu_tnant v. Brunner. As regards
some of the constructive details they do not entirely fulfil latest requirements
'
but such details are of small importance in a book of this natul'e.
t Tra.ditor caaemates were introduced in 1887 by F.M.L, v. Brunner ;\nd
took the place of the usual open or casemated flanks.
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Shelters for the First Reliefs.-The first infantry reliefs are sheltered
in the two passages G which lead from the gorge casemates up to
the front parapet. The men can sit in these passages in two rows
on benches with their rifles in their hands. As soon as they receive
the order to occupy the fire position they will march up in close order
through the two exits r and r 1 (Section r-r1}, to the foot of the
parapet, and on receiving further orders will take up their position
along the crest line. The machine guns will be held in readiness
near the exits ; they are shown in Fm. 31.
Accommodation is given for two-thirds of the garrison in the
two-storied casemates in the gorge. In the example before us one
"Zug" (one-third company) of the infantry garrison is allotted to
Section E-F.

FIG. 31.

Scale 1/400.

Section r-r1• Frn. 31.
Be

Scale 1/250.

~!

the right half of the fort and_ anoth~r to the lef~ half. One-th~d
these forms the first relief and 1s held m readmess m the passages G
as alreadv mentioned. One '· Zug" also provides the guard for the
entrance "gate and is quartered in the gorge ~a ponier. The. other
" Zug" occupies the counterscarp rifle gallery which flanks the ditches.
Clear instructions and many rehearsals with the whole garnson
are necessary to ensure that when the alarm is _raised the ~eparate
detachments shall all reach their correct pos1t10ns as qwckly as
possible.
,,
.
.
•
·h
The work is made " storm-proof by mcludmg a ditch Wit
counterscarp wall in front and on the flanks, a wi~e fence a~ the
foot of the escarp, and a wire entanglement with crows -feet
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at the bottom of the ditch. Bushes between which wire is stretched
may be planted or other obstacles erected on ~he glacis and escarp
and also in a crlacis ditch (Vorgraben) (see Sections A- Band C-D).
The ditch i~ defended by flanking galleries in the counterscarp.
The main front ditch is covered by two guns and the flank ditches by
rifle fire. The right and left flanking galleries are connected together
bv a counterscarp gallery which is prepared for musketry defence.
T,vo covered passages branch out from this latter and lead into the fort
(Section C-D). The gorge ditch is swept by fire from the gorge
caponier (K), and also from the lowest storey of the traditor casemate (Section E- F).
In the upper storey of the gorge caponier are mounted three
machine guns to cover the ground in rear of the fort and the road
leading up to it.
The commanding officer is in communication with the guard-room,
the central observing station and the flanking galleries by means of
speaking tubes or telephones. All the observing stations are connected
up to each other and to the various batteries in the same way.
It is advisable to construct an underground passage for about
120 yards to the rear as a safe means of communication under hostile
fire for carrying out reliefs, inspection of the garrison, removal of the
wounded, etc.
Some works may have no separate close range position, and in
this case the parapet slope would run into the bottom of the ditch
at a point " a," shown in Section A-B.
Fm. 31a gives an isometric view from the left side of this same
fort, with a few minor variations. The arrangement of the searchlights
is shown in this figure.
It should be observed that the part of traditor casemate beyond
the line Dt t 1 t 2 will be hidden from the enemy ; 0 is a window for
visual signalling to the next fort. A similar arrangement might be made
at the corner of the gorge caponier for signalling to the local reserve .
69. A Close Range Work of simple Type (Fm. 32 and Section I-II).
-This work is triangular in plan has only one flanking gallery. After
the detailed description of the fort given in the previous paragraph
the references give sufficient explanation of this smaller work.
It is shown in Fm. 33, Section A-B, that the machine guns
and infantry are each provided with separate exits through which they
can reach the fire positions and so avoid collision during this movement ; a and a' are the exits for the machine guns, 1 and 11 are the
exits for the infantry, who sit waiting in the shelters Be. The infantrv
banquette adjoins the machine gun position ; t and t, are iron door;,
n and n1 ammunition recesses.
70._ Additional Remarks.-It is obvious that Yarious types of con-

struction can be used in the works of a fortress. In order that the
fort commander may speedily become conversant with all the defensive
measures in his work and be able to direct the personnel and carry
out the defence in the best possible way, a complete book of instructions is published for each fort .
In the less important works certain simplification~ can be introduced without detracting from their value.
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FIG. 31a.-Isometric view of Frn. 31.

(De,ci·ibed in p.~rag raph 68.)
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References.-B = Observin~ station; C = Counterscarp wall ; E = Escarp slope; Gl = Glacie ;
Gr = D itch ; H = Howitzer cupola ; J ::= Infantry position ; K = Gorge caponier ;
L = Searchlight beams ; P = Platform for machine gun, ; S = Cupola for Q.F. guns ;
Sch.= Search light projector; T = Traditor casemate; Z = Entrance gate defence (Zwinger).
Fw. 32.-Example of a simple work.

Sc1le 1/1000.

(Described in paragraph 69.)

Referenr1.'s.-Schn = Q.F. ~un in cupola ; A = _Shelte~· for ~-A. manning de~ils ;. Pr=
Plank beds; D = Vhre fence ; Op = Visual s1gnalhng p~s~; T = D1rect10n_ of
Traditor gun fire; F = Direction of fire from interval pos1t1ons; b = Ob'3ervmg
1tation ; B = Infantry war shelters; P = Underground passage ; S, D11 D:t, D3 =
Search light projectors.
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The deep ditch may he replaced hy a wire entanglement in a
shallow ditch, covered by frontal fire (see Frn. 29). Armour-protected
guns for frontal fire may be dispensed with in some cases. Some
forts may even be without an infantry garrison and depend upon
their guns. Occasionally the traclitor rasemates may be omitted
but this is not recommended.
71. Old Types of Fort.-Before the introduction of the armourprotected gun about 1880, forts were constructed with embrasured
Section I- II.

FIG. 32.

war shelters;
i = Exit for war shelters ·
communications ; L = Air shaft;
o/s = Visual

Refe1'ences.-Be = Infantry

P = Underground
signalling post.

Fw. 33.-Details of Frn. 32.

Section A-B.

Frn. 33.

Scale 1/600.

Scale 1/2600.

parapets, and examples of these, more or less unaltered , exist to-day
in all countries.
This type of work was known as an " Artillery Fort " (see Frns 34
and 35). In nearly every case the front and flanks were defended
with heavy guns (4·7-inch to 6-inch). The arranaement for mountina
between each pai~
them is shown in Frn. 35. A hollow traverse
of guns served as a store for the ammunition and as a shelter for the
detachments during a !nil in the firing.

d')
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Fie. 34 with Sections A-B, C-D, E-F.-Example of an old fort. Scale 1/1600.
(Scale of Rections 1/800.) (Described in paragraph 71.)
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Light guns were mounted at the corners of the gorge: All guns
were kept under coverin so_-called "Han~ars" (sh~ds) until required.
Accommodation was provided for the mfantry m the gorge and Ill
the so-called "Place d'armes."
The gorge barrack was connected with the parapet and the ditch
by underground passages. The obstacles used in th~se forts ~ave
already been described in paragraph 63. Works of this type eXIsted
on the south front of Paris during the siege in 1870. They were
then proved to be inefficient, their fire being silenced in a s':'rprisingly
short time, while the guns mounted outside the works, which offered
a much smaller target, were attacked with little success.
It was a considerable time, however, before correct deductions
were drawn from this experience and before armour came to be
applied to fortification.*
The High Parapet Fort.-FIG. 36 shows a somewhat improved
type of fort known as a high parapet fort.
Since infantry and light guns are better adapted for the close range
fight than the slow firing long range guns, a so-called " low parapet "
Frn. 35.

Details of Frn. 34.

Scale 1/200.

was provided for this part of the defence. Behind this was placed a
"high parapet" for the long range fight (Section A-B). Light gnus
were mounted at the corners and the shelters were built under
the high parapet.
(E)

DETAILS OF THE LONG RA.,.'<GE BATTERIES OF THE PROTECTIVE
ARMAMENT.

72. There are two kinds of batteries-the armour-protected and
the open types (see paragraph 25).
Armoured casemates (see FIG. 15) might take the place of cupolas,
but they are not much cheaper and restrict the angle of traverse
of the gnu.
73. The Armour-Protected Battery for 4-inch to 6-inch Guns
is similar in every way to the howitzer battery (Frn. 37), except thftt
the very costly cupolas (FIG. 16) are replaced by armoured casemates. These latter are constructed on similar lines to the howitzer
casemates but are larger.
74. An Open Battery for Long Range Guns or howitzers is shown
in FIG. 38. It has permanent shell-proof traverses, which contain
the men's shelters and the expense magazine (FIG. 38). The details
of a gun platform and traverse are shown in FIG. 39.
Those batteries which are only built during the mobilisation period
cannot have masonry traverses. In their case field howitzer shelters

* There are

no armour-protected gu11s in Russia even uow.
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(FIG. 40) must suffice. These semi-permanent batteries have one
shelter for each gun, while in the permanent type one shelter is provided for every two guns.
FIG. 36 with Section A-B.-Example of an old fort. Scale 1/ 1600.
scale 1/800.) (Described in paragraph 71.)

(Section

6*

In neither case are the guns very well protected.. Wooden bulletproof screens (S in FIG. 39) can be used which will at least _afford
protection against shrapnel bullets (Fiillkugeln) and small splinters.
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Splinter-proof observing stations are placed outside the battery
because they must have a clear view, while the battery is generally
sited in a concealed position.
Frn. 37.-Example of an armom·-protected battery of 6-inch howitzers in
revolving cupolas.
Scale 1/1000.
(Described in paragraph 72.)

Sections A-Band C--D.

FIG. 37.

Scale 1/500.

Battery for 6-inch howitzer cupola (FIG. 37).
Reference.,.-H = Cupola (similar to F10. 14); B = Armoured observing station
(see FIG. 12); 0 = Open observing station (the approach is similar to A 1
in FIG. 10) ; M = Magazine for 800 rounds per gun ; N = Recess for stores ;
C = Casemates (reliefs take place every 24 hours) ; CC = Commandant's
room ; G = Passage and shelter; K = Cookhouse and telephone room ;
A = Latrine ; B = Water supply ; Z = Gate defence.
Frn. 38.-Example of an open battery for long range guns.
Scale 1/800. (Described in paragraph 74.)

Reje,·ences.-G = Gun plat_form ; U 1, U 3 = Shelters for personnel
and the expenae magazmes ; U., = Shelter for battery commander
witl1 telephone room.
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(F) FORTIFICATION FEATURES OF THE ENCEINTE.

75. The enceinte serves a double purpose. First, it is intended to
check a surprise attack which has penetrated the line of detached forts
a_nd secondly, it is required to offer a fresh resistance, t.hough less effec'.
t1ve, after part of the belt of forts has been permanently occupied by
the enemy.
FIG. 39.-Details of FIG. 38.

Scale 1/200.

Section of Fig. 39.

FIG. 40.-Shelter proof against field howitzer fire.
Scale 1/200.

1:s

Rtferences.-F, and F, = Flight of shell; U = Shelter;
B = Breastwork ; St = Stone packmg ; G = Gun
platform.

From the nature of the case the enemy cannot carry out a preliminary artillery bombardment, and therefore the enceinte must
primarily be constructed to deal with a close range. a_ttack. .
This entails the erection of suitable fire pos1t10ns for mfantry
and Q.F. guns and of a strong obstacle in front, to give effective
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protection against an assault. The position_ should consist of sing_le
" sturmfrei " works with obstacles such as wire entanglement, abatt1s,
etc., placed between them. It is also desirable to have positions
for infantry and machine guns behind the obstacles to cover them
with frontal fire.
In the second place the enceinte will have to meet a bombardment from "Uns mounted in that part of the belt of forts which the
enemy has ~aptured. The light and medium hostile guns which are
more easilv removed will be the first to open fire.
The eii"ceinte, owing to its comparatively short length, will only
be able to mount a small number of guns. It is desirable, however,
to construct a few long range batteries. It will often be possible
to save some guns from the captured forts and mount them also.
The works in the enceinte can be on less expensive lines than
those in the belt of forts. It will be sufficient to provide protection
from shell fire. The simplifications mentioned in paragraph 70 may
be made, except that the traditor casemates must not be omitted.
These latter can on no account be dispensed with, since the works
cannot always be fully occupied, and every possible weapon of defence
which can bring enfilade fire to bear must be retained.
{G) SPECIAL REMARKS.

76. The system of fortifications described in the previous paragraphs is based upon the principles of construction evolved during
the last decade. There are still those who say that the modern forts
with their active means of defence crowded close together form a
very good target for the enemy, in spite of their small dimensions.
They contend that the small width of the target lends itself to concentrated fire and that the various positions, the flanking galleries,
close range parapet, gorge buildings and the long range position,
lying as they do one behind the other, all come within the danger
zone of heavy howitzer and mortar fire.
Thus if the fire is directed at the cupolas of thelongrange position,
shots which fall short are likely to damage the flanking galleries,
while shots which are over the target may injure the gorge buildings.
Several proposals to overcome this difficulty have been made.
Some advocate the dispersion of all the component parts of the fort,
others would replace the fort by several batteries of armour-protected
Q.F. and long range guns. The first arrangement may be described
as a system of" Dispersed points d'appui" and the second as a system
of " armoured fronts."
Dispersed points d'appui.
77. The advantages of this system are-

(l) The dispersion of the targets.
(2) lt is easy to conform to the lie of the ground.
(3) Less dead foreground.
The disadvantages are(l) The ~fficulty of obtaining unity of command.
(2) Liability to assault owing to the impossibility of surrounding
the whole position with a dee]J ditch.
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(3) Difficulty in choosing the necessary enfilade fire positions.
(4) The communications cannot be fully protected ; for the
cost of constructing the necessary lengths of bomb-proof
passages would be prohibitive.
(5) 'l'he cost is from 50 to 80 per cent. more than that of the
ordinary modern fortress.
When considering the advisabilit,y of usino- this system we must
remember the increased effect of artillerv fire. Some of the disadvantages might, of course, be overcon{e by employing a picked
garnson.
Fw. 41.-A dispersed (" Zerlegter ") Point d'appui.
(Described in paragravh 77.)

Scale 1/7500.
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Reference,.-S

= Battery (Komplex) for 2 Q.F. guns or Q.F. howitzers-the
dt:"tails are the sa.me as in .ltrn. 8 ; T = Traditor position for 4 to 6 Q.F. guns
in arwoured casemates, similar to Frn. 13; P = Armoured batteries for the
l11ng range pieces, similar to Frn. 37 ; U = bfen's shelters ; J = The
intt1rmediate fire position, an earth parapet for infant.ry and machine
gun~-the first relief shelters are in the batteries S ; D = Wire entanglement in a ditch of varying depth without a wall, open to enfilade
fire from the gallery F, similar to }"'10. 22 ; P = Shell•proof underground
communication.
Armoured Fronts.

78. This system is in use on the line of the Se;eth (Chapter II,

Section (e)). It is based on the use of mobile armoured cupolas
(see Fro. 42).
These are the mobile carriages which mount a 2½-inch Q.F. gun
and are provided with armour protection against rifle and field gun
fire. They are brought up into position along field railway lines,
and if provided with large wheels can be moved along good roads b,·
two horses.
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The steel under-structure is fixed and bullet-proof. . The ,~rm~ured
hy
top with the gun can be traversed about a central pivot m
means of a wheel "r," and rack worked by a man from the seat S.
The ammunition is passed up by hand. The gun 1s served by two
men ancl the rest of the detachment is housed in shell-proof shelters
outside the work until such time as an attack is expected.
*Frn. 42.--l\iobile armoured cupola for a 53 mm.. gun.
Scale 1/50.
(Described in paragraph 78.)

''

Section of FrG. 42.

Scale 1/50.

These mobile cupolas are intended for use behind an earth mound
or a concrete parapet. They only project 1 foot 4 inches above the
parapet. They should be suitably painted or screened with branches
of trees. Dummy parapets and bushes will be used to deceive the
enemy, so that at distances over 2,200 yards this small target should
be unrecognisable.
These guns are only intended to repel infantry attacks, and are
supplied with 152 rounds of case and shrapnel.
An " armoured front" consists of three lines. In the first line,
batteries of three to five mobile pieces are installed behind a low
parapet and secured against surprise attacks by wire entanglements.
Single batteries must not be separated from each other by more than

* The cupola illustrated was made at the Skoda works. These mobile
cupolas were first made at the Gruson works at Magdeburg where several hundred pieces were turned out for various states-Calibres U--inch, 2-inch and
2½-inch-capable of firing 30 rounds a minute. The Grllson works (now
Krupp) ah10 make 5-inch Q.F. howitzer turrets which can be taken to pieces
and re-erected within a few hours and are to this extent mobile.
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5:i0 yards. A second line, 100 Yards behind, consists of similar batteries sited hehind the gaps in the first line; 1,100 yards behind the
first line there are batteries of 4·7-inch Q.F. howitzers and 6-inch
mortars. On the fronts to be attacked there is a third line of fixed
armament mounted in ordinarv batteries.
No provision is made for inf~ntry cover as the whole of the infantry
act as a mobile reserve. To repel an attack entire reliance is placed
upon the tremendous hail of fire from this large number of Q.F. guns
m all the three Imes (as the gunners are all under armour protection
the guns in rear can safely fire over the batteries in front).
ThP advantages of this system are:-•
(1) The targets are both small and dispersed.

(2) Fewer men are required for the defence.
(3) The cost of such a fortress is comparatively small.
ThP disadvantages are:(]) Diffimlty of suvervision and command.
(2) Liability to surprise attacks.
(3) If the enemy penetrates the line at one place there is a chance
of the whole defence being " rolled up."
(4) The delicate mechanism of the armoured carriage is easily
damaged.
The disadYantages of this system clearly outweigh the advantages,
and consequently only one example of it is to be found-the line of
the Rereth, previously mentioned. It was originally put forward
by Lieutenant-Colonel Schumann, an engineer in the Prussian Army,
and by Captain Me_rer of the Swiss Army.
Mobile cupolas are, however, held in readiness in some countries
for use in the '· Interval " positions.
BARRIER FORTS.

The barrier forts described in the following paragraphs are those
situated in mountainous country. Other types are dealt with briefly
at the encl of the Chapter.
(A) GENERAL REMARKS.

The Object and Nature of Barrier Forts_
79. The main object of a barrier fort in motintainous country is
to block all the practicable ways by which troops and transport can
penetrate into a neighbouring territory. They are usually roads
or railwarn, which follow the main valleys or cross from one valley
to anothe·r over passes and ridges.
It is not necessary to block bridle paths or cart tracks. They
are unsuitable for the lines of commmucation of any considerable force.
The less important roads which do not require to be blocked may
be rendered impassable by demolition at several places. When mmes
are used they should be laid out in time of peace, otherwise field
methods are used.
80. Barrier forts are occasionallv required for more than purely
defensiye purposes. For exampl~, when a force is ad,·ancing
(]050)
F
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through a defile a banier fort may act in the same way as a brid~ehead, by protecting the passage through the defile and then covenng
a deployment as soon as the troops emerge at the further end.
.
81. All kinds of barrier forts , but especially those for offensive
purposes, are sited as near the frontier as possible. Occasionally when
a barrier fort has to be sited at the junction of two or more lines of
communication crossing a range of mountains on the frontier, it may
be in a more retired position.
Means of Attack and Defence.
82. In a mountainous region there are few lines of communication
available for large operations ; moreover, the country lying
between these lines is usually impassable or very difficult. The country
is also, as a rule, very barren, and the hostile force will be entirely
dependent upon its own supplies. It is clear, therefore, that the difficulties due to the nature of the country will be enormously enhanced
by the presence of barrier forts, and that an enemy will be forced to
capture them with all possible speed if an advance is contemplated.
83. A greatly superior force is necessary in order to subdue the
barrier forts in as short a time as possible. On the other hand, the
difficult nature of the ground will often prevent the deployment of
large numbers of troops, and the attack may be limited by the lie of the
country to certain special points, all of which will be well-known to the
defender.
This applies especially to heavy artillery, for its positions cannot
be very far off the road. In some cases detachments of infantry with
machine guns will be able to reach the flanks and rear of the fort,
but they will have some difficulty in getting up their supplies.
The difficultv of at.tack will be much increased if the defender
has mobile troops and field guns.
84. The defenders labour under certain disadvantages also. It
will be i111possible for them to obtain a view over all the foreground
owing to the mountainous nature of the terrain. The attacking
artillery will often be entirely hidden from the fort, and many places,
of great use to the enemy for the close attack, will be screened from
the defenders' fire. Fogs, so frequent in mountainous country, will
also increase the chance of a surprise attack.
In an extensive mountainous country it will not be possible for
mobile_ troops to reinforce all the barrier forts at the beginning of
operatwns. Some of them will therefore be entirely, or at least for
a considerable time, dependent upon their own fire. These isolated
garrisons are far less favomably situated than thoee of fortresses.

(b) MAIN FORTIFICATION FEATURES.
The Barrier Fort for Passive Defence.
85. It is fu-st of all necpssar? to Llock the main lines of
communication so t-hat nothing can pass alon" them unobserved
even at night or in a fog. For this purpose one ;,ork is usuallv sited
rlose beside the road or railway and covers it with gun fire (see·' S' in
Frns. 43 and 44).
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Fw. 43.--Example of a fort blocking a ,·alley. Scale 1/50,000.
(Described in paragraghs 85 to 89.)

References.-S = \Vork blocking the road; Bu B 2 = Observation stations
or bJockhouses; Ki, K 2

= "\Yorks (Kampfwerke).

FIG. 44.-Example of a fort blocking a pass.
(Described in paragraphs 85 t o 89.)
1=50.000.

R,f,r!nrtis.-S = ,vork blocking the road ; K = Works.
B = Blockhouse 1
U sad • •
H .:-::: Alpine hut f ob.:1erving stations.

(1050)
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86. Such a work being sited low, seldom has a good view over the
foreground. It would not be able to fire over the slopes which are
"passable," and therefore other works must be sited on these slopes.
These latter works must bear the brunt of the artillery fight, since
the co-operation of any troops and guns outside cannot be relied upon.
They are known as " fighting works" (Kampfwerke) (see K,, K,,
FIG. 43, Kin FIG. 44).
87. Even these " fighting works" will not, necessarily command
all the possible positions for hostile artillery, and therefore fortified
observation pnls must be constructed from which certain specified
points can be seen (see Bi> B, in FIG. 43, also Band Hin FIG. 44).
Besides serving the purposes of general look-out or fire observation
posts, they will often serve to block footpaths or mule tracks, hence
t heir name " Blockhouses."
88. In the case of an important fort or when there is sufficient
room available for manoouvring, mobile forces may be expected t.o
co-operate, and positions must be prepared for them adjoining or
even in advance of the " fighting works."* These positions will comprise the usual fire trenches, gun emplacements, obstacles, etc., and
they may be left partly incomplete.
Occasionally one work will be necessary in order to safeguard
some lateral communication in rear.
89. The sketches of barrier forts in FIGS. 43 and 4'1 are given
as examples only and must not be regarded as types. No single type
can exist; the works will vary in nature and in number according to
the local conditions. For instance, it is frequently possible to omit
a barrier fort on the road if its duties can be carried out bv one of
the " fighting works. " Again, in valleys with precipitous · sides or
in defiles there may only be room for one work to block the road.
90. As in the case of a fortress, the following defensive measures
are to be found :-Means for lighting up the foreground, obstacles,
mines, screens, communicating trenches, telephone connections,
shelters for mobile troops, etc.
In mountainous districts the preparation for demolition of bridges
and portions of the road is specially important, since the enemy is
confined to the roads or railway. The construction of roads between
the forts and leading up to the positions, for the use of the mobile
guns is also important.
Owing to the amount o{ dead ground, the lighting up of the foreground at night is very necessary. Star shell are used for long range
work, while for short ranges pistols throwing lights (Leuchtpistolen)
and small searchlights are required. Balloons are not required, as
high sites are always available for o]iservation purposes.
Features of a Barrier Fort for Active Defence.

9_1. These forts are usually found in localities which are only
partially mountainous or hillr, such as high plateau land or on the
lower outlying spurs of mountain ranges.

* The advanced positions, as_ a rule found i1_1 Italy, are occupied in order to
delay the enemy as long as possible from rea..:hrng suitable artillery positions.
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Since one of the functions of an ofjen,si1•e barrier fort is to protect
the deploymen~ of. a large force it resembles a fortress in many of
its features. 'lh1s 1s seen from the exa.mple in FIG. 45. It consists
of a number of works and close range points d'appui which surround the area to be protected in the form of an arc (see Works 2 to 8
FIG. 45).
'
If the main line of communication upon which a work lies is in
a deep valley, additional works will be req nired on it. There will
usually be several high sites on which to erect observation posts (see
Works 1 to 9 m FIG. 48), and interval positions will occasionally be
required for the mobile troops.
F10. 4J.-Example of an offensive barrier fort.
Scale 1/200,000.
(Described in paragraph 91.)

References.-2, 3, 61 7 = Works ; 4, 5, 8 = Close range
points d'a.ppui ; 1, 9 = Blockhouses-observing
stations.

(0)

THE FEATURES OF THE BARRIER FORT.

(a) The Works,
92. There are many important differences between the barrier fort

and the fortress, of which the following are the chief :(1) In the first place the works themselves come under the effect
of long range fire and must mount armour-protected long range guns.
This arrangement is rarelv found in the works of a fortress.
(2) The unprotected infantry fire positions found in the works
of a fortress have frequently to be omitted in barrier forts. The
latter are often overlooked by ground close to them, which, though
difficult of access, may afford concealed positions from which small
detachments of infantry may pour in enfilade or reverse fire. For
this reason the close range fight can only be conducted with guns
and machine guns which have armour protection.
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In the example shown in FIG. 46 the cupola guns " H " are intended for both the long range and the close range actions. In FIG. 47,
Section I-I, the machine guns in armoured casemates are for close
range fire , while the long range fight is carried on by the cupola guns.
This latter arrangement is very necessary where the foreground
slopes clown at about 15 degrees or more, for the construction of cupolas
does not admit of such a steep angle of depression for the guns.•
(3) The absence of any definite type for a barrier fort has been
already noted.
(4) ·The limited space available for a barrier fort, which is often
situated on a narrow ridge, leads to a crowding together of the redoubts,
batteries and shelters, which is a great advantage to the enemy and
will make his fi.re more effective. On the other hand, the inegular
nature of the ground compels a wide dispersion of the inclividual
"works" in order to have as little dead ground as possible
(see FIG. 48).
E'w. 46.-Section through a fighting work.
(Described in paragraph 92.)

Scale 1/400.

H

"

R eferences.--H = Cupolaf or a 4-inch howitzer (for close and long range fire);
St = Steps ; G = Passage ; U = Casemates : :M = :Magazine ; D = Store ;
FI. A = Flanking galleries in ditch ; F = Rock.

Choice of Armament.
93. Medium and heavy guns (4·7-inch to 6-inch) are often useless in

mountainous country owing to the impossibilit:,, of long range fire.
\Vhen such guns are mounted they are placed in armoured casemates
(see FIG. 15) or in turrets (see FIG. 16). ,1"7-inch guns are usually
heavy enough.
To reduce the expenditure on armour, the guns are sometimes
mounted in concealed batteries outside the works. They are then
exposed to surprise attacks unless infantr~- detachments are posted
outside the works for their protection.
For the close range fight Q.F. guns in cupolas, somewhat similar to
that shown in Frn. 4, are sometimes used. Since it is scarcely ever
possible to mount enough armour-protected guns in the confinecl space
available it. is preferable to employ 4-inch cupola howitzers which
can be used at both long and short ranges. If the arc of fire on the
flanks is not too restricted, light Q.F. guns in traditor casemates ran
be used, similarly to those in the works of a fortress (see T in Fm. 4 7).

* In such cases light howitzers are valuable for it is possible by using small
charges to cover this steep foreground.
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94. The howitzers bear the brunt of the enemy's artillery fire. Those
that are required for both short and long range fighting as well shot1ld be
of 4-inch calibre. For long range action only the 6-inch might be used;
but, taking into consideration the inferior cover available to the enemy
and the probable distance at which he will come iuto action, 4-inch
cupola howitzers will generally suffice in all cases (as in Fms. 4 and 14).
Ho_witzers which are allotted for long range fighting only use
elevat10ns above 45 degrees. Any attempt to use the same howitzers
at close ranges results in too great an enlargement of the gun port.
95. Mortars.-6-inch mortars have not the range of the 6-inch
howitzer, and are therefore no longer employed, especially as howitzers
are capable of high angle fire of over 45 ° elevation. Light
mortars, however (3·75-inch to 4-inch) , may be of use in reaching
any concealed ground near the works, for the necessary angle of
descent could not be obtained at such short ranges with howitzers.
96. Machine guns take the place of infantry in the close range
fight. Two types of armoured protection are provided for them
ac~ording to the angle of traverse required-the cheaper armoured
rasemate (see Section l-1, Fm. 47) and the cupola (see Section A-B,
Fm. 48). The details of the latter are similar to those shown in Fm. 4.

Other Details (Illustrated by Examples).
97. The Example in FIG. 47 shows a work sited in a similar position
to the work K, in FIG. 43, but with a restricted arc of fire on the left
flank. In this case the most important field of fire lies in front and on
the right flank and is covered by six machine guns (M.G. ), four cupola
howitzers (H) and two traditor guns (T). On the left flank rifle fire will
be sufficient. For this purpose infantry will be stationed in the pa ssages
(G) on the ground floor and in the first storey (Section III-Ill).
Observing Stations.-These are at B,, B" for the machine gun
batteries (see Section II-II), at B3 and B, (revolving posts) for the
howitzer battery (FIG. 12), and at B5 for the traditor batter_\'.
Shelters for the machine gun detachments are provided in the
passage G, for the howitzer battery in the passage G2 , for the traditor
battery in the rooms B and R behind it, and for the infantry in the
passages G on the ground and first floors.
The Ammunition 1llagazines.-M1 to M5 are for the howitzers,
and l\! 6 for the traditor battery and the machine guns.
The Barrack Rooms and Accessory Accomrnodation , including
officers' rooms, telephone room, cookhouse, dressing station, stores,
etc., are provided in the two-storied casemates U in the gorge.
The Guard Roorn with gate protection Z is next the entrance
E and cannot be seen in the figure.
The Obstacle in front and on the right flank consists of several wire
fences (D) which are enfiladed by the machine guns (Section I-I).
In this case a ditch as is shown in FIG. 46, cannot be
included owing to the st~ep fall of the foreground, which .would
necessitate a huge excavation in the rock in order to obtam the
required depth and width. It might be possible to make. a cut m
the side of the hill (shown clotted in Section 1--1), which could
be enfiladed from the flanking galleries P.K., also sh~,vi, dotted.
This arrangement is not recommended, since the flankmg gallenes
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FIG, 47.-Example of a work on a confined poeition.
(Described in paragraph 97.)

Scale L800.
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are exposed to direct. gun fire and, in the event of their destruction,
this cutting would form a sheltered place in which the enemy could
collect for an assault.
On the left flank (Section III- III) a wire entanglement is erected
in front of the casemate wall; it is enfiladed from the caponier (K).
Another wire entanglement is placed behind the gorge casemates. This
is enfiladed from the projecting portion of the traditor casemate.
Howitzer star shell are used to light up the distant foreground,
for the near foreground" light" pistols would be fired from the observing
stations Bi, B 2 (Sections II- II). The left flank of the gorge is lit by
acetylene searchlights shining through ports in the flanking galleries.
In thi5 FIG. 47 F.S. indicates the assumed direction of the enemv's
·
artill ery fire, and F. indicates rocky ground.
FIG. -!8.-Example of a work with dispersed component parts.
(Described in paragraph 98.)

Section A-B.

Scale 1/2500.

Scale J )000.

98. The Example in Fig. 48 (Section A-B) shows a work similar
to the "Point_ d'ap_pui" described in paragraph 77. The formation
of the ground 111 this case necessitates a dispersion of the component
parts (see paragraph 92 (3)).
For the close range fight there are three batteries of three machine
guns each (1\1.G. ), which are sited wherever it is required to conr
the ground at point blank range. On account of the large horizontal
arc of fire necessary they must be mounted in reyoJving cupolas (FIG. 4).
TheIT fire can be supplemented from the infantry positions•· J."
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The long range pieces (H), with their observing station B. are sited
on tops of the hills where the hest view over the foreground can be
obtained. Long intervals are left between the batteries, so as to make
it more difficult for the enemy's fire to take effect.
An armour-protected emp.laceinent for two machine guns is sited
to cover the ravine in front of the right half of the work.
The ground in front of the gorge is covered by rifle fire or by
machine guns from casemates (U in Section A-B) behind the hiil
crest. Traditor guns, if required, can either be mounted on the outer
flanks of the casemates or in detached positions.
Obstacle ditches cannot as a rule be made for these extended positions. Wire entanglements and fences must suffice and should be
enfiladed in the usual way.
A " Reduit " can be formed by erecting a wire entanglement in
front of the long range guns.
Underground PassagPs (P) connect together the separate portions
of the work.
The advantages and disadvantages of this type of work are set
out in paragraph 77. Their use in mountainous country is often
necessitated by the ground, but they are rarely found in flat or
hilly country.
The advantages of a distributed target in mountainous country
are more pronounced than elsewhere, owing to the great difficulty
or even impossibility of obtaining satisfactory observing stations.
(b) Works Blocking a Line of Communication.
99. These are us nail y small works. Their armament consists of

Q.F. guns or machine guns, according to the range required. They
should enfilade as great a length of the road or railway as possible.
As only a small arc of traverse for the guns is required armoured
casemates will do.
Rifle fire, and in some cases machine gun fire, will be sufficient
on the flanks and from the gorge of the work.
Unprotected fire positions are of course out of the question, since
these works are always overlooked by higher ground.
(c) Observation Posts.
100. These are even simpler in construction.

Owing to their
small size they are less likely to be hit, and being on high sites they
are onlv exposed to the fire of field or mountain guns.
For these reasons they need not be so heavily protected as the
other works of the barrier fort. Two or more machine• guns are
necessary to augment the rifle fire or to cover any bridle path or
mule track. A few infantry will be stationed at the loopholes.
The construction of these works is similar to that of a blockhouse
(see paragraph 103).
(D) BARRIER FORTS IN FLAT OR HILLY COUNTR\'.
101. Compared to other harrier forts these require relatively

stronger garrisons and more armour-protected guns, for they may be
called upon to hold out for long periods agamst supenor numbers.
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SPECIAL FORMS OF PERMANENT LAND
FORTIFICATIONS.

(A)

GENERAL CONSIDER.\TIONS.

102. The fortifications dealt with so far are those designed to
resist the attack of organised troops, which are superior in numbers
to the defence, and are provided with special means for the attack
of permanent works. .
.
.
.
It is necessary at times to protect certam pomts agamst the attacks
of Irregulars and Insurgents. These points will require a far less
expensive form of fortification than a fortress or barrier fort. Occasions
may even arise where points have to be held which are little or not
at all exposed to any systematic artillery attack.
The blockhouse and defensive shelters described in the next few
paragraphs are types of this special form of fortification.
(B) BLOCKHOUSES.

103. Blockhouses are small fortified posts usu1tlly constructed at
both ends of important bridges or tunnels to protect them against
minor attacks. 'l'hey are built of stone or other material, and both
house the garrison and act as fighting positions (see Fms. 49 and 50).
The garrison consists of from one to three sections of infantry
with two to four machine guns if necessary. The fire is from loop·
holes in the outer wall or in the bullet-proof window shutters and
from a breastwork on the roof.
A courtyard(Hof)isfrequentlyfound inside the building so that the
garrison may remain out in the open when threatened with attack. It is
impossible for the garrison to remain continuously at the loopholes
in expectation of a sudden attack. For this reason the building is
provided with small caponiers (K, K 1 ), from which a few men may
defend it by enfilade fire, until the rest of the garrison can reach their
positions.
The entrance must be well protected. The door is bullet-proof
and in front is the protected area (Zwinger), which in FIG. 49 is formed
by the parade ground.
Small turrets on the flat roof of the blockhouse make the best
positions for the sentries. The building is surrounded by a wire
entanglement and contains separate rooms for the officers and men ,
also cookhouses, latrines, wells and tanks. Since the attacker is not
expected to possess guns, the walls are as a rule only made bulletproof.
104. Blockhouses can be erected as observation posts. When
they are intended to block bridle paths they are made with thicker
walls so as to withstand the fire of mountain artillerv.
105. Occasionally open or lighth· armoured Q'.F. batteries mav
be sited to some purpose on both sides of the blockhouse and withi;1
the ohstacle.
The Turkish" Knla " (see FIG. 52, with Section A-B) is another
type of blockhouse.
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F10. 49.-Plan of a blockhouse.
Scale 1/800.
(Described in paragraph 103.)

Fw. 51.-Blockhouse with
supporting batteries.
(Described in paragraph 105.)

FIG. 50.-View of a blockhouse.

Fw. 52.-Turldsh ° Kula'' scale l 800, with section A-B, scale l r!.00.
(Described in paragraph 105.)
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FIG. 53.-Plan of a defended barracks. Scale 11800.
(Described in paragraph 106).
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(C) DEFENSIVE QUARTERS.
106. These are erected in rebellious districts so that sentrv duties

may be carried out with as few men as possible. A so-called ;, Defensive barrack" for one-half to two companies is shown in Frn. 53.
They are constructed on the same lines as a blockhouse but are much
larger in size.
Fort,fi,ed camps are laid out for larger garrisons of from one to
three battalions. The different buildings in these camps, such as
-0fficer's quarters, men's quarters, hospital, magazines, stables, &c.,
are connected together by defensive walls, the whole forming an
enclosed area which is often square-shaped. Projections arc left in
the perimeter for the purposes of enfilade fire . The defensive garrison
-can in this wav be reduced to a minimum when the rest of the
troops are being. employed outside the camp.

CHAPTER IV.-COAST DEFENCES.

107. The role of coast defences has already been dealt with in
the Introduction (paragraph 5 (b)). Their main object is to attack
hostile warships, and they must also be capable of warding off ths
attacks of landing parties.

(A) PRELIMINARY REMARKS ON WARSHIPS.
108. Warships are divided broadly into three classes-battleships,
cruisers, torpedo craft. All these types are built and armed primarily
for naval fighting; they are comparatively little suited for the attack
of coast defences.
(a) BATTLESHIPS (FIGS. 54 and 55).

109. Battleships are the most powerful fighting units. They
combine the greatest power of offence with extensiYe protection
against hostile fire, and the highest speed with a capacity for the most
far-reaching operations.•
110. The chief weapon of battleships is the gim. The)" are also
provided with means tor firing torpedoes. The armament of a battleship consists of heavy guns (11-inch to 13·5-inch), and of antitorpedo craft guns, 6-inch to 4-inch.
Lighter armament is used to assist at landings.
Guns are grouped on board ship according to their range and
rate of fire.
Length of mnqe depends on the weight of the charge, the shape
of the projectile head, and the length of the gun.
The rate of fire on the type of mounting, the method of ammunition
supply (hydraulic or electrical power), the training of the crews and
the 11se of range-finders. Night firing is assisted br searchlights.
111. Protection against hostile fire is obtained to a yery large
extent b)· the use of armour-plating.
-;, That dii,;it:mce whi<.:b a warship can travel at an a,·erage speed (about l:? sea

miles an hour) without having to renew her coal su\Jply 1s ~ailed the "Radius
of Action." This is about 6,000 to 7,000 sea miles for Jatthisb1ps :i.nd double that
dista.nct! for cruiae1·e.

:F10. :·>•t - View showing design of a. pre.Dreadnought battleship, with horizontal section A--A and B-B.
Scale 1/1000.

Fro. 55.- Sections C-C and D-D
of FIG. 54. Scale 1/1000.
(Described in paragraph 111.)
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This is provided for the gttns and the vital parts of the hull and the
fighting posts (see the hatched-in portions in Fms. 54 and 55).
The less important parts of the ship are left unarmoured, as their
destruction does not affect the flotation of the vessel.
It is not possible to protect everything with armour plate or to
use absolutely shot-proof armour, for the cost would be prohibitive
and a heavy, slow type of ship would be the result. The "displacement," corresponcling to the volume of the submerged part of the
ship (the maximum weight of water displaced to date is about 20,0C0
tons) is to a great extent taken up by the guns and ammunition
and by the engines, together with their coal supply. In order, therefore, to obtain the necessary correct relation between the displacement and the total weight of the ship adjustments must be made in
the thickness of the armouring.
.
The heavy guns (see Fms. 54 and 55) are generally mounted in
pairs in armoured turrets capable of large angles of traverse (up
to 270 degrees). The light guns are either mounted in casemates or
on the open deck or in the masts.
The armour belt for the protection of the vital parts of the ship,
such as the engines, boilers, magazine, etc., reaches down 3½ feet to
7 feet below the water line (G.P., FIG. 55). Besides this there is the
slightly curved armoured deck (P.D. in FIG. 55), which acts chiefly
as a protection against the high angle fire of coast batteries ; it is
known as the middle deck.
The upper deck (0.D.) and main deck (Z.D.) shown in the plan are
nnarmoured.
(b) CRUISERS.
112. Cruisers act as scouts and must therefore possess a greater
speed and radius of action than the battleship. Similar guns to those
of the battleship must be mounted, for they, too, will have to take
their part in the naval fight and be prepared to engage the coast
batteries.
(c) TORPEDO CRAFT.
113. Torpedo craft* are small vessels which can move at an exceptionally high rate of speed. Their weapon of attack is the torpedo.
Besides this they are provided with a light armour protection and
some small guns for use. against hostile torpedo craft.
114. The maximum range of a torpedo is at present about 4,000
yards. In practice, however, half this distance is the utmost range
at which they are likely to hit the mark. A lucky hit by a tmpedo
may sink a ship, but the experience of the Russo-Japanese war is that
many will have to be fired before any result is obtained. A new
torpedo is now under trial which has a range of 7,000 yards.
115. When at rest or moving slowly ships are able to protect
themselves to some extent from torpedoes by suspending nets oyer
the side. This is not possible during an action, for torpedo nets
would prevent the ship from manmuvring at her maximum speed.

* The different types-torpedo boat destroyers, sea-going torp_edo cr~ft,
and torpedo boats-are merely differentiated from each other according to size,
radius of action, speed and strength of armouring.
(1050)
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116. Special mention must be made of the submarines and sub-

mersibles which are able to approach a ship under the water without
being seen, except at the occasional moments when they come up to
the surface to determine their correct course.*
(B) THE EFFECT OF COAST DEFENCE AND SHIPS' GUNS
AGAINST WARSHIPS.
(a) GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

118. The coast defence gun has a distinct advantage over the

ships' gun, for it is mounted on a fixed and stable platform, while the
ships' gun has for a foundation the vibrating and rolling deck, which
very considerably affects the accuracy of its fire.
The accuracy of fire from a ship is still further diminished, because
she must be kept going at full speed during the action.
When engaging coast batteries it is even more important for the
ship to keep on the move, for she offers such an excellent target when
at rest. The coast batteries offer a far less favourable target.
It is therefore apparent that ships' guns are far less accurate than
the coast defence gm1s, and the former can only partly make up for
this disadvantage by being greatly superior in numbers. But here
again, in order to save weight, only a few rounds (about 80) of ammunition are provided for each gun, and this number is only sufficient for
the short-lived naval fight.
119. Howitzers may be used in coast batteries but never on board
ship. In Europe 11-inch howitzers are mostly in use; there are also
some of 9·4-inch calibre. In the future we shall be obliged to
construct 12-inch howitzers, so as to take advantage of t,he increased
effect of one single shot.
Howitzers or mortars less than 9·2-inch are not able to pierce
modern armoured decks, but they can be effectively used against
the unarmoured parts of a ship.
(b)

THE EFFECT OF SHELL HITS.

120. As regards the target we must discuss separately side armour
whether for a turret, casemate or in the belt · the armoured
decks; and the unarmoured portions of the l;attleship and armoured
<:miser; and finally, the light armour of torpedo craft.
_121. Side armour must be attacked by armour piercing (A.P.) shell,
which are specially constructed for this object, and form part of
the heavy armament of ships and coast batteries.
When the shell has pierced the armour the comparatively small
charge explodes (maximum about 14 lbs.). The effect of this explosion is _sufficient _to dismount guns. Serious damage, too, will
be caused m the engme rooms and magazines ; and lastfr hits near
·'
the water line will cause serious leaks.

.* The range ?f v_ision undey wa.ter is very limited (maximum 28 yards).
Pt'lsm telescopes ~Penscope) which reach up from the submarine to the surface
of the water can only be used in a calm sea.
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Compared with the extreme range (22,000) of the heavy coast
defence gun, A.P. shell are only effective up to a limited distance,
which varies according to the calibre of the shell and thickness of the
armour plate between 8,000 and 1,000 vards.
For example :•
Effective Distance with
Armour Plate of Thickness-

Nature of Gun.

Remarks.

11·8-inch.

12-inch
11-inch
9·5-inch

...

...
...

Yards.
5,830
4,400

1,200

I

9·8-inch.
Yarde.
7,800
6,380
3,300

This is for the best armour
plate made. The impact
being assumed to be normal.

This table shows clearly the marked superiority of the large calibre
:guns.
122. The armoured decks of battleships and armoured cruisers
.can, as a rule, only be pierced by shell from the heavy howitzers.
After penetration the powerful bursting charge (33 to 68 lbs.) explodes, and may sometimes produce disastrous results.
This high angle fire is, however, less accurate than direct fire, and,
in addition, the impact of the projectiles is generally oblique.* Most
shell will explode above the armoured deck, and the effect is similar to
.t hat described in the next paragraph.
The distance at which these shell are effective against armoured
decks varies also according to their calibre; it lies between 11,000
and 5,500 yards, with armour plate of from 3 to 4 inches.
The small chance of hitting must be counteracted by mounting
a large number of high angle firing guns and howitzers.
123. Common and high explosive shell are used against the un.armoured portions of ships. These shell are not made to pierce armour
plate, and therefore can take a far larger bursting charge, viz., up to
85 lbs., for the heavy guns and 22·5 lbs. for the medium ones.
The bursting effect of a shell is not dependent on the range, but
more hits are naturally obtained at the short ranges.
Heavy shell have the advantage that they are effective at a far
greater range than the A.P. shell mentioned in paragraphs 121 and 122.
Medium guns have, it is true, a shorter range (up to 16,500 yards),
and the effect of a single shot is less ; but to make up for this they
-0an fire far more rapidly than the heavy guns.
The effect of this fire on the unarmoured parts of the ship cannot
really influence the mobility or buoyancy of a ship, but it may set
it on fire. Moreover, the splinters and gas pressures will damage
the armament to an extent which must not be underated, and will
have a demoralising effect on the personnel (cf. the battle of Tsushima). Damage to funnels and ventilators lessens the speed.

* A furth;;:-condition comes into play here,~mely, that the shell may be
deflected by the upper and main deck,.
(1050)
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124. Light guns are used against torpedo craft, for they possess
the necessary rapidity of fire, and the effect of their shell is sufficient
to cause material damage. Medium armament can also be used
against torpedo craft.
125. Finally, coast guns as well as ships' guns, must be clirectfiring. The indirect method is too complicated for r rapidly
moving targets. This also applies to howitzers, although numerous
indirect firing howitzer batteries have been constructed by some
Powers.

(C) THE GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF COAST DEFENCES.
(a)

NAVAL PORTS.

(1) Their Function and Features.

126. Naval harbours are the centres at which a fleet is equipped
and assembled, and they must afford protection for it against unexpected attacks.
A good naval harbour will have natural protection from the wind
and weather, and a deep fairway. The entrance must not be too broad,
and may with advantage be studded with islands.
In most naval harbours (Frns. 56 and 57) the inner waters (J) and
the roads (R) are distinct. The fleet will be manned and equipped
inside the harbour, and when war is imminent it will lie in the roads
ready to sail at any moment.
127. The defences of a naval harbour consist of the U'Orks on shore
and the obstacles blocking the fair way. Friendly channels are left
between these latter for the use of the Home fleet.
Coast batteries are armed with heavy, medium and light guns,
as referred to in Section B. Machine guns and a few infantry are
only required in the works themselves to ward off the attacks of
landing parties.
There are also " Torpedo " batteries which can fire ordinary torpedoes.
Harbour obstacles are of three kinds :-(1) Mines to prevent the
entry of large warships; (2) Booms consisting of wire ropes and
baulks stretched across the channel to guard against the attack of
torpedo craft; (3) Nets to keep out torpedoes. It is also important
to have a large number of electric searchlights.
128. Some form of land defence is necessary to protect the coast
works from attacks upon their land side.
(2) Nature of the Attack.

129. The three principal methods of attack open to a hostile fleet
are first, a " Blockade" ; secondly, a " Bombardment," which

consists in a long range attack upon the ships in the harbour from
positions beyond the range of the coast batteries; and thirdly, an
·' Attack from the sea," which consists in bombarding and silencing
the guns of the coast batteries, removing booms and mines, and then
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attacking the fleet l~·ing within the harbour. Other methods are
attacks by landing parties or surprise night attacks by torpedo craft
upon the fleet.
(3) Nature of the Defences. •

130. The heavy guns carry on the long range fight at distances
up to 12½ miles and_ the howitzers up to 7½ miles. This long range
fire compels the hostile fleet to keep a long distance off the entrances,
and hinders it from getting into battle formation to meet any sortie ;
It also makes a reconnaissance of the coast defences a matter of some
difficulty.
:E'IG. 50.-Example of a nM·al harbour (no islands).

1:200.000.

0

0
0
0

R.

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0
00
0 0 0 0 0 oO
;

Rejel'ences--,T = The inner harbour; R = The roads;
I to V = Coast forts with heaYy guns (9·2.inch to
12-inch); H 1 to H, = Coast batteries for heavy
howitzers (9-inch to 12-inch) ; K 1 to K 6 = Coast
batteries for medium guns (6-inch to 7·5-inch) ;
L.G. = Outer land defence line; N = The enceinte.
The small circles indicate the outer and inner line
of mines. The small crosses indicated the boom.
The shore and flanking batteries of light guns are
not included in the plan.

In order to bring an effective fire to bear upon the coast batteries
the hostile fleet must approach within short ranges (4,500 to 6,600
yards). At these ranges the heavy guns and howitzers of the batteries
will attack the ships with armour-piercing shell and the medium guns
will use common shell.
The light and medium guns are intended especially for use against
torpedo craft in their attempts to clear the harbour of obstacles.
They are also for use against ·' landings " and torpedo attacks.
'l'he torpedo batteries come into plar when the hostile fleet has
forced an entrance into the harbour.
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Frn. 57.-Example of a naval harbour (with islands across its mouth).

Refueilces.-J = The inner harbour ; R = The roads; 1 to 6 = Coast forts
with heavy guns; H 1 to H; = Coast batteries for heavy howitzers ;
K 1 to K 5 = Coast batteries for medium guns ; F 1 to F 10 = Flanking
batteries for light guns ; S1 to S:1 = Shore batteries for light guns ;.
T1 to T~ = Torpedo batteries; L.G. = Outer defence line ; N = The
enceinte. The small circles indicate the outer and inner lines of mines.
The small crosses indicate the boom.
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Since any fleet can commence hostilities almost immediately
after the declaration of war, all coast defences must be thoroughly
prepared for war in time of peace.
(4) Grouping of the Armament.
131. The heavy guns are of primary importance owing to the
accmacy and effect of their fire. They are mounted in twos or fours
in coast forts at the most important points. Sites are chosen on
both sides of the entrances or on the flanks of a sea front or even
at intermediate points which command an extensive arc of view
(see coast forts I to 6, Fm. 57; and I to 5, FIG. 56).
The 12-inch gun has a decided advantage over those of smaller
calibre (9'2-inch and 11-inch), but for financial reasons the latter must
·
suffice the less important sites.
132. Howitzers and medium guns are mounted in coast baUeries
which are arranged in groups with the coast forts (see howitzer batteries H 1 to H 2 and gun batteries K 1 to K 5 , Fm. 56). * The howitzers
are required to take part in the long range fight, and an extensive
view must therefore be obtained from their batteries. The medium
guns must command the water in front of the obstacles.
133. Some light guns are mounted in the coast forts and more
important coast batteries to protect them against infantry attack.
The remainder are mounted in the shore and 'flanking batteries primarily
to enfilade the line of obstacles but also to repel boat landings (see
flanking batteries F 1 to F 10 and shore batteries S, to S 8 , Fm. 57).
A gun of 2·75-inch calibre is at present in use, but guns of from
3·5-inch to 4·7-inch calibre will he introduced in the near future.
134. The best sites for the Torpedo baiterieR are behind the iine
of obstacles (see torpedo batteries T1 to T4 , Fm. 57).
135. Searchlights are sited on both flanks of the coast forts and
the more important batteries to light up the obstacles.
136. Infantry and machine gun fire is important for the protection
of the coast line and for warding off landings.

(b) OTHER COAST FORTIFICATIONS.
137. At commercial ports it is as a rule sufficient to close the
entrance by a line of obstacles flanked on both sides by coast batteries.
It is desirable to have batteries with heavy armament (possibly howitzers
only) to oppose a bombardment. Land defences are usually omitted.
Defended commercial harboms may serve as war anchorages
for divisions of the fleet. Arms of the sea, river mouths and canals
can also be used, but their entrances must be blocked, and it is de~irable to mount some heavy guns.
Torpedo boat bases and coaling stations are similarly protected._ Coast
forts with howitzers and light or even medium guns may be sited at
important points to deal with landing parties, bt'.t as a rule _mobile
detachments in conjunction with coast reconnaissance parties are
sufficient.
·:t- Batteries K 4 and K.J which defend the _entrance to the inner harbour are,
however, provided with heavy instead of medium guns.
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(D) DETAILS.
(a)

THE WORKS.

(1) Protection and Disposition of the Armament.
138. General Remarks.-Coast works arc only exposed to direct
fire from warships, and this fire loses some of its effect as the forts
are always sited higher than a ship's guns.
When coast guns are sited 330, 150 or 75 feet above sea level a
battleship must stand off 3, 2½ or 2 miles respectively if she wishes
to make effective shooting.
At any nearer range the shot would still be rising and would fly
over the crest line or be deflected still further upwards by the superior
slope of the parapet. A ship is unlikely to hit a coast battery at
distances over 4,400 yards. A simple parapet is therefore sufficient
protection for a coast gun sited about 150 feet above mean sea level.*
Guns sited lower than this must, as a rule, be protected by armour.
Batteries of light guns are the exception, as they afford a very small
and unfavourable target and are usually sited in retired positions.
High sites for coast batteries are therefore desirable from the
point of view of their protection, but each position must be chosen
to suit the various duties of the battery concerned.
Most heamJ guns can only fire with a depression of about 5 degrees,
and if sited too high they will be unable to cover a large area of
water near the coast. It is not usual to choose a site for these guns
over 150 feet high, in which case the dead water extends only for a
distance of 620 yards. 1l1Jediurn gu.ns , which generally have a maximum
depression of 10 degrees, can be sited much higher, but it is not usual
to exceed 330 feet even in their case.
Light gu.ns should, under almost all conditions, be sited low down,
so as to be able to attack torpedo craft with a grazing fire.
The more important high sites will be allotted to howitzer batteries.
139. Various Kinds of Cover.-Parapets must be constructed of
earth 37 to 46 feet thick, backed by a concrete wall, which will afford
sufficient protection against direct hits from the heaviest ships' guns.
The guns fire en barbette and over an arc of at least 120 degrees.
Howitzers can even fire to the rear, if the position of the battery is
sufficiently isolated.
The gun mountings are mostly central pivot and are firmly anchored
down in massive beds of concrete.
Splinter-proof shields are occasionally used and form part of the
gun carriage. Sometimes the gun is completely surrounded by
armouring which protects the detachment as well as the gun. (FIG. 59
and Section A-B show an emplacement "K" for a 6-inch gun ,
the gun on central pivot mounting with its shield, the parapet and
concrete bed.)
140. Turrets are usuallv constructed to mount two guns (see
Frn. 58, turret for one 12-i;ich gun). The armoured hood is shaped

* It is desirable, however, to use armour protection even in this case,
espec ially if the work ie exposed to au attack from the land side.
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to deflect the shots, and is not nearly as thick as would be required
if normal impact was to be expected.
The barrel is very long, and although it projects out of the gunport for the greater part of its length the inside diameter of the turret
must be as nmch as 33 feet. Hydraulic or electrical power is used
for traversing the turret and for elevating, depressing, loading and
firing. The cost of the 12-inch gun with its turret armouring is about
£85,000.
Cupolas for guns of smaller calibre are similar but more simple in
construction.
The medium guns are rarely, if ever, mounted in cupolas;
howitzers never, since they can be mounted in elevated positions
without any disadvantages being incurred.
Armoured casemates, so common in land fortifications, are not
suited to coast fortifications, in which large arcs of horizontal traverse
are required.
FIG. 58.-Sketch of a 12-inch gun turret.
(Described in paragraph HO.)

Reference.-a = Armoured observation post for the turret commander.

141. Shelters (Hangars).-Light guns and machine guns are kept
in masonry shelters, and when required are run out on light rails to
their positions behind ordinary parapets, which are usually thrown
up on the flanks of the works (see Fm. 59 and Sections G-H and E-F,
flank position F and adjoining shelters B for the machine guns).
142. Accommodation for First Reliefs.-The manning details for
the guns when not in action are accommodated partly in their own
shelters and partly in the " Hangars " (see in Fm. 59, the shelters
" B" for the men and "C" for the battery commander).
143. Observing stations are most important both for the g,ms and
searchlights in order to deal effectively with a fast moving warship.
Both kinds of posts are of the same size and are invariably armoured.
The former are provided with very accurate and rapid working position
finders.* The latter have arrangements to control the searchlights

* When a work is situated at least 60 feet aboYe the means sea leYel and
the risf" and fall of the tide is small, position finders with vertical basf'S ~re used
in preference to those with horizontal. TheEe instruments can be dispensed
with for light guns.

00
FIG. 59.-Example of a. coast battery for 15 cm. guns L 1 40.
Scale 1/1000.
(Described in paragraphs 139, 141 to 146.)

Section of Fw. 59.

Scale 1/500.

rr .s:o.o -·-·!-;!· ..s:so, ...,.~·.1-,,, •.'t:9 . ..r: . . -,.·o. ....:.~~
::

: 1

:11
References.-K = Emplacem.ent fo1· a 6-inch gun; B.St = Observation
post and D.R.F. pillar; F = Infantry a.nd machine gun para.pet
with doors in rear" t )) ; M = Ammunition magazine with handing
out batch O and lilt M.A. ; B = Shelter for gun detachments ;
C = Officers' shelter; M.K. = Machine gun caponier; K.K. =
Gorge caponier; Z = Gate defence ; St. = Steps.
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which are in positions outside the works. The guns and the lights
are connected up by telephone and speaking tubes. (Two observation
posts B.St., are shown in Fm. 59, they are reached from the shelter&
below by iron ladders).
144. Ammunition Supply.-Expense magazines must be provided
close by the guns for the ammunition required at the beginning of the
fight.
The remainder of the ammunition is stored in magazines connected
to the above b~· light railway lines or ammunition hoists and lifts.
Fm. 59 shows four expense magazines M, and in the sections GH and
CD the other magazines are seen below ; M.A. are the ammunition
lifts, 0 the hatches through which the truck-loads of shell are deli vend ;
from here they are run up behind the guns along light rails.
(2) Accessory Buildings.

145. Casemates similar to those in use for land defence works are
constructerl for the relief parties. Cookhouses, stores and latrines
must also be included.
Since warships do not emplo~· high angle fire , these accessories
may be ordinary two-storied buildings, sited outside the works and
in folds of the ground, so as to be hidden from the hostile ships and
out of reach of their direct fire.
Allowance has been made for such an arrangement in Frn. 59,
as only the bare necessities for war are provided in the battery itself.
Coast ,vorks with heavy guns or searchlights require a central
electric generating station to provide power for working the guns
and searchlights and for lighting the batteries.
(3) Protection from Assault.

146. Some forts and batteries are exposed to the attacks of landing
parties. In such a case a ditch, flanked by caponiers, is constructed
as an obstacle. Fm. 59, Section A-B, shows the ditch, the machine
gun caponiers M.K., and the gorge caponier or guardroom K.K, with
gate defence Z. The approaches to the battery can also be covered
hy machine guns firing through loopholes in the iron doors (t) of the
infantry position on the flanks. A wire entanglement in front is
sufficient for less exposed batteries.

(b)

PASSIVE OBSTRUCTIONS.

147. General Remarks.-Obstacles are intended to prevent hostile

ships entering a harbour by surprise or after a successful action. It
is very difficult to lay out the obstacles so that they are covered by
the fire of the flanking batteries.
Fms. 56 and 57 show the more usual arrangement of two distinct
lines of obstacles-an outer line guarding the anchorage and an inner
line guarding the inner harbour.
.
148. Mines.-Mines are used to protect harbour entrances agamst
ships of great draught. They are floating steel cases filled with from
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ll0 to 600 lbs. of guncotton, and are either exploded by the impact
of the ship or fired electrically from an observation post on shore.
Both types of mines are anchored to the bottom of the sea, each
mine by a separate mooring. Contact mines are placed from 10 to
13 feet under the surface so as to be struck by the unarmoured parts
of the ship's bottom. Observation* mines are moored at such a depth
below the surface that ships can pass over them, or else they rest
on the bottom of the sea. "Friendly channels., must be left through
a minefield by which the home fleet can enter. With contact mines it is
sometimes necessary to have an elaborate arrangement raising and lowering them from the shore. In spite of this disadvantage contact mines
are better than observation mines, for the latter depend entirely
for their success upon the accuracy of the observation arrangements
and the careful attention of the observer himself. The mines are
laid out in several rows chequerwise, so that a ship steering a moderately
straight course is certain to come upon one mine. They can be used
to block any width of channel.
149. Booms and other Obstructions.-Booms assist the defence of
harbours against torpedo craft, torpedoes and submarine boats. The
same arrangement cannot serve all three purposes, and consequently
an ordinary boom consists of three parts.
(a) Protection against Torpedo Craft.-Wire rope;; are stretched
across the entrance and kept on the snrface by baulks of wood. The
whole is held fast by heavy moorings to give it additional strength
against the charges of the torpedo craft.
(b) Protection against Torpedoes.-Narrow mesh nets reaching to
a depth corresponding to the draught of the largest ships-torpedoes
fired at greater depths are obviously ineffective.
(c) Protection against Subma1·ine Boats.-The nets in this case
have a 7-foot mesh and extend from a depth of 13 feet to the sea
bottom. They are intended to foul the screws, steering rudders
and periscopes of these boats, and so put them out of action.
Large " cuts " must be made in all these booms for for the passage
of one's own ships, or else means must be provided for swinging back
a portion of them when required.
Booms of great length are difficult to construct and also offer a
great resistance to the flow of the tide. They are therefore only
used to guard "inner waters" (see Fm. 57).
150. Other types of booms are " fixed " booms and submarine
causeways.
Fixed booms consist of rows of piles connected together by baulks
and chams. They are used to block shallow entrances and bays in
which landings might be effected.
Submarine cau;;eways are heaps of stones just reaching to the
.surface. They are an excellent substitute for mines and booms as
they afford protection against every kind of craft. The entra~ces
left for one's own ships are blocked by swinging booms. The construct10n of these causeways is very expensive.

* Observation mines are not always buoyaut. They may be cylindrical
cas~s filled with guncotton which sink· to the bottom of the sea by their own
weight. These "ground" mines cannot be used in Yery deep water.

(c) OTHER DET.-\ILS.
151. Observing Stations.-In order to detect the approach of

hostile ships as soon as possible observing stations are erected on
high sites outside the works. In clear atmosphere smoke from a
battleship can often be detected at a distance of 30 miles.
152. Wireless telegraphy stations connect up the various rendezvous
of the fleet with the squadrons operating in home or distant waters.
153. Telephone and telegraphic communications are similar to those
in use for land works. Submarine cables connect up the works sited
on islands. Visual means of communication are also arranged for.
154. Impeding the Enemy's Navigation.-In war time all navigation marks will be removed. J\,lobile searchlights will be used to
deceive an enemy who has become acquainted with the positions of
the fixed searchlights.
155. Naval establishments are similar to the usual fortress establishments, but ,vith the addition of naval arsenals and repairing docks.
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CHAPTER V.-IMPROVISED FORTIFICATIONS.
(A) GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.
156. Improvised fortifications are constructed at places_ where,
for financial or other reasons, permanent works must be dispensed
with. They may also be used to supplement any permanent defences
which are in an incomplete state.
157. The time available for the construction of these fortifications
is limited. The work is only commenced on mobilisation , and they
must be completed before there is any possibility of an attack. The
interval of time between these events can onl_v be roughly estimated
and depends upon the distance of the place from the frontier. It may
be reckoned at anything from four to ten weeks.*
All the building material must be obtained locally except what
has been collected at the spot in time of peace.
.
On this account, and owing to the short time available, brick and
-0011crete work must be sparingly used.
The use of armour protection for the guns cannot be considered.
If any extensive work is to be carried out and made sufficiently
strong in the short time available, large working parties and quantities
of tools and special means of transport must be provided. The question of organisation will be a very difficult matter.
All these difficulties are increased by unfavomable weather. Taking
everything into consideration it is scarcely possible to construct
improvised fortifications which have as great an intrinsic power of
resistance as permanent fortifications. It will only be possible at
best to construct overhead cover proof against heavy field artillery
fire.
As artillery fire becomes more and more efficient the construction
of satisfactor;• improvised fortifications becomes increasingly difficult,
and it is inevitable that in the course of time all preparations for
defences on these Jines will have to be carried out in time of peace.
158. Cases of Employment,-In the main line of defence there are
often single or double bridgeheads which become important only
when the operations take an unfavourable turn. If no permanent
works have been constructed at such points then improvised fortifications may be employed.

* In the Franco-German war the Germans appeared before the frontier
fortress of Strasburg twenty-six days after the first da_y of mobilisation. They
reached Metz in four weeks and found Lhe, impl'ovised wol'k St. PriYat stiil
unfinished. V{hen Paris itself was i11Yested, aftel' nine weeks the improvised
works Moulin. la-tour, Sevres, Brimborion and ~Iontretout had not been
tinished, and when subsequently surrendered they were still incomplete.
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As an additional peace precaution, it is quite possible that
improvised works might be erected at important points within the
deployment area.
Barrier forts and coast defences which are liable to immediate
attack after the declaration of war can, of course, only be improvised
in cases where there is time for their construction before the mobilisation period begins. This often ocmus where the political relations
become strained some time before the outbreak of war.
Semi-permanent defences or even hasty entrenchments must
suffice at points where the construction of improvised fortifications
is impractic:.ble.

(B) THE MAIN FEATURES OF IMPROVISED FORTIFICATIONS.
An improvised bridgehead is a very helpful example and is described
below. It closely resembles a fortress in its general arrangement.

I

(a) THE BELT OF DETACHED WORKS.

159. The belt of detached works extends along one or both banks

of the river according as it is to be used as a single or double bridgehead. Tactical considerations demand that this " belt " should be
kept as narrow as possible so as to reduce the amount of construction
work to a minimum. This is not a very great drawback, because the
place to be defended has little importance and the enemy can only
employ the field army artillery, the guns of which are usually lighter
than siege gtrns.
The distance of the " belt" from the bridge or other point requiring
protection is generally from 4 to 6 miles, provided that there is a position between those limits which is suitable from a tactical point of
view. Suppose Koniggriitz had to be fortified provisionally, the line
chosen for the detached forts in No. 1 Section would probably be the
nearer one (page 13, paragraph 6) , that is, the heights north of Nedelist
and near to Chlum; while in No. 2 Section the line shown in the plan
must be adopted since there is no nearer position which is suitable.
This latter position is most unfavourable and is too far away for
improvised defences, but owing to the nature of ground there is no
choice.
The division into sections and groups and the details for close and
long range fighting positions are on the same lines as in the fortress
(see paragraphs 7 and 17).
160. Improvised '· points d'appui" are constructed at the most
important tactical points of the cl?se range fire position, and are
connected together by " interval " positions for infantry, machine
guns and light guns. A specially difficult obstacle is erected in front
of this fighting position, and the shelters and the communication
trenches are placed behind it.
161. Howitzers and guns are mounted in the long range position,
but they are in smaller numbers than in a fortress. Roads are also
constructed along which the mobile reserve armament can be quickly
brought up into position. It is unnecessary to make provision for a
reserve of heav,1· guns, since there is no question of an action with
large rn1mbers of siege gm1s (cf. page 16).
:
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162. " Keep " Works (cf. paragraph 28) will take the form of hasty
entrenchments, for lack of time and labour prevent more than this
being done.
.
.
.
163. Anv additional defensive measures reqmred will not differ
materially from those provided in a fortress (_paragraph 30 and 37).
They will, of rourse, be on a smaller scale, and m most cases they w!II
not be carried out until the actual hostilities have begun. They will
include clearing of the foreground, the erection of screens and
observation posts, illumination of the foreground, communicatio_ns,
telephones, the construction of shelte1s and stores, and the formation
of depots.
(b) THE ENCE lNTE .
164. An enceinte is in all cases desirable, but in order to complete
the preparations in time the circumference must be as small as possible ..
It will consist merely of hasty entrenchments with fire trenches and
obstacles in the intervals.
In the case of single bridgeheads the enceinte must include both
sides of the river. There must be at least one work on the unprotected
bank near the bridge as a protection against "Coups de main " attacks.

(C) DETAILS OF IMPROVISED FORTIFICATIONS.
(a) THE WORKS.
165, From the foregoing remarks the following differences between;
improvised " points d'appui " and permanent works may now be
summarised :(1) Since it is necessary to dispense with armour protection it
becomes extremely difficult to arrange for short range gun fire as well
as that of the infantry and machine guns. Guns intended for frontal
fire should only be very occasionally used, and they must be given
shelters (c/. paragraph 52). Formerly, when there was no question
of having to change position, traditor guns used to be mounted in
casemates.
(2) The number of underground buildings, shelters, casemates,
magazines, etc., must be reduced to a minimum, and even then can
only be made proof against 6-inch shell.
(3) Wire entanglements replace the ilitches with their counterscarp walls and flanking galleries.
From the above it is evident that the· fire from and the power of
resistance of improvised defences is greatly inferior to that of a
permanent work, and, moreover, they are far more liable to assault.
Fm. 60 shows an improvised work for a half company and
four machme guns, a,nd also four field guns in traditor casemates.
The description is given in the references. This type of work is also
known as a semi-permanent" work.
166, It is difficult to construct even such works in any larae numbers
as the time available is so short. Thev must therefore be confined
to the most important points. At other places " points d'appui "
must suffice _whose value. in defence lies not in the strength of their
accessory bmlclmgs but m the fact that they are widely dispersed.
<;
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Such a work is illustrated in Fm. 61. The position (J) indicated is
far more extensive than would really be necessary for its garrison
of one and a-half compames and four machine guns.
·F10.
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60.-Example of an improvised work.
(Described in paragraph 165.)
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References.-J = Infantry parapet ; M.G = ]rfachine guns ; B = Shelter for
infantry detachments ; H = Terreplein (Hof.) ; T = Traditor ca.semate for
one field gun; M = :Magazine ; 0 = Officers, shelter; K = Commandant's
room ; U :::: Accommodation for rank and file ; V = Dressing station ;
Ku = Cookhouse (latrine and telephone room are on the other flank);
Z and E = Defended entrance gate ; Ko = Caponier ; St. = Approach
road i D = Wire entanglements under enfilade fire.

Inside this extended fighting position there are four shelters for
one-third of the garrison, which are made of wood, earth and· stone,
and are proof against field howitzer fire. Each one accommodates
(1050)
H

98
one section, and they are connected together and also to the fire
.
positions by communication trenches (V).
The rest of the garrison is supposed to be accommodated m a
splinter-proof shelter outside the work, situated some 220 yards to
the flank and in rear of the pos1t10n.
Only the machine guns with their ammunition and detachments
are provided with masonry shell-proof shelters (M).
The object of these arrangements 1s as follows:- .
The extended " point d'appui " can be more easily adapted to
the ground than the one illustrated in Fm. 60. This_ fac~ alone may
greatly diminish the effect of the enemy's fire, not takmg mto account
Frn. 61.-Example of a simple "Point d'appui."
(Described in paragraph 166.)

References.-J = SpJinter-proof shelter trench ; V = Communication trenches ;
M = Masonry shell-proof shelters ; U = Sheltera, proof against field
howitzer fire, with sloping timber roof for about half a. Zng of infantry ;
D = Wire entanglement.
N.B.-The remainder of the garrison (1 company) is accommodated in splinterproof shelters to a flank and in rear of the position.

that it must he distributed over a greater area. The small shelters
" U " can only be hit by a chance shot and even then comparatively
few men can be affected.
The shelter trenches for the rest of the garrison, sited outside the
work, are not within the zone of the enemy's searchii1g fire, and consequently are only liable to be struck by a chance shot. It is not,
therefore, to be expected that the enemy's fire will cause very severe
losses.
This type of "point d'appui " does little more than afford an
opportunity for obtaining information about the enemy. It cannot
be reckoned to be seclll'e from attack under all ci.rcuilllltancee, for,

&9
firstly, it is difficult to secure the co-operation of detachments accommodated in such scattered shelters; and secondly, that portion of the
garrison situated outside the work comes under the enemy's fire for
several hundred yards before reaching its position.
A specially deep wire entanglement D must be erected in order
to delay the attack while the fire positions are being occupied. Other
details of Fm. 61 appear in the references.
Owing to the scattered natme of the defences the construction of
some kind of "reduit" is to be recommended which will afford the
defender a chance of recaptming his outer defence line.
(b) THE INTERVAL POSITIONS.
167. The stronger forms of field fortification will be adopted for the
intervals between the " points d'appui."
(c) BATTERIES FOR LONG RANGE GUNS.
168. The type of battery illustrated in Fm. 38 with bomb-proof
shelters is the most desirable, but more often one must be content
with that illustrated in Fm. 40, which affords protection against
howitzer fire. If there is sufficient room it is better to use single emplacements connected by trenches instead of batteries. Armoured
batteries are, of comse, out of the question.

(D) PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN TIME OF PEACE.
169. If the more elaborate improvised fortifications are to be
completed in the short time available all details of the work must be
worked out in time of peace and steps must be taken towards their
actual construction. These will include the allotment of a supervising
staff and working parties, collection of transport and building materials,
etc. If building materials, stores and tools cannot be obtained upon
the spot or brought in from the smrounding country, their supply must
be guaranteed in some other way. Fmther, wherever it is possible
the earth works for the" point d'appui" should be executed in time
of peace. Natural screens should also be planted and obstacle
stakes erected.
In difficult country it is occasionally necessary during time of
peace to construct the approach roads to the different" points d'appni"
and to prepare and store near by the required bridging materials.
The nearer to the frontier the position to be fortified and the less
abundant the local resomces, the more elaborate must be the precautions which are taken in time of peace.
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Bqutpment 1Wgns. :-conti1iued.
Amendments t.o Part.s 1 and 2. Jan., Feb., April, May, Ang., Sept., Dec. 1907;
M~rch 1908; July 1909. Ea.eh ld.
to Pa.rt
(two issues), Nov. (two i.-:,.;u"s), 1910.

Amon;:,r1i~,.
2. Oet.
:;~~- 01;r;ft!~~al Force. 1909.

6d.

(Unden·erision)

Her, IX. Artillery. 1910. h.
Sec. X. Engineer. 8d.
to Parts 1, 2,
3,
Aug. 1908j April, Oct. 1909; Jan., May,
Aug., Dec. 1910. Ea"h ld.
Amendments to P11.rts 2 and 3. J au. 1909. ld.
BQUIPlllBNT. INFANTRY. Patt,,rn 1908 Web. 2d.
B8TABLI8Hllll.BNTS. War. 1910-11, Expeditionary Force. Bd.
Ditto.
1908-9.
T6rritorial Force. Provisional 8d.

Amendmeots

and

EXAMINATION PAPERS. Alilitary,Qun~~J1tg ~~1;tfi~:,~et.. Sept. 1905; Aian:U

(U11de1·revision)
l!)(Hi;

:Marcl1, Sl'pt. 190!1; Man·b, Rept.

Ent.ran,•,,; l. U.::'lf. A!·adAmy; 2, R.:M. Collei;e. Nov.-DPc, 190,i, ,Jun,•-,July, Nov.DEIC'.19H'1, ,Jnue-,July, Nov.-De,·. l!l07 . .Tune-July, Nc1v.-Del'. 1908 7 ~Ttrne-,July
1no:1, ,TUHt•-,fuly, Kov.-DPl'. 1!110. Eadl I,.
R.11. .\,•a,h•m~•, Fourth ('Ja,-.s; and H.)L ColltiEp>, Fourth, 'J'hiril au,l SecoOJl
Ili\'lt:1io11s. ,Tuly, Del'. HIU-1, Juue 1()•1;-1. Ea.di ls.
lLM. A.C'ail<'rny, Fnurlh ('_hs;;; and H.1(. Coll,•gt•, ~Puiur Divi,.;ion. Dec. l!l05,
.Juno, Dtll'. UI0ti, July, Dec. HIOI. Each ls.
Stall l'olle~L•. _-\.1h11is:,fon . •lug. HI07, ..-\.ug. HJ08, Aug. 1900, JunP-July 1910.
Each ls.
HL1gular Forces, Can:vlian Permanent Forces, Special Reserve of Officers,
'l't·nitorial Foree, and Culouial Military Forces. May, No\·. l!l06; llay, Nov.
l\108. Each li.
Ditto. May 1909. 9d.
Lieutenallti. an,1 Capbins of the Regular Army aud of the Australian and
Canarlian Permanent Military Forces, Majors of tlw Hoyal Army Medical
Uorpt. (Heg-uhr .:\.rmy) in '£eclrn1"al Suhjt:ct~, Lit!tuonauts, Captains, and
Major1:1 of the 'l't'rritllrial Force, for Promotion; Offirt•r13 of the Special Reserve,
Territorial Foree, ancl Colonia.l Military .l!'orces ( Vo111ulary), fo• the Bymbol
11 (J,.'' or "q."
Afa.y 1910. ls.
LiPul.t-nnuts aud ('a.ptainf.! of tLe Rti;::ular Arm~· and of the Australian. C'.rna,liau,
an,! N,·w .'.tPalaud Permauont 1Iilitary Fore{'"· for Prnnwfion; l'ifajurs (other
than JL\..M.C. arnl A.Y.O.) in "'l'artfr:1.l .Fitness for f'omn111..ud ''; Majors of
the l~uyal Army :Medical Corps (Heg-u!ar ~\nny) in •• 'L'l•elmi,:al Subjects,"
for Pnnn-.tion; Lieuh'naut1:1, Captains, an,l ?ifa,jon; oi tlw 'l'erriturial Fvn:-e, for
Promntion; Ulficcrs of
Special Heserve of Uffieer,.; anl\ tll!' 'l'i•rritorial Force
(Volunt,u-yJ fur the 8ymbol '' Q" ur "q." Dee. 1910. h.
Militia, lmµerial Yeouu1.nry. and Univ1m~ity UaoJ.ida.r.es. .Marcil, Sept. 190-l, Ma.rcb,
Sept. 1905, Oct. 1906, Ma.rcb, 1907, Eacb ls.
Special Reserve, Militia, Terntorial Force. and University Candidates. Oct. 1908,
March, Oct. 1909, March, Oct. 1910. Each ls.
OfHcers Training Corps:Cadets of the Senior Division. Certificate A. Dec. 19013. 6d,
Cadets of the Junior Rud Senior Divisions, Certificates A and B. Spring of
1909, Nov. 100!1, N,_,v. 1910. Each 6d.

the

F,,ref;rifj':J;-;\(,89, J!!t'.lJ::e,

8c~~- l~~~~'Jt?u':\~t; _s, i :~t1<:_l!t. 1906, July 1908,

EXPLOSIVES. Service. Treatise on. 1907. ls, tid.
Fl.BLD 8BBVIOE. Manual for:Artillery. Field. Brig1Lde. 18-pr. Q..F. 1908. 3d,
( U11der 1•e1,•uion)
Ditto.
Ditto. (Howitzer) Brigade. 5-inch B.L. 1908. 3d.
Ditto.
Heavy (B.L. 60-pr.) Battery and Ammunition Column. Expeditiouary
}~orce. 1910. 3d.
Ditto.
Horee. Brigade. 13-pr. Q.F. 1908. 3d.
.
..
Ditto.
Ditto. A}lpf'udix to. R.H.A. Battery aurl M(1t11Jl~,1 .Uni;ade Ammunition
( !ulumn. Id.
Cavalry Regiment.. Expeditionary .l!"'orco. 1910. 3d.
Knj?ineers. Air-Line 'l'elegra.ph Corup&ny. Bxprditionary }i'orc1•, 1910. 3d.
Ditto.
Balloon Company. Expeditionar.'.-· Force. 1~10. 3d,
Ditto.
Bridging Train. Expeditionary Fol'<"t', 1910. 3d.

i:t~:
~~~=i:ne~ef:i~!r~;:b~i,ao~~poi~:1~dt[i~J:~;.ci~or~;,lo.19f£·
Ditto.
Field Company. Expeditionary ForcL'. 1910. Bd.
0

Ditto.
Dit.to.

3d.

Field Troop. Expeditionary Force. 191~. _3d.
..
Telegraph Company on Lines of Commun1ca.bon. Expeditionary Force.
1910, ild.
War.kl Company. Expeditionary Foree. 1910. 3d.
Battalion. Expeditionary I<'orcc. rn10. U.
(Mounted) Battalion. Expeditionary Fore{'. 1910. 3d.

Ditto.
Infantry
Infa.utl'y
Medical Service. Army. 1908. 4d.
Post Office Corps. Home Defence. 1893.

ld.

Jl'IJliLD BJliBVlOB POOIUIT BOOB:. 1908.
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MILITA.R y BOOKS,pub!i,hed by At1tlwrity-continued.
BIBLD SBRVIOB REGULATIONS. Pa.rt I. Operations. 1909. h.
Ditto.
Part II. Orga.nization and Admiuistration. 1909.
1,.
FINANOIAL INSTBUOTIONS IN BBLATION TO ABlllY AOOOUBTS.
1910. 6d.
FOREIGN LANGUAGES. STUDY OF. Re11:ulations. Nov. 190~.I. ?.rl.
FORTIFICATION. PERMANENT.
1!"''01· tho lrnpt.irinl Military '!'mining
Establisl.Jments aud for Uw Instrnetiou of Ofl:lccrs of all Anna of the AuistroHungarian Army. Trauslntt!ll, 4s.
.P'RANOO-<:tERMAl!II WAR, ltl70 ..7l,
Translated from the German 0.fflcia.l
Account, Five vols. £6 11,. 6d.
.A.ho 1eparatelt1t in Volume, in cloth, Section, in paper cover,, and
Plans 1ounoonted :First Pa.rt.--History of the War to the Down.fa.11 of the Empire-Val. 1 (Secns. 1 to 6). Outbreak of Hostilities to Battle of Gravelotte. £1 _6s.
( 011t of P.tmt)
Vol. 2 (Beene. 6 to 9). Battle of Gra.velotte to Downfall of the Empire. £1 2s.
( Out of Pruit)
Seoond Pa.rt-History of the War against the RepublicVol. 1 (Saens. 10 to 18), Investment of Paris to Re-ocoupation of Orltans by
the Germans. £1 6s.
Vol. 2 (Saens, 14 to 18). Events in Northern France from end of Nov. In Northwest from beginning of Deo. Siege of Paris from commencement of Dec. to
the Armistice. Oporations in the South-east from middle of Nov. to middle
of Jan. £1 6s,
Vol. 8 (Secns. 19 and 20), Events in Sonth-ea1t l!'rance from middle of Jan. to
Termination of Hostilities. Rearward Communications, The Armistice.
Homeward March and Occupation. Retrospect. .£1 Us. 6d.
Section.
1. Events in July. Pla.n, 8s.
2, Events to Eve of Battles of WHrth and Spicheren. 3rd edition, 1b,
(Out of A·int)
8. Battles of WHrth and Spicheren. 3rd edition. 5s.
(U11t of Print)
4. Advan<'.e of Third Army to the Moselle, &o. 2nd edition. 4s. ( Out of Print)
6. Operations near Metz on 16th, 16th, and 17th Augn1t. Battle of VionvilleMarsl a 'l'our. 2nd edition. 6s. 6d,
( Out of Priut)
6, Battle of Gravelotte-St. Privnt. 5s.
(Out qf P1·int)
7, Adv&Uce of 'l'bird Army a.nd of Army of the Meuse against Army of Chalons.
6s.
( Out of Print)
8. Battle of Seda.n, 8s.
( Out of Print)
9. Proceedings on Germa.n Coast and before Fortresses in Alea.co tt.nd Lorraine,
Battle of Noieseville. General Review of War up to September. 4s. 6d,
10. Investment of Paris. Capture of Toni and Strassburg. 6s.
11. Events before Paris, and at other points of Theatre of War in Western France
until end of October. 5s. 8d.
12. Last Engagements wit.h French Army of the Rhine. Occurrences after fa.II of
Strassburg and Metz to middle of November. 4s. 6d.
18. Occurrences on 'l'heatre of War in Centre.I l!'r&nce up to Re-occupation of
Orleans by the Germans. 6,.
14. Measures for Investment of Paris up to middle of December. 4,.
15. Measures for Protecting the ln'f'eatment of Pa.rie and Occurrences before
French Capital to commencement of 1871. 2s. 6d.
16. Proceedings of Second Army from commencement of 1871 until the Armistice,
8s. 6d.
17. Proceedings of First Army from commencement of 1871 until the Armistice. 3,:.
18. Occurrence1:1 on South-eastern Theatre of War up to middle of January, 1871,
Events before Paris from commencement of 1871 to the Armistice. 81.
19, Occurrences on South-eastern Thea.tre of War from middle of January, 1871.
Proceedings iu rear of German Army and in Ooa.st Provinces, from Nov.,
1870, until the Armistice. 18,. 6d.
~O.

Gena':1ti~;:~•pe;:u,~~ti:-:n.l'i':.!8~:.t~n~e~?'&et:;2•ol°o~r'!~~t:;
~f ~~~~iffo!rC~~~i;saJ:i: ~~~;Yt~f S~rv'fc~~ iit~:as~;v~i:.\ftli~t~
Justice, Recruitment, and Rome Garri.ions. Results. 5s.
0

Analytical Index.
Plana-

ls, 6d.

:~. tm:i: ~?~~~~t:~1I~

T!~·r. Position of Oon!A3nding Forces •t Noon. 3d.
6:a. Battle of Vionville-Mars la Tour, Position of Contending Forces from 4 to
5 p,m. 3d.
9A. Battle of Sedan. Position of Contending Forces towards Noon. Sd.
9B. Battle of Sedan .. Position of the Germane in the afternoon shortly before the end
of the 1truggle. Sd.
(&e also SIEGE OPP.RATIONS).
GERMAN ABKY. Cavalry. Drill Regulations. 1909. 3d.
Ditto.
Field Service Regulations. 1908. ls.
Ditto.
}'oot Artillery. Drill Regulations. Part IV. THB FIGHT,
1909. 3d.
Ditto.
Ma.noouvres Regulations. 1908. 3d,
Ql!:BIIIAN :FIBLJ> ABTILLBBY.
1899, 1,. tid.

Drill Regul•tion1.
6

fl!ILITARY BOOKll, p11bli1M.d by AutJiority-oontinued.
G E ~ = d 190
~~mpaign of 1866 in.
With 22 Pla.ns in portfolio.
1872.
Ditto.
Moltke's Projects for. 16.
90 ?'ex;.~;~~ of. (A1id 1ee Ballistic Tahlfls) :Part JI. 3s. Gil.
GUNS. Handbooks for:-•
60-pr. B. L. Mark I. I and Rervico. 1909. h. 6d.
18-pr. Q.1'', Laud Service. 1909.
1t: l V. aud Carriage, Wa.gon, and Limber Mark IV. Fielr:t

~t'

GU1!'fl'~·

ls.

lb-p~a1t!'ries~a1:o/L

15-pr. B.L.C. Ma.rks I., ~I., II.•, a:nrl JV. with :Mark I . Carriagei;, and Marks
I.. 1a, lb, and le. Limbers and ,vago11s.
Tenitoria\ Force and Movable
Arnurn1ent. Lanrl Spr·vice, 1910. 6J,

~t~;: a:i:

r::;'sl:r~~~~am1iot~u~?erritorial Foree (R.H.A.). 1910. 9d.
12-pr. B.L. of 6 cwt. Marks I. to IV and IVa, and Carriages Marks J.•, I••
and II. Horse Artillery. 1900. h.
10-pr. Joiuted B.L. Mule Equipment 190'1, ls.
9·45-incb B.L. Howitzer. 1906. ~d.
9·2-inob B.L. M&rks IX., X.,
La.nd Service. 1906. 11. 6d.
8-inch R.M.L. Howitzer of 70 cwt. Movable ArmAment and Armament of WoJks.
Land Service. 1901. 2s.
6-inch B.L. and B.L.C. Guns, Mountings, &o. 1904. t,, 6d.
6-inch B.L . .Howitzer, 30 cwt. 1909. h.
6-incb Q.1''. L11.nd Service. 1903. ls.
5·4-inch H.L. Howitzer. Mark I. 1902. h. 6d.
5-inch B.L. Marks 1.-V. 1904. 9d.
6-inch B.L. Marke JV.-V. Land Service. 1903. 11. 6d.
5-inch B.L. Howitzer. 1909. 9d.
5-inch B. L. HowitzPr. Section Gun Drill. 1909. 2d.
4·7-inch Q.F. Fixed Armaments. Land Service. 1904. 1,.
4·7-inch Q.F. Fixed Armaments. Drill for. 1909. 2d.
4·7-inch Q,1!'.B., on Tnwelling Carriages. Land Service. 1910. 9d.
2·90-inch Q.F. Mountain. Mark I. Mule Equipment. 1906. 1,, 6d.
·303-inch and ·303-inch Converted Maxim Machine (Magazine Rifle Chamber),
on Carriages, M.G., Cavalry, Infantry, Para.pet; Tripod and Cone Mountingfl,
( Under revisia,i)
1907. 1,,
•803-inch Nordenfelt 3-barrel and Ga.rdner 2-b11.rrel converted from 0·4-incb
and 0·45-inch M. H. Chamber. Magazine Rifle Chamber. on Oarriages, 1900. 9d.
HISTORICAL RECORDS OF THE BRITISH ARMY,_
8
1:~d~rtt0
8
?ih.EaE!c5h'4,,

xv.

g~;;~~!tG:11
r~:. i::, ~¾~~z:~
Dragoons, 1st, 3rd, 6th, 7th, 14th, 15th, and 16th.

Each 4s.
Ditto
9th, 12th, and 13th. Each 3s.
Cape Mounted Riflemen. 3s,
Marine Corps. 3s.
Foot, 2nd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 10th, 11th, 13th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th 19th,
20th, 21st, 22nd, 23rd, 34th, 36th, 39th, 46th, 03rd, 67th, 71st, 72nd, 73rd,
74th, 86th, 87th, and 92nd. Each 4s.
Do. 14th. 56th, 61st, 70th, and 88th. Ea.eh 31.
HISTORIES, SHORT, OF THE TEBBIT.ORIAL REGIMENTS OF THE
BRITISH ARMY. 67 numbers, each ld. In one volume, 5,.
Ditto.
The Scots Guards. ld.
Ditto.
The 6th (lnuiskillio~) Drag-oons. ld.
Ditto.
'l'he Blaok Watch (Royal HigLlanclt'rs). Revised Edition. ld.
Ditto.
'l'he Cheshire Re~imeut. Revii.ed Edttion. ld.
The Duke of "'ellingtou's West Riding Regiment. Revised Edition. 1d.
Ditto.
Ditto.
'l'he Durham Light Iufautry. Revised Editiou, ld.
Ditto.
'l'ho East La.ucasbire RegiUlent. Revised Edilion. ld.
Ditto.
'l'be King's Own Yorkshire LigLt Infantry. Revi sed Edition. ld.
Ditto.
'T'l1t• Prince Albert';; (Somers,•lsbire Light Jnfouhy). Hevised Edition. ld.
Ditto.
Th e I'rincess Charlotte of \Vales's (The Royal Berkshire Regiment).
R1cvisecl Edition. ld.
Ditto.
'l.'lte Hoyal Suss(•x Hegiment. Hevif:;ed Edition. ld.
Ditto.
'£he Royal ,Yelsh FusillC'rs. R<:Yised Edition. ld.
HOSPITALS. MILITARY FAMILIES'. Nursing Stn.ff Regulations, Dec.
1909. ld.
HOSTILITIES WITHOUT DECLARATION OF WAR FROM 1700 TO
1870. 2,.
IlllFANTRY TRAINING. 1906. (Reprinted, with Amendments, 1908). ls.
(Ur1de1· revisfon)
Ditto.
Amendments. Ang,, 1909. ld.
INF ABTBY. MOUNTED, Training, 1909. 6d.
IWSTITU'TBS. Garrition and Regimental. Rules for the Management of. 1907. ld.
INTELLIGENCE DUTIES IN TBB FIELD. Regos. for. 1904. 2d.
JAPANESE ARMY MANUALS.
INFANTRY TRAINING.
Part II.
Provisional. 1907. THI: CoMMAT. 3d.
KING'S REGULATIONS AllD ORDERS FOB THE ABll[Y, 190B. h. 6d.
( Under rtNl'ion)

Al !LlTARY BOO'f...·s, pttblisl1ed by Authority-continued.
KIT l'LATES,-

Arl~eil~rseR~~~}•ield. Kit n Barrack Room.. 1903. 2d.
Kit laid out fo~ Inspection. 1903. 2d.
2.
Ditto,
6. Garrison. Kit l&id out for Inspection. 1909. 2d.
Kit in Ba.rrack Room. 1909. 2d.
10.
Ditto.
Cavalry. 1891. ld.

( Under revision)

J~~~-

E;~in~[88~ 0
Det.ail of Shelf and Bedding._ 1?08. ld.
2. Dismountflti. Full Kit lo.id out for lnBpection m Barrack Boo~. ~908. ld.
4.. Mounted N.U.0. or Driver and Ficlrl 'l'roop Sapper, Full Ktt ]aid out for
5, MJ::r::.tioi~~a~clr~~tt0a0n~- B;JJf~g. 1di!nO. ld.
.
6. Driver, with pall'. of Hor~es.. Fie;d Kit laid out for Inspection 011 Parade,
including Articles carried 10 Valise on Baggage Wagon. 1899. ld.
Infantry1. Kit in Ba.rrack Room, 1905. 2d.
2. Kit laid out for Inspection. 1905. 2d.
Highland. 1884. ld.
LAW. Military. M&nu&l of. 1907. 2s.; Amendments. Jan. 1910. ld.
LAW FOR THE RESERVE FORCES AND MILITIA.
M•nual of. 188G.
h. 6d.
LESSONS FROM TWO RECENT WARS (the Russo-Turkish; the South

MA~~~N~.(t~·;_sla~:0 {;0 ~~ ~~1!~:~~~Y T~·:ining.
(Jn the preas)
MAGAZINES AND OARE OF WAR MAT:8RIEL . .Regulations for. 1908. 9d.;
MA;m~~~t~GJ~cir'I~tJ !~E;;~1aiiaci~ 1'iranual. 1906. h. 3d. (Ar1d
MA~I~h~i:-t~l.LL AR.MS. Stripping, Assembling, Action 1 Jams, Missfires,
Failures, and Inspection of. 3d.
MAXIM GUNS. -303-incL. Stoppages in tLe Automatic Action during Firing. ld.
MECHANISM AS APPLIED -:to ARTILLERY. Notes on, Second edition.
1902. ls.
MEDICAL CORPS. Royal Army:Admission to. Regn&. for. June, 1909. ld.
Standing OrderR. 1907. 1&.; Amendments. ld.
Training. 1908. 9d.
( Under rei-ision)
Ditto.
Extract from. Part. II. Drills &nd ~xercises. 1908. 3d.
Part III. Milita.ry Training. 1909, ld.
Ditto.
Ditto.
('l'erritorial). Memorandum on, 2d.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT, Army. Index to Appendices of Report.a from 1859
to 1896. 3d,
MEDICAL ORGANIZATION OF FOREIGN ARMIES,
(Chiefly for War).
1902. 1,.
MEDICAL SER VICE. Army. Regulations. 1906. 6d.
MEDICAL SERVICE. Strategical and Tactical Employment of the, as carried out
in an Army Corps; with a series of Problems. 'l'ranslated from the Austrian.
4,. 6d,
MEDICAL SERVICES. Army. Advisory Board for. TheTreatmentof Venereal
Disease and Scabies. First Report. 1904. b. 6d.; Second Report, 1905. 2,. i
Third Report. 1905. h. ; Final Report. 1906. 6d.
MEDICAL SERVICES OP FOREIGN ARMIES. Handbook of.
Pa.rt I.
FRANCE, 6d.; Part II. GERMANY. 6d.; Part Ill.
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY. 6d.;
Part IV. Russu. 6d.
MEKOMETER Handbook, 1904. (Out of print).
(Under revision)
?tiILITAit.Y LANDS ACTS, 1892 to 1903. Byclaws. (See Artillery and Rifle
Ranges Act, &c.)
:MOBILIZATION Regns. 1909. 6d.
(l:nder redaion)
M0~~1t!f:!!!~~r::.•~: Information regarding Appointnumt, l'romouon,
MUSKETRY R~GULATIONS. Part I. 1909. 6d.; Part II. Rifle Ranges aud
Musketry Ap}Jhances, 1910. 4d,; A1uenclments to Parts I. aud JI. Ap1il 1911.
(In the presa)
NIGHT OPERATIONS. ElemC'utary 1:rnining in. 1911.
(fo tlie presa)

J!i?~;:o;~
o'fi!d~!~h~~it~~= !anU:1:~ o~a!~~~s~~~c\f8fi;
9d.

NU::S!~o~F
present day. 1884.

Nu::;:~

i!pr~:: fr~~ihe B~::\r!Jf:a~n:;:;~af.~P~:~oi. MfJ~ary Nuri.ing

NU!:~!!iu ~~!~?~~."rch ~9f3.n

fJ~:xandrn's Imperial llilita.ry.

OFFICERS' TRAINING CORl'S ,_
Regulations. W09. 2d.
s ~0A.o., ~~:: ~~,O
1~~-

1:o1!·

Regulations for
(Dnder re1·i,fon)

MILITARY BOOKS, publislitd by A1dhority-coutinued,
OPERATION ORDERS. A Tochnical Study by HANS YON KrnsLlNG. Tra.ns1a.ted
from the German. la. 6d.
OPT.:~~di:o~Y:t o[.~6a;,dbook of lnetructions for the guidance of Surgeons.
OPTICS.

Notes on.

6d.

OB~~~~dECl~~~~Ei!o!r:::~e ~:Poe~ CEll~te~~~
Dyne.mice. Notes on. Second edition. 3s.
Offic;~~' Moss (Royal Artillfiry) Mane.gemeut and First Principles of Book-keeping.
~~a~~~n~~ur;;i'7. ~l.°rts on.

Various.

Each 18 •

OBDNANOE OOBPS, Army. Standing Orders. 1906. 6d.
ORDNANCE MANUAL (WAR). 6d.
ORDNANCE. SERVICE. Treatise on. Seventh edition. 1908. With volume
of platfls. 7s. 6d.; Amendments. June 1909. ld. i Do. Dec. 1909. 2d.
ORDNANCE SERVICES. ARMY. Regns. ,Part_J~chli~:- 6d.; Amendments. Dec. 1909, Apri1 1 Aug. 1910, Jan., Feb. 1911.
f'art II. 1908. 9d.; Amendments. Jan., Feb., Jnne, Oct .. Dec. 1909, March, May,
June 1 July, Oct. (two issues), 1910 1 Feb. 1911. Ea.eh ld. i Amended Appendix
VIII. 2a.
0
t~t~:s~~~i~~.thev!li:' ~;ist iw.a1i~::::
M.D. 1892. /)a.
PAY DUTIES of Officers Commanding Squadrons 1 Batteries 1 Compauies, &c.

PA11:t?e~. 8nie~~~tf!.!~~t.i1!:u!~r~

PHi~si~~~~~J:f~o;~e.Manual of. h.
(l1t the press)
PLACE-NAMES OCCURRING ON FO.&EIGN MAPS. Rules for the 'l'ranslitera.tion of. 1906. h.
POSITION-FINDER. Application of, to Coast Batteries. Notes on. 1904. 3d,
PROCEDURE Rules. 1907, 4d.
PBOf!~!I~NPar~t-~i:t"' P!:[~}~~~:tes.A t1~:.t-B6~~k for use of the R.M.
PUBLIOA;IONS (RECENT) OF MILITARY INTEREST,
List of.
Quarterly. N os. 1 to 8. 2d. each ; N os. 9 to 16. 4d. each.
RAILWAY DISTANCES. [reland. Handbook of. Third edition. 1884. 78. 6d.

:!~t::!is~a::Ytr~.1:-tB)R~~oNNAISSANOE AND suBVEY OF.
Notes on, for Officers of R.E. Railway Companies. 1910. 2s 3d.
&ANGE-FINDER Ha.ndbooks:Depression. For Elevated Batteriea. Land Service. 1905. 4d.
Ditto.
AmAndments. ld.
Ditto.
Appendix. Depression Range Finding Instrument, Mark n•. 2d.
Marindin. Infantry pattern. 1908, 3d.
Watkin. Regulations for Instruction in, and practice with. 1882. la.
RANGE-FINDING. FIELD. With Watkin field Range-finder and Telemeter
Handbook. 1904. 6d.
RANGES. MINIATURE CARTRIDGE (·220 bore). Instructions for the Construction and Inspection of. 2d.
RECRUITING FOB THE REGULAR ARMY AND SPECIAL RESERVE.
Regulations. 1909. 6d.
REMOUNT MANUAL. 1906, Sd.
REQUISITIONING OF SUPPLIES, TRANSPORT, STORES, ANIMALS,
LABOUR, &c., IN THE FIELD. Instructions for the. 1907. ld.
RHODESIA. Southern. Pr6cis of Information concerning. Jan., 1899. 2s.
RIFLE RANGES. Care and Construction of. Instructions for. 1908. 8d.
RIFLE RANGES, TRAINING GROUND, AND MUSKETRY CAMP,
PENALLY. (Western Coast Defences). Staudiug Orders. 1910. 2d.
0
1906. 3,. 6d.

:~~~~~&~IL~~~:1-~:~1v~·Ti~~s~ b~~t~:~aryof.

RUSSO-JAPANESE WAB,Medical and Sanitary Reports from Officers attached to the Japanese a.nd .Rus11inn
Foroes in the FieM. 1908. 5s.
.
.
Official History. Par:er.Ba~U~se;f o\t!e ~:~iu. Ops~~~;::~m~:.pt19aon/
Part II. From the Battle of the Y~lu to Liao-ya.ng,
exclusive. 1908. 58, i Part Ill. The Siege of Port Arthur.
1909. 4,. 6d. ; Part IV. Liao-yang. 1910. 4.8. i Part V.

lllf!~~!f.~

!~· JiJit~~Y).

Official History (Na~:t
Vol. I. 'l'o Aug. 24-, 1904. With case of
8
Rep!t?~~ 0 ~ 9
Qflicers attached to the Japanese and Russian }forces in the
Field. In three Vole., with two cases of Maps (not ,old 1eparately). 211.
"8Alllt-BROWNE" BELT, SOABBABD,Al!iD SWORD ltNOT. Speci:fica-

t~ti:~

8.6.~i~;.:~Igiii~'iT~S~P~iOATIO:Df TO JIILITABY LIPE. Mann~l. of.
1907. 2d.
(Unckr rtvmon)
9

JI

,.lf/LITARl" BOOKS, publWMd by ~utli11:.,·ity-oontinued.
80 1t~~1it~;di~YN;ee on.

3d. {Arld Mt Map Readinfl' and Field B_ketchin~').
)Iilitan- antl otLer Terms, and Word• of }'requent Occurrence m Army Ordore.
LiSte of. 1910. td.
PbyGiology, Elementary. Handbook. 1901. Id.
Regulations. 1906. 4.d.
( rnd(lr revi,ion)
School Hygiene. Handbook of. For 'l'tiaohere. 6d.
1
:~:~dJ~t1ard!::fo~ ~C:ij;'::~:~:~xa~~~rs, :~d 'l'eaebere. 1910. 6d.
C!rt~~!~:t~f f~~:ca\~:~~t'r~. o;~~rs for use of Candidate11 for
SCOUTS. Training and use of. Lecture by Col. F. C. Carter: 1905, 2d.
SCREWS. St&ndard Leading. Provision of, for Screw-cnttmg Lathes. Report of

'l'rv;.~;:t:::

sE.J'1~T~~~L~ 9~ieg! 3~f.

MO;' ;;a'!.:tel;~~~of4

1854-55.

r·

3 voh1., with Case of Maps and Plans.

Half

Engineer Operations. £163.; Vol. II. Ditto. WitL
Case of Maps and Plans. £2 10,. ; Vol. III. Artillery Operation11. 10s.
SEWAGE. Practical 'l'reatment of. 'l'he latest dflvelopment of. 1903. 6d.
SIEGE OPERATIONS in the Oampa.ign a.gainet. France, 1870-71. (Von Tietkmann).
Translated. 4s. 6d.
SIGNALLING. Training Manual. 1907. [Rt·printed, with Amendments to May 1,

SM~~- ARMS Text :Book. 1909. With Table11. 2,. 6d.
(In tlu: preu)
8TllALL W A.RS. Their Priuciples and Practice. Third Edition. 1906. (Reprinted,
1909.) 48.
.
. .
SOMALILA.ND. Military Report on. 1907. Vol. I. Geographical, De11cnpttve,
and Historical. 2,.
Ditto.
Opera.tione in. 1901-04. Official History. Vol. I. 3,. ; Vol. II. 4,.
SOUTH AFRICAN WAR, 1S99-19O2:Medical Arrangements. 7,. 6d.
Sick and ,vouuded. Statiistics in relation to. (Extracted from "The Journal of
the Royal Army Medical Corps.")
(111 the pres,)
Surgical Cases Noted. 7,. 6d.
Railways. 4i.
Telegraph Operations. 10a.
Voluntary Organisations in aid of the Sick. and Wounded. Report of the Central
British Red Crose Committee on. 1902. 3,.
SPEOIAL RESERVE:COMMISSION IN THE. Short guide to obtaining a; &c. ld.
OFFICERS. Instructions relating to .l!'in1t Appomtment, Training, &c. June,
1908. ld.

REGULATIONS

FOR OFFICERS

OF

THE SPECIAL

RESERVE OF

OFFIOE.RS, AND FOR 'l'HE SPECIAL RESERVE. Provii;.ional. Revised
lo Sept. 30. 1908. 4d.

SCHEME FOR THE PROVISION, ORGANIZATION, AND TRAINING OF
THE SPECIAL RESERVE required to supplement the Regular Army,
a.ud the Application of the Scheme to the existing Militia.
(Special A.O.,
Dec. 23. 1907.) 2d.

SCHEME FOR THE PROVISION, ORGANIZATION, AND TRAINING of
that portion which will be drawn from tbo Territoriftl .l!'orce to supplement tbe
Retular Army on Mobilization being ordered. (Sperial .A.0 .. Nov. 20, 1908.) 2d.
STAFF COLLEGE Regulations (Ca.mberky). Hl05. I:epriuted with Amendments
up to :N"ov. 30, 1910. Id.
STA.:t'F COLLEGE Regulations (Camberley). Geuc·ral Instructions; and Sec. II.,
C'oun;e of Instruction. 1909. Id.
STAFF. General. Duties of. (l'on Scl1ellendo1J_f) Fourth Edition. 1905. (Reprinted,
ST.iiitkJ'· OF UNITS OF THE REGULAR FORCES, MILITIA,
SPECIAL RESERVE, AND TERRITORIAL FORCE.
No. 31.
Jan.
1911. 2d.
STATUTES relating to the War Office a.ud to the Army, 1880. 5s,
STATUTORY POWERS of the Secretary of State, Ordnance Branch. 1879. 5s.
ST~tlf ~~GINES AND BOILERS. Management of. Notes a.nd Memora.nda,
STORES used in H.M. Service,

Priced Voca.bula.ry of.

Laud Service Stores and

!i::ts~ coo\:. n1919,Lj!!., an:});[l~vt l~~rc}it~\n18~9j an~a1};il l;it.d. ;ld~r:=~:~

f9rt

0

1\/~-a~h.Amendmenta.

Oct. 1909, Jan., April, July, Oct. 1910, Jan . , .April

SUDAN ALMAN AO. 1911, Compiled in the Intelligence Dep&rtment, Cairo. 11,
sui!;!'~~~t~glo-Egyptia.n, A Compendium prepared by Officers of the Sudan
Vol. I. . Geographic&l, Descriptive, and Historical (with Eig!,ty-two lllustratw11s). 101.
Vol. II. Routes. 7s. 6d. (Sot cm1taifl,'11g Chaple,· VJ/., Supplemtnt (A.).)
Ditto. In Separate Chapters. h. each:I. and II., Xil. III. North-Eastern Sudan. IV. Euteru Sudan. V.
Central Sudan. VI. South-Eastern Sudan. VII. Babr-el-Ohual, VIII.
Kordofan. IX. North-Western Sudan.
Ditto, Chapter VII. Supplemt1nt (A), Bahr-et-Ghazal. Additional Route&. h.

10

MILITARr BOOKS, publi•he.d by Autho1·ity-continued,
=~:eyo~itJJ(w~~ry r~i:e. 6:fwo parts, and Maps. 1890, 16,.
817~:~~\,?&ANBPOBT, ARD BABBACB: 8BBVICB8, Regulation,,

SUB"!EYING. Topogr!"phio&l and Geographical. Text Book of. 1905. 3•. 6d.
Ditto.
Appen~tx XI. Tables for the Projection of Graticules for square&" of
to side on scale of 1: 250 1000, and for squares of ½0 side on scale of
1: 125,000: with otlior 'l'ables ustid in Projecting Ma.pi;, 4d.
Ditto.
c,f Graticules for maps on
SWBDBN All1D l!IOBWAY. Armieij ot. liandboo&. 1901, Js.
SWI88 ARMY. Handbook, 1898. 6d.

Apr::~~l:~rl: 'f~otroii~ t\~io~u\~~:on
'fr~i!;~~

TA~;fg!i~uc~!f>E~ra!"s!Pod
G~!a~~~$. ~:.-OUND. 'l'ho Preparation
TBLEG&APll LIN.BB.
FIELD. Im1truction in Laying and Maintaining.
1907. 6d.
TELEGRAPHY Al!ID TELEPHONY.
Army.
Instruction in.
Vol. I.
Instruments. I,. 6d.; Vol. II. Lines. ls.
TELEPHONES IN T::S:B FIELD.
Technical Instructions for the 088 of.
Provisional. 1908. 2d.
TELESCOPES AND BINOC11LARS. SERVICE. Notes on. 1909, 6d.
TBLESOOPIO SIGHTS. Handbook. Land Service. 1904. 4d.
TERRITORIAL FOBOE (and sfe Equipment.; Establishments):Cadet List. A List of all Cadet Units whkh have received Official recognit.ion from
County Associa.tions.
(fo the press)
Cadet Unit,;.
Hegulations gonrning t.lie Formation, Organization, and
Administration of, by Oounty Aijsocia.tions. (Issued with s11ecial A.O., May :n,
1910). ld.
( Under ,·e,,£,ion)
Commission in the, and in the Territorial Force Resen·e. H.ow to obtain a.
1910. ld.
II
Definition of Corps" for the purposes of the Army Act. Special A.O., March 31,
1908, enclosing the Royal Warrant dated March 30, 1908. Id.
Exemption from Jury Service. fd.
Leaflets:-No. 1. Organisation and Principles; No. 2. Terms and Conditions of
Service; Service of the Imperial Yeomanry. Id. each, or 6d. per dozen, or

a•. per 100.
Organisation and Establishment. Special A.O., March 18, 1908. 6d.
Regulations for the, and for County Associations. 1910. (;d.
Reserve. Regulations. (Issued with Special A.O., :May 21, 1910). ld.
Scheme for tue Transfer of the HonourR-ble Artillery Oompany, the Imperial

:~~~~-n,

fu;~~::rte\~i~~1:f
~~cr!1r:.i.~~::cr1~:e19~~~ t~~r Reorganisation
Training. Provisional. 2d.
Tra11sfer of Units to the. Special A.O., March 20, 1908, enclosing the Order in
Council dated March 19, 1908. 2d.
Uniform . Special A.O., June 12, 1908. ld.
Voluntary Aid in England aod Wales. Sche.rue for the Organization of. Dee,
1910. 2d.
T&AOTOB TRIALS held by the Experimental Sub-Committee of the Mechanica.J
Tram1port Committee at Aldershot, Sept. a.nd Oct., 1903. Report on. 6d.
TRAINING AND MANIB17VRB REG11LATIONS, 1909, 4d.
Ditto.
Amendments. :May, 1910. ld.
TRANSPORT ]ll[ANUAL. .held Service. 1905. Pa.rt I. Provisional. 4d.
TRANSPORT. MBC::S:ANICAL, Regulations for the Appointment of Inspectors
of. ld.
TRl1KPET AND BUGLE 80l1ND8 for the Army. With Instructions for the
Training of Trumpeters and Buglers. 1909. 9d.
TYPHOID (.AKTI-} Il!IOOULATIO.N OOMMITTBB. Report on Blood Changes
following Typhoid Inoculation. 190b. h. 6d.
l1GANDA PROTEOTOltATE. Precis of Information. Sept., 1902. 5•. 6J.
URDU •.ENGLISH PRIMBB. For the use of Oolonial Artillery. 1899. 1.:,,.
VA.LISE BQUIPllttBNT. Instructions for Fitting:P•ttflrn 1888 with pattern 1894 Pouch opening outwards. 1895. ld.
Bandolier pattern. 1903. 2d.
V A.LPAR.AISO. The Oa.pture of, in 1891, h.
VBlfBBBAL DI8BA8B. s.. Medical Servioes.
VBTBRIJl'ARY COBPS. Army,Begnlations for Admission. 1910, 2d.

Vlli:=.Jr;~B:i~oB":. Army.

Regulations.

1906.

Sd.

w~B?ffs~C!tJ;~• ~~ ~~1:~T~ ~~~~.~~~yo:~ THB
WATBB 811PPLY MAN11AI'., u. 6d.
lt•:a.AY APP.A:a.AT118, Hillto Regarding the Management and 01e of. 3d.
ZtJ'LV:t.AJI]). Precfl of Information nonoernhur. With• H&p. Deo. 1 1894. 4,,
ZULU WAB 01' 1879. Narrative of the FieldOperation.OOllDeOtedwitbihe. 1881
(R•prifllod 1907). a..
11

